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].0 INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY

; High reliability has been the byword of the U. S. space program
I

since its inception. Rnliability took on a special meaning beginning with

(_ the Mercury program wherein man first explored the harsh unknowns of space. _

When human life Is at stake, the requirementsfor reliability become high

'. { indeed.

w_

{ For unmanned spacecraft,the payload is not so precious as that
of the manned version but the mission durations are becoming longer and the

; total financial investmentsare becoming higher. If the unmanned mission is _"

( to be a success, the mission must be completed, 100%. So now the question

is not just one of high reliability but one of long-term reliability.

(
The propulsionsystem of the long mission spacecraft has a unique

; responsibility: operate reliably in the space environmentfor long periods _-
of tento fifteen years but on an intermittentduty cycle basis of perhaps

C! only once per year. One of the most critical factors which determineswhether or not the propulsion system can continue to operate reliably is the

complete compatibilityof the propellant with the B,aterials of construction.

C,
Complete compatibilitycan be defined as a statr wherein even

C subtle interactionswill not cause deleterious events over the term of the

< mission involved. Often the time from program inception to launch date is

C iw_ ,_ less than the length of the mission. The desire to use the latest materials
• of constructionmeans that the design engineer must use short-term experi- '..

L _ mental data for qualificationpurposes instead of real-time data. This

leads to doubts concerning the serviceabilityfor long missions and causes

(.._ engineers toover design and provide backup components. These both cause i i_

, added cost and added weight.
)

( The solution to the dilemma is to develop the techniques and

methodology whereby short-termdata can be used to make reliable long-

( ', term predictionsof propellant-materialcompatibility.

(,

I
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1 , 1 PROGPAMOBJ[CTIVES .

The objective of this effort _,as te advance t_e art of techniques

for qualifying materials and prepcllants used on chen_icai liquid propulsion

feed systems required for unmanned space exploration vehicles. The materials

were to be used _ith earth storable and space storable propellants at pres- _

sures up to IOGO psi and operate reliably in the space environ_ent for

periods of ten to fifteen years _ut on an intermittent duty cycle basis; "_ i

f_r example, one or more duty cycles p_r year during the mission life. _ i
w,m

Th_ techniques developed to nieet the objectives were required ._

to yie]d data in a much shorter time than the mission life. Accurate _ ,

compatibility and reliability assessments ceuld be assigned by means of "_

" extremely sensitive measurements of the malefic effects of the propellant

, on the material, and conversely the effects of the material exposure on the "_

! propellant. The words "materi_Is and compatibility" were taken in the broadest
sense such as to include: scurce, processing, storage flight type usage, etc " _-

{ ' .

, The scope of the WOrK included analyses, design, feasibility

_ iI experimentation, and technical demonstraticn.

Materials considered were related to the following liquid pro-

pulsion feed system functions:

a. Flow shut off valves )
b Isolation type valves

c Flow metering or throttlin_ devices _.j
d Regulators for cold gases ,

e Regulators for hot gases _T_ ._
f Vent or relief valves _..,J _'

i_ h FiIters '_'.

i Tankage and pr_pellantacquisition devices

Lines and serv;ce connections _ _J

I Primary emphasis was given to the prop_llants hydrazine, monomethyl- _ _.','_'_
hydrazine,diborane, oxygen difluoride,FLOX, and liquid fluorine. ._._

I o"

' i
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1.2 SPECIFICTASKS

The programwas dividedintotwo phases. The firstphasecon-

sistedof an examinationand developmentof testingmethodsand sensitive

measurementte(hniquesandwas reportedfullyin an interimreport[l-l]*.

The secondphase involvedthe applicationof the testingmethodsand
,(

i sensitivetechniquesto the developmentof a methodof predictinglong-term

interactionbetweenpropellantsand materialsusingshort-termdata. The

( resultsof the latterphaseare reportedinthisvolume.The overallprogram

is shownin Figurel-l.
!,

' (
' " The elementsof the firstphaseof the programconsistedof the

followingtasks.

ExistingTechnologySurvey
i

( A comprehensivesurveywas performedof the existingtechnology
_m

of methods,measurements,and testingtechniquesfor qualifyingliquid

| _ ("! i _ propulsionmaterial-propellantcombinationsfor spacecraftapplications.

. Thosewhich,as currentlypractlced,would contributeand providemeaningful+i_-: resultstowardsdeterminingmaterial-propellantcompatibility,performance, |
,,_

y,t . and reliabilityfor longmissiondurationsof ten to fifteenyears in space

f_ and planetaryenvironmentswithinthe solarsystemwere identified.
L

_ Evaluationof ExistingTechnology

i Aftercompletionof the survey,a criticalevaluationof theexistingtechniqueswas made to deter_dneif any of themcouldbe refined _

('_ sufficientlyto meetthe requirements.Areasof improvementwere noted. !','
W i ,

!_ !i Developmentof New Technology i.

0
- Partof the programeffortwas devotedto investigatingthe

"'i feasibilityand advantaqesof de,,elopingand utilizingnew methodsto achieveIm_P__ " significantimprovementsoverexistingones. Area requiringtechnology

l;advancementwere alsodefined.

_, (rj * Numbersin bracketsreferto referenceslistedin Section9.
t _L

3

i
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or

ExperimentalDemonstration

A complete experimentaldemonstrationof one or more of the

techniques identified in the preceding tas'; was accomplished. A test
r

program was conductedthat gave reliable evidence that the information

obtained was directly correlatablewith extended periods of time, and gave

reliable evidence that the basic program requirementswere met assuring

satisfactoryspacecraftservi_e.

The details of the second phase of the program cc_Jsistedof

the following tasks.

i Developmentof the PredictionMethod

The objective of the task was to establish the detailed methodsI / and procedureswhich would be required to predict propellant-materia_
compatibilityfor periods of time up to ten years with a high degree of

l_ certainty. The sensitivemeasurement techniques identified in the first _ _

phase of the program were to be used as a foundation for thc method. The
I

_* task was directed toward the developmentand establishmentof an analytical|. method which can be used for qualifying candidate propellant-material

I combinations.

I _

_' Verificationof the PredictionMethod

_ An integral part of the developmentof the predictionmethod
,, was the orderly laboratoryverificationof that method. The laboratory

L

i_ #- testing played an important role in the modification or addition to'the ,
c. method to produce the best possible tool. Laboratory data was to be

I _ materials 6AI-4V titanium and 2219-T87 aluminum with $generated for the

the oxidizers: FLOX (88:12) and liquid fluorine and with the fuels: _,

: hydrazineand monomethylhydrazine. For the laboratory testing with the _

, _ fuels, 304L CRES was substitutedfor the 2219-T87 aluminum. _"

i
( Feasibilit_Demonstrationof New Techniquesq

, Several techniques identifiedunder the first phase of work

_'-, which showed promise of a capability for detecting subtle changes were

i'C _-_' to be assessed on a limited basis.

I
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Propellant.Mono]ayer Buildup .Investigation

Previous work [6-I] with hydrazine propellant indicatedthat

there was evidence of a "monolayer"buildup on a filter screen test
I

._ specimen. This ancillary task was to investigatethis phenomenon in -

t sufficientdepth to determine the significanceof this "monolayer"build-
i

l up for hydrazine tyne propellants. It was to be established whether the ! 'L

, i depositionwas limited to a monolayer, or whether increasedtime or the

iv presence of metal contaminantsor specific impuritieswould promote -'_
l

i additional depositionto a point where component performance degradation ,_

would result. "_

v I.3 SUMMARY _

A method for the predictionof propellant-materialcompatibility

'_ for periods of time up to ten years has been developed. The method utilizes )

a system of flow diagrams showing analysis paths, decision points, and

required data inputs. The method also relies on a foundation of basic 1 _-

chemical kinetics to make predictionsabout interactionsin the future

from accurate short-termdata.

(-
, The laboratorytest program produced results that were extremely

_!, valuable on their own merits in addition to providing data needed for the

; checking and verificationof the predictionmethod. It was established

that hydrogen fluoride impurity in fluorine plays an important role in J

(_ the long-term compatibilityof liquid fluorinewith 6AI-4V titanium. On

_i the other hand, 221g-T87 aluminum was relativelyunaffected by liquid _ )fluorine with hydrogen fluoride present. The action of FLOX (88:12)

, on 6AI-4V titanium was found to be essentiallythe same as that of liquid _)
fluorine. Predictionson the amount of metal buildup in the propellant

I
!'_ (and thus the overall compatibilityof the combinations)were made using _

i the predictionmethod. These predictionsindicated excellent compatibility

_ for the terms of interest especially if the hydrogen fluoride content in ._ '
the propellant is reduced to a low level _-_ '

LJThe testing with the fuels hydrazine and monomethylhydrazine _-'_i_

was cqually fruitful. Two systems were chosen which were capable of _:"

0 '

I
I
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- °

illustratingthe predictionmethod in an elegant manner: (I) the 6AI-4V

titanium in hydrazine propellantwith chlorine impurity present, and (2)

the 304L CRES in hydrazinewith carbon dioxide impurity present. It was

establishedthat chlorine present as metal chloride in hyorazine produced

! no deleterious interactionwith the titanium and that hydrazine should

be compatible with 6AI-4V titanium for a period of time much longer

_( ; than the time of interest.

It was also found that corrosion of 304L CRES by hydrazinewith

• _ carbon dioxide added was best explained by a two part mechanism: (1) a

_. comparativelyslow zero-order reaction during which time dissolution of

i_ _, the protectivemetal oxide occurred followed by (2) a first-order reaction

, with respect to the CO2 concentration. There may exist a difference in

J reactivityof the hydrazine system depending on whether the CO2 is present
as active hydraziniumcarbazate or as inactivemetallic carbazate.

I

I - It was concluded that the predictionmethod should prove to
be an extremely valuable and viable tool and that there are yet areas

:I(I i needing further development.

_ / - •

t'

t

i"

7
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" 2.0 THE PREDICTIONMETHOD

i The steps,techniques,procedures,decisions,and theoryused

to arriveat recommendationsfor long-termserviceof certainmaterials

withpropellantscomprisea methodwhichwe chooseto terma prediction )

method. The basicconceptis to generateshort-termdata usingsensitive

_. _ measurementtechniquesand,usingthe method,makean accurateprediction

concerningthe performanceoverthe longterm. Whereassomepartsof the

methodmay be obviousor merelycommonsense,otherpartsembarkintonew

territoryin so far as materialpropellantcompatiEilitytestingis con-

, . cerned. Thispredictionmethodattemptsto draw togetherintoa coordinated _

( planthe individualpartsand procedureswhichmay have beenutilizedin

I the pastalongwithmodifiedtechniquesand/ornew approachesto cracking

•r v_* the puzzleof subtleinteractionand long-termservicibility.

'" 2.1 THE GENERALFLOWCHART __
Shownin Figure2-I is at.overallrepresentationof the floY

_, pathutilizedin makinga long-termpredictionfromshort-termdata.

i_ This chartwill be describedin detailbut notethatthe ultimatesuccess

Iw_

I_ _i of the methodrelieson the abilityto definethe kineticrateexpression
• thatdescribesthe interactionbetweenpropellantand material. Without

'*_f. thisexpression,an exactpredictioncannotbe made. Bearin mind, however,

" i_"_ thatthe inabilityto developsuchan expressionmay indicatesucha low
tlevelof interactionthat satisfactoryperformanceis assured. Also it

(2 *Ip_ "_ may be possibleto derivean expressionfor the maximumpossiblerateof }
reactionfromwhichan upperlimitto the degreeof interactioncan be W .

C' estaclished. 1

The basicfoundationof the methodis the staticimmersiontest I

_") but thisdoesnot precludethe need for otherformsof testingsuchas
dynamicand ignitiontests. Thispredictionmethodshown in Figure2-I

i _'_ and associatedsub-chartsrepresentsthe bestmodelnow available. It is
intendedthatthisbe a viablemethodand as suchnow representsthe

('_ infantstateof development.

0
.__,,_I:_LNGPAGE BLANK NOT. .q
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i

. The methodbegins with a complete definition of the propulsion

| systemand the applicationfor whichit is beingconsidered.Thiswould

includedescriptionof suchitemsas tanks,lines,valves,actuators,

propellantacquisitiondevicesand transducers.The descriptionwould ,_

includethe alloytype,servicelifeexpected,operationalpressureand !

_ temperature,and environmentalparameterssuchas zerogravity,radiation
\ w

sources,shockar,dvibration,thermalcycling,thermalshockand vacuum.

( Thissetsthe stagefor the nextstepwhich is the preliminary

immersion(orexposure)test. In practice,thistestmay not be necessary _

becauseof existingdatafor the systemthatwouldallowthe subsequent

_- go/no-godecisionto be made. However,it may be prudentto establish

_ shocksensitivityor otherparametersindicativeof grossincompatibility.
l

Onceit is establishedthatthe propellant-materialpair is

(/ tacitlycompatible,one can proceedto determiningthe degreeof subtle

interactionas shownin the threelegsbelowthe go/no-godecisionblock.

C_i Theselogicpathsdescribethe usedto establishthe existence
process

of a pressurebuild-updue to propellantdecomposition,a metalbuild-up

_ in the propellantdue to reactionof propellantwith thematerial,and
materlalsurfacedegradationfor the samereason. The pathswill be

- referredto as the pressureleg,the metalleg,and the surfaceleg,respectively.
I

(i}_ 2.1.1 Dete.rminlnqthe Rateof PressureBulld-up

_ Certainchemicalpropellantsdecomposeto yieldgaseousproducts _I (viz.N2H4, MMH, H202,B2H6)that,if allowedto buildup, wouldcause if"

j f') a dangeroussituationand/ordegradepropellantperformancebeyondaccept- !_. ablelimits. Propellantdecompositioncan be causedby metalsurface
' catalysis,elevatedtemperatures,propellantimpurities,and combinations

( •of these. A knowledgeof the rateof pressurebuild-upis a necessary _.

requirementwhen longtermmissionsare beingconsidered. !_

(" ll
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The pressure leg in Figure 2-I contains a step indicating

the determinationof the pressure build-up rate. This step is detailed _

further in Figure 2-2. A necessary part of the determinationis the '_

selection of the proper gas measurement technique. Depending on the *-

type of gas expected, various measurementtechniques are available. For _ :

oxygen and hydrogen gases, very sensitive measurement techniques are avail- .,

able, the Hersh Cell and the Palladium Foil Analyzer, respectively [l-l]. T_e .i -

situation for other common gases such as N2 and NH3 is not so good. ,,,

Co_,_onpressure measuring techniques such as the bourdon gage or strain .

4 gage can be used; however, the sensitivityis not truly adequate to detect ,

small gas evolution in short periods. Quite possibly mass spectral analy- "

, sis of the gas products would yield values for trace amounts of these _"

gases. The spoon gage shows promise of being a very sensitive tool for -
, monitoring pressure rise. This type of pressure gage, as developed by .-

Naval Weapons Center, China Lake [2-I], employs a fine glass lever arm

which is attached to a mirror. The mirror is used to reflect a light ) _-

beam and, since the mirror movement responds to pressure change, the

_ light beam is correspondinglymoved by the pressure change. The lever )
f

i arm of the light beam can produce a large mechanical advantage and thusshow very small changes in pressure. It is thus similar in operation to )
a sensitivemirror galvanometer. The spoon gage apparatus requires

| calibration before use and the inherent accuracy of the system depends

" ! on the constructionof the glass apparatus. It has the disadvantagethat /

_(I _ it is very delicate. _J)

Once the type of measuring system has been chosen, the detailed

immersion test can be planned as shown in Figure 2-2 and expanded in _ _

Figure 2-3. The detailed immersiontest is general and applies to metal i

build-up and surface degradationas well. Discussion of this part of the '

method is found in Section 2.2. "_-) i

i

! I
_b

12 0 _ -
I
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The results of the immersion te_t will yield data concerning the

timedependenceof gas generationand, presumably,the identityof the gas

products.The taskthen is to developa ratelaw describingthe reaction

( that is consistentwith the data. The detailsof establishingthe kinetic

rate laware givenin Section2.3. If thereis no pressurerise,thi_step

'4; ! is omittedand attentionis directedto the otherlegs.
p

2.1.2 Uetemining the Rateof MetalBuild-upin the Propellant

Interactionbetweenliquidpropellantsand _tal materialsresults
_,_ _ ,

! in certainconcentrationsof thosemtals appearing_n the propellant.
' Thisoccursto a greateror lesserextentdependinguponthe propellanttype

and thematerial,but the factthat thisdoes occurin everycasemakesit
• importantinmonitoringthe rateof interactionbetweenpropellantand

material. The extentof interactienalsobecomesan importantcriterionin

_..the judgementof the serviceabilityof the pairfor long-termuse.

i _ Sinceeven propellant- materialpairsdee_d compatible interact,

i! albeitsubtly, to someextent,it shouldbe possibleto measurethatdegree
_ of interactionprovidedthata measuringtechniquesensitiveenoughis avail-

C_ i able. A_ed with the degreeof interactionfor a §ivenperiodof time,it

" shouldalsobe possibleto predictwith accuracythe timewhen the interactionI"

- _Li will reachsignificantproportions.

(__ Withthesethoughtsin mind,we set forthto _asure the rat_of i
_tal build-upin the liquidpropellantwith the most sensitivetechniques

presentlyavailable.This procedureis outlinedin Figure2-4.C
The typealloyunderinvestigationlargelydeterminesthe measure-

_ (_ menttechniqueto be used. Whilethe radioactivetracertechniqueis perhaps
• - themost powerfultechniqueto use,not all alloyscan be effectivelystudied

_ [ _ withthistechnique. In practice,the alloyshouldcontainas one of the
b,_ __. majorconstituents,an elementwhichcan he readilyactivatedand whose

radioisotopehas a decayhalf-lifeno shorterthanapproximatelythe length _

' T!
I
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of the proposedtestduration. As a minimum,the radioisotopeshouldhave

( a half-li_ no shorterthanabouttwelvehours. Thisrulesout elementssuch

' as aluminum,titanium,vanadium,magnesium,and silicon. Excellentelements

( whichcan be usedas tracersinclude: iron,chromium,zinc,zirconium,
cobalt,molybdenum,and manyothers.

! As Figure2-4 indicates,the radiotracertechniqueis chosenonly

if a suitableisotopeis available. If not,othermethodscan be usedbut

( at the expenseof systemcomplexityand expe=imentaldifficulty.In

particularthismeans that,whilethe propellant- materialpaircan be

. ( studiedas a functionof timewith one test setupand sampleusingtheradio-tracertechnique,a testsetupand samplefor each timepointin the

investigationmust be usedfor othermethods.

If the propellantis not cryogenic,atomicabsorptionspectroscopy

(-_ witha graphitefurnaceis the simplesensitivetechniqueto use. If the b-
propellantis cryogenic,the bestprocedureto use is the dry activation

_ #- analysiswhereinthe residueremaini_,_afterpropellantevaporationis _n_1,,-_,_
_- by neutronactivationanalysis.This latterprocedurecouldalsoutilize

(. atomicabsorptionspectroscopybut would Involvethe additionalstepof
¢

(k,_) dissolvingthe residueIn a suitablesolvent. Wheresimplicityand freedom

_ _ fromerrorare sought,additionalstepssuchas theseare to be avoided. _!
_:L_ Thesetechniquesand othersare discussedin detailin Section3.0.

_ _ (_ The particularmeasurementsystemchose.,will in generaldetermine i-,-- the typeof apparatusto be used in the test program. Selectionof materials i

t" f._ to be usedin the programare alsomadeat this timesincethey,too, have _',

• li
As in the pressureleg,the detailedimmersiontest (Figure2-3)

follows _hesedecisions and selections.

The resultsof the detailedimmersiontestare usedto developa '

kineticratelaw describingthe rateof metai bulld-upin the propellant.

¢" .
47
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2.1.3 Determinationof the Rateof SurfaceDeqradation D

Coupledto the rateof metal build-upin the propellantis the .b =
i

rateof surfacedegradationof the material. The occurrenceof the one

indicatesthe presenceof the other. _, )usually

..(, Surfacedegradationmay occuras uniformetchingof material,
as the developmentof pin holesor pits,or as the deteriorationof a surface _,

film. Whateffectthis surfacedegradationhas on the propulsionsystem

performancedependson the applicationof thematerial. For a propellant "_"

tank,minutesurfacepittin_wouldbe inconsequentialwhereasfor a transducer

witha l-mllmetaldiaphragn,surfacepittingor pin holescouldbe catastrophic. "_

, Therefore,the rateat which surfacedegradationstake placeis an important "

considerationin the choiceof materials. -_
)

) Th_ procedureutilizedfor determiningthisrateis shownin Figure

')2-5. Certainlythisis not the onlyprocedurethatcan be usedto determine _ -

surfacedegradation;it is a workableone. The procedurecan be somewhat

complex,dependingon the degreeof interactionobserved. )

If thereare grosschangesobservedas a resultof the preliminary

exposuretest,thesecan be studiedby conventionalmethodsand this.

< wouldprecludeany needfor the sensitivetechniquesoutlinedhere.

The absenceof grosschangesindicatesthe needto investigate _)

the systemfurtherand thus tke detailedimmersiontestis initiated.The

is dividedintotwo partsdependingon the formation,or no formation,studyW

of a tenacioussurfacelayerof reactionproducts. -,
'i

O'The formationand growthof surfacelay=rsis _ well investigated _

subjectand it is knownthatthereare variousmechanismsof growththatare i

followed.Someof thesemechanismsare:diffusioncontrolled(parabolic) C'_ !'

growth,linearfil_growth,and logarithmicfilmgrowth. Techniquesused

'_._i tomeasurefilmthicknessincludewei_htgain, polarizedlightreflection

(ellipsometry)and multiple-beaminterferometry.Once the timedependence 0 ,
' _

I' f) ,7._I I

_-.

!,
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• 4t,

of the film thickness is establishedthe mechanism of film growth can be

ascertainedand a rate law describing that mechanism can be developed. "

For cases wherein no surface layer is formed (or the layer is

soluble in the liquid propellant),a separate analysis path is shown.

Several possiblereactions can occur between the propellantand the material "_
surface. The types of interactionshown in Figure 2-5 are not necessarily ""

"

meant to include all possible types of interactionbut represent typical -..
interactionthat would be expected and the approach taken to quantify _.,

them.

It is quite possible that, insteadof forming a surface layer, --

the propellantpenetrates into the surface in the form of the anion.

While this may not be measureable by conventionalmethods such as the

electronmicroprobe which detects elements only on the surface, it would

be possible to establishthe amount and depth of penetrationby selectively ")

i etching the surfaceof the exposed material and analyzing the etchantfor the propellantanion. This technique, shown in Figure 2-6 would be _ _-

used to develop the penetrationdepth versus time of exposure to the
propellant. The penetrationdepth could then be correlated to material )

I integrityand strength.

If there is localized attack or pitting of the material surface,

, the degree of attack can be determinedwith aid of the scanning electron

• microscope (SEM). This attack ca_ be quantified as the number of pits per

; squ_re centimeterand as the size and depth of the pi_s. This pitting can _)I

I_ i' also be related to the rate of metal build-up in the propellant. Whereas

I _ pitting of the surface generally guaranteesthe presence of metals in the __ ;
!

_ propellant,the reverse is not necessarily true. i' '"

_ _ _It may also be possible that the natural surface film on a _ i_.

_ material (e.g., aluminum oxide) can be attacked by the propellantand i _

_ altered in such a way that deleteriouseffects on the base metal ensue, i "'
4

i Alterationof tl_enatural surface can be convenientlymeasured •

using the surface impedanceas _hown in Figure 2-7. This technique and
,I

•' its applicationsare discussed in detail in Section 5.0. The degree '_

20 0 'F'
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, ) of impedancechangeversustime is relatedto alterationof the surface
• layerand can be usedto assessthe compatibilityof thematerial-propellant

,_ pair.

alL,

2.1.4 Completionof the Method

_" Oncethe kineticrateexpressionsfor the interactionof the

propellantwith thematerialare known,the expectedmissionconditions
4

_4 | suchas temperatureand pressureand the expectedpropellantimpurities
" can be inputto the rateexpressions.Sincethe rate _f interactionis

dependenton time,the selectedtimecan be inputand the predictedrate

• i is thendefined. Thiscompletesthe predictionmethodas shownin the

_, - lowerpartof Figure2-I.

j * , .

, 2.2 DETAILEDIMMERSIONTEST

) The detailedimmersiontestingprocedureshownin Figure2-3
containsthe majorelementsrequiredto obtainthe maximumamountof in-

I " _ interactionof and materialsinformationaboutthe propellants the system
!

) definedin Figure2-I. The objectiveof the detailedimmersiontest is to

i : _ completelydescribethe variousinteractionsbetweenthe liquidpropellant

i and the m_terialin question. Thesedataare usedto establishfunctionali relationshipsbetweenvariables,not justsinglepointvalues, i

l_! " The preparationand conductof the detailedimmersiontest is

,_ f-w extremelyimportantand must be carefullycontrolledand documentedif

: _ meaningfulresultsare to be obtained.To insurethatall possibleinter-
_ actions,variables,and eventsare considered,a matrixcheckchartsuchas

, _ the one shownin Figure2-8 is helpful. Thesesamecautionsare outlined

• ratherwell in the JAMNAFLiquidPropellantTestMethods- Test726 (LPTM)

u r in in A. The te_s usedin thiswork[2-2]reproduced part Appendix are

., _ compatiblevliththosegivenin the JANNAFLPTMand, in general,the pro-
!

_j ceduresusedare alsothoserecommendedtherein. The sectionin the LPTM

_, on StaticImmersion, as yet incomplete,was as a
while used model for this

C_ work and the detailedimmersiontest hereshouldbe conductedin accordance

- q_'-_ with thoserecommendationswhereapplicable.

_ ,.1 _
2

23 _
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| 2.2.1 Selection of Lhe Measurement Technique

One of the first items that must be established is the measurement

_" to be used. This is because of the that thesystem necessary impact measure-

' ment technique has upon the other facets of the test plan. For example,

the use of the radioactive tracer technique places definite constraints
on the geometric configuration of the container for shielding reasons. It

_4, j may also impose constraints upon the test duration and it definitely places
size or weight limitations on _l_e specimen. Other measurement techniques

would have their own se_ of characteristic requirements.

The effect of post-_st measurement + _ues is somewhat less

_ i" althrough they can L,ot be ignored. The dry activation analysis technique,
, _. for example, places stringent constraints on the container material used.

' It must be free of elements being sought or other interferring elements.

_.J It must withstand relatively high temperatures during the activation

process.

(_ These constraints must not only be known before the remainder of

_ the test plan is developed but may also play an important part in the

i selection of the measurement technique.
2.2.2 Material Specimens

c 1_ ' A complete description of the material specimens will include:

_( _ _. Material constituents i

_; Condition, i.e. hardness, surface condition, heat treat' i
_i_ Geometry, i.e., thickness, length, width, weight

" '.i ( _ Processing, i.e., fabrication,cleaning, pa_sivation i

i (_ RequireQ number
Analysis

In short, the complete description includesany and all informationavail-

f'--. able about the ,,)aterialand its history.

i ! 2.2.3 Test Fluid

-i_llp__ (') The description of the test fluidwouldGradeor MIL Standard include:

_ (': 25
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I

Analysis -_

I assay )
p

t impurities -.

1 additives )6, _h

contaminants

2.2.4 Specimen - FluidL- Container Configuration _)--

! Considerationsfor Test Geome'ry are: -\

Ratio of specimen surface area to fluid liquid volume _)

Ratio of specimen surface area to fluid gas volume _,_

Spacing between specimens and between specimen and container )

Electrical resistance paths
r_ ,

The surface area to volume ratios may be chosen to equal those in a specific
j 7

application or may be increased to enhance the measurement of a reaction

rate. Minimum spacing between specimens is required to insure that there
p

will be no interactionbetween different types of materials. For the case

in which the effect of the material on the propellant is sought, there can

be only one material per container. Where there is a possibilityof the

containermaterial interactingwith the specimen, a minimum spac;ng is

required also and certainly no low electrical resistance paths should exist )

between any specimen or specimen-wall.

2.2.5 S_orage Container Design >

_ The design of the test storage container must be considered

very carefully in light of all interactingaspects such as test measurement )_

i method, type of fluid, test environment,etc.. In s_e cases the container
is constructedof the material being studied. The configuratior _d size _')

i of the container is relativelyunimportant but must be fully defined. _ .

I_ I Other container items which m:'stbe described are the closure, tubing N

connections, seal-offs,and any flexures.

2.2.6 Instrumentation (b

Internal Pressure - There are essentiallythree types of pressure

measuring devices in use: external strain gauges, Staco cells, and all {_

metal Bourdon gauges. The type of measuring syst_ chosen will depend on _ _o_
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7" numerous factors such as cost, fluid type, additives if any, and degree
%.

of sensitivity required.

| Internal Temperature - Monitoring of internal temperature,
if required, can be accomplished by means of thermocoupleor thermistor

wells. Containers stored in temperature controlledovens or in liquid

baths do not require internal temperaturemonitoring.

_I _ External Pressure, Temperatureand Humidity - In cases where

these environmentalconditions pl_ a role, it is recommended that the

procedures outlined In the JANNAF handbook be followed.#

2.2.7 Test Conditions

_' A complete definition of test conditions will include the

temperatures_pressures,concent:_ationsof impurities,duration, and

__(._ number data points.

2.2.8 Fabricationand Installationof Test SxstemI

i # ( _ Once the test plan is described, fabricationof the apparatus,

container, and specimensmay be accomplished.

I (. 2.2.9 Conducting the Test

•
_; f-, The conduct of the test program should follow established test

_ _,_ procedures and safe operating practices. Items that are included in the _
r

iI"_ testing procedure are:

Specimen mounting#

_ Installatinnof the mounted array

i '''_0 Inspection
Container sealing

i'. ('_ Leak checking

i Calibration

Fluid fillStorage monitoring

In-situ measurements

• " ' } Test Termination _
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2.2.10 Post-TestMeasurements

Therewill be a widevarietyof post-testmeasurementswhich

dependoponthe typeof testconductedand the particularmaterial-propellant -_
pairtested. Someof thesemeasurementshavebeendiscussedpreviouslyin _°7

Section2.1 and are discussedfullyin Reference2-2. Uponcompletion

of the post-testproceduresand analyses,the testconditionsare changed .) c
as requiredand the testingis continued.1

2.3 ESTABLISHINGTHE KINETICRATE EXPRESSION _) .

Figure2-9 showspictoriallythe methodusedto developthe _
kineticrateexpressionfromthe datageneratedduringthe detailed _

_ i_ersion tests. First,all datamust be collectedand displayedso that

'_ trendsand dependenceon the testvariablescan be clearlyvisualized. .

The probl_ thenbecomesone of detemining the orderof the reactionwith

respectto all the participants.In the generalreactionwith stoichiometric
/

i equation

) aA + bB = gG+ hH _ _-
I the ratemay be expressedby

j -d[A]/dt,-d[B]/dt,d[G]/dt,or d[H]/dt J
' wheret is timeand bracketsmean concentration,The reactionrateat a

giventemperatureis a functionof the concentrationsof s_e or all of
\

_ the variouscomponentsof the system,but usuallyonlythe reactants.

The functionalrelationbetweenrateof reactionand the concentrations

is calleda rateexpression.In generalit is not possibleto precinct -j

the rate expressionfor a givenreactionby just knowingthe stoichiometric

equation.An exampleof a rateexpressionis: -_

For H2 + 12 = 2HI,

0
dHt- =k[H2][I2] iwhere k is the reactionrate constant.Very few rateexpressionsare this C_

simple. S_e reactionscan be representedwitha rateexpressionof the

i, "_ form: 0 _nI n2 n3

I'

I
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ESTABLISHKINETIC RATEEXPRESSION

C _'_)

L

" " EstablishEffect
Impurity of Dependent Prmssum

_ ( Levels Variables Concentratiomj

Orderof Rx
respect to _ ,_

(_" allFarticlpants

i '

;-0 i

0

(,") FIGURE2-9: ESTABLISHINGTHE KINETTCRATEEXPRESSION

(; " TI
I
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For this restrictedtype of rate expression there is defined the cuncept _
J

of "order of reaction,n," where n - nI + n2 + n3 + ..., the sum of all

the exponents of the concentrations. Each i!_dividual exponent is called "
' "the order with respect to that ccnponent.' For example in the reaction

above for hydrogen iodide, the reaction is second-order,_ut the order -) _with respect to each reactant separately |s one. Occasionallythe expo-

, nentsmaybe fractiohalor even hegative, dependina on the complexity of the

-)reaction. It should be emphasized that these expressions are empirical -

in nature. _-_

),The rate of reaction is not usually obtained directly from

experimertaldata, but instead a concentrationur some other variable is . _ .

j measured as a function of time. In a plot of concentration versus time, /

the rate at any time is equal to the slope of the curve. Since the con-

centrations are usually observed, the integratedform of the rate expression _I

is more convenientto work with. The first-order reaction represented

by the rate expression _ _-

_ dc__c_=k c
dt

i can be readily integrated to yield )
In (c/co)= kt

or In c : In co + kt

_I To test experimentaldata for a first-order reaction, the In c or lOglo c / ./;_.
is plotted versus ti_ and should be linear with a slope of k or k/2.303,

)Ju

respectively. See Figure 2-10(a). _ )

For a second-orderreaction, -_

dc k c2 _'--J
dt '_

the integrationyields 0 _"
1 l = kt
C 0 C

' 0
Again, according to this expression, a plot of I/c versus tim_ should be _'
linear, and with a slope equal to k. See FiQure 2-10(b). Other rate

0'_ expressions can be similarly integrated. The second-orderreaction whose _,

I
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(,a} FIRST-ORDERREACTION

q _
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, 11

(L , TIME

. ,./

I _') (b) SECOND-ORDERREACTION

• 0 1 .....
':_i0

I/C

; °_0

((,_ FIGURE2-10: LINEARPLOTSFOR FIRSTAND SECOND-ORDERREACTIONS

("_ 31
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stoichiometryis

andwhoserateexpressionis --

, -dA = k AB '_
dt

can be integratedto give "_

l AoB

_ Bo - Ao InBo--_A--= kt -)

whereAo and Bo are initialconcentrationsof A and B. It is evidentthat

datamay be testedby plottinglog (B/A)versustimeyieldinga linearplot _)
if the expressionis valid.

__ Althoughkineticrateexpressionsare usuallywrittenin terms "e
i

. of the rateof decreaseof one of the reactants,theysometimesare more

convenientlywrittenin termsof the rateof buildupof one of the products. -)
Considerthe reactionA + B = Y + Z and rateexpressionsthat are zero,

J first second,and thirdorderwithrespectto A. The variousequivalent _ __!

i. expressionsare shov_,as follows,whereA is the initialconcentration Y
! 0

i of the reactantA. Notethatthe decreasein concentrationof the reactant
i

Orderof
_ Reaction )
_ With RateExpressionsin Terms RateExpressionsin Terms

Respect of the Decreasein Concen- of the Increasein Concen-

;. to A trationof ReactantA trationof ProductY )

zero dA dY -'_
._ • . _]-E.=ko a-_-= k0 __/

dA dY it,,first " B_"= kl A BrE= kI [Ao - Y]

• I
{ dA A2 dY '
_ second . _= k2 _= k2 [A° . y]2 !

•i (-)
dA A3 dYthird " at'" k3 Et_= k3 [A° . y]3
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A is exactlyequalto the increasein concentrationof the product?. Also_

notethatin the earlystagesof the reactionwhenY is much smallerthan

Ao, the valueof dY/dtfor the first,second,and third-orderre,ctionswill

( in effectequ_la constant.Thesereactionratesin thei;-initialstages
6

are thereforetermedpseudo-zero-order.

i Figure2-11 snowstypicalshapesof curvesfor varioustypesof _!

reactions.Curve (a),the autocalalyticreaction,was drawnunderthe

/ ( assumptionthatone of the oroductsof the hypotheticalreactionactsas .

a catalystto increasethe rateof reaction. As more productis formed ,,_

I with time,the reactionratecontinuesto increase.

It is evidentthatthe developmentof the rateexpressionis a _

( trial-and-errorprocess;however,informationaboutthemechanismof the
reactioncan be a great_id in thisdevelopment.Conversely,knowledgeof

the rateexpressioncan shedmuch lighton the mechanismof th_ reaction.
A completetreatmentof this subjectis beyondthe _copeof thisworkand

•I { _ the readeris referredto any appropriate.referenceon chemicalkinetics __

I _- for additionalinfermation.

Kineticrateexpressionsare not limitedto descriptionby con-
centrationsof reactants.In general,p)'oceduresfor determiningkinetics

_, may be dividedintotwo.rategor_es,chemicaland physical.Chemicalanaly-sis impliesa directdeterminationc# the concentrationof one or moreof

the reactantsor products. Physicalmethodsof analysisare alsoutilized

C and havethe advantageof beingmuchmore convenientthanchemicalmethods.

A physl_almethodis one whichmeasuressomephysicalpropertyof the re-

) actionmixture,whichchangesas the reactionproceeds.Commonphysical !
methodsare pressuremeasurement,volumechange,colorimetry,spectrophoto- i .

(_ metry,conductivity,and mass spectrometry.Theoretically,any property ',
whichchangeswithtimecouldbe usedto followthe courseof a reaction,

it Is onlynecessarythat the changebe correlatibleto the reactionprocess. ! i

It is wellestablishedthatmost chemicalreactionsare not con- i

_.dr' stant,but ratherare ? functionof the temperature.The dependenceof the _J i'/
reactionrateconstant,k, uponthe temperaturecan be establishedthrough

experimentsat temperaturesvariedwithinreasonablelimits. Various .i,_,__

_JJ l
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types of temperaturedependence are observed experimentallybut the type

shown in Figure 2-12 is the most common, and above a certain temperature

the rate increase tends co level off. This may be called the Arrhenius

. temperaturedependence. It is usually found that a plot of log k versus

I/T is nearly linear, with a negative slope. This is in concert with the

Arrhenius equation

-Ea/RT
" _ k = Ze

where Ea is called the Arrhenius activation energy and it is assumed Ea is
( constant with respect to temperature.

, (J
!

- Rate _-

,ic /
(i(

t "
"" _ _ Temperature
i

I _ - FIGURE 2-12: DEPENDENCEOF REACTION RATE ON TEMPE_TURE

I " _.4 USING THE PREDICTIONMETHOD i-

"\ The use of the predictionmethod may te broken into two categories: i _

(I) use with well-definedsys)ems and (2) use with other systems. A well- l_ t

"_ C_ deflned systemcan be descrlbed as one inwhlch all of the scientifically I i.,.
- interestingfacts concerning the syster_are known. That is, the mechanism |

of the reaction is known, the kinetic rate expression is known, and the

( i_i ..) temperaturedependenceof the reaction rate constant is known. Other systems ,

can be described as ones in which one or more of the above items are not i _;

_. ' known. _.._"i__:,

( i";'_ 35
I

I
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Z.q.1 The Well-Defined Szstem .;

The use of the predictionmethodfor a material-propellantsystem "_
'h

whichhas beenwell-definedcan proceedin a straightforwardmanner. The
f,

concentrationsof knownparticipantsin the kineticrateexpression(s)can "_
be establishedthroughanalysisof the propellant.The temperatureantici- "_

'._, patedduringse_vlcecan be determinedthroughengineeringstudies. These -,
| ).
I factsallowthe directcalculationof the degreeof interactionbetween ..
I propellantand materialduringservice. ,_

} 2.4.2 OtherSystems

_ The factthatcertainelementsof the descriptionof the propel- )
• ' lent-materialsystemare not defineddoesnot necessarilymean thata pre-

dictioncannotbe made. It may mean, however,thatlimitationsor qualifi- "it

cationsmustbe placed, the prediction.

Let us considersomesituationsin whicha predictioncan be made.

: Assumethatthe preliminaryexposuretestindicatesthatthe systemis
!

_ satisfactoryfor furtherstudy. Furthermore,let us assumethatthe detailedF immersiontest has indicatedno pressurebuildup,no metalbuildupand no

surfacedegradation.Quiteobviously,with thislackof informationit is )

not possibleto developa kineticrateexpressiondefiningthe interaction

betweenpropellantand material.Nevertheless,we can make a prediction.

i . /
Our predictionis withinthe limitationsof the detectionsensitivityof

_i themethodsused, that therewill be no deleteriousInteractionbetween -_i the propellantand mater_alfor an unlimitedtime.
_)

Now, let us considera systeminwhichthe detailedimmersiontest (9 _
indicatesmetalbuildupat relativelyhighconcentrationsof propellant i

t impuritybut no metal buildup at low concentrationsof impurity.Assume ,,-_ (
_ _ also,thatthe metalbuildupis of such a low valuethatthe measurements ,j

_I_. are at or nearthe limitof detectionof the techniqueused,therebycausing _ ,
sufficientscatterIn the datato _enderit impossibleto determinea _.._ ,'.

.,:__

}
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kinetic rate expression. In this situation, a prediction can be made by

utilizing those data points that correspond to the highest rate of reaction

( and calculatinga maximum, or upper limit, to the corrosion rate. Thus,

the "worst possible case" is used to generate a kinetics expression. This

( assumed rate expression is then applied to the propellant-componentsystem
under investigation. If the extent of corrosionfor the desired time period

i

,_ ( is found to be below the previously establishedacceptable limits, then the
system is dee_d compatible.

(

i( "

i _ (_ --

-)c',.

)C> I,

i

" ... {'/

r
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3.0 DESCRIPTIONOF ADVANCEDTECHNIQUES

| Partof the basicfoundationof the predictionmethodis an array

of sensitivemeasurementtechniqueswhichcan be appliedto _n:!ysisof a

givenmaterial-propellantcombinationfor a shorttest periodand whichcani

producereliabledata on the interactionrates. A numberof applicabletech-

'I ( niqueshavebeendiscussedpreviously[l-l]. It is the intentof thissection
to discussthosetechniqueswhichwere usedin the laboratoryverificationof

the predictionmethod.
(

_ 3.1 NEUTRONACTIVATIONANALYSIS t

( 3.1.l Theory

Stableisotopes,when irradiatedby neutrons,can undergoa nuclear

/ transformationto producea radioactivenuclide. Qualitativeand quantitative

conclusionscan be made of the elementalcompositionand amountof the original

_" samplebeforeirradiationby characterizingthe emanationsof the radionuclide

with radiationdetectionequipment.This is the basicprincipleof activation

! C analysis.
{:_ Whilestableisotopescan undergoa varietyof nucleartransformations,
i the reactionmost widelyusedin activationanalysisis the neutron-gamma(n,y )
,/

_ reaction. Exa_nlplesof suchre,cationsare shownin Eq.3.I and 3.2 ....

0 A1 + n + Y (3.1)1) 63 0 1 13 £h

• Cu + n �Cu+ Y (3.2)29 0 29

• £_ The (n, Y) reactionis primarilya thermal-neutronreactionwhich

• (;_ can be producedby a varietyof neutronsources. The nuclearreactoralso ,

• ;#

possessesfastneutronswhichcan produceneutron-proton(n,p)reactionsand k.

neutron-alphaparticle(n,_) reactions. In a (n,p) reaction,the nucleus i

releasesa protonand the atomicnumberis reducedby I forminga different
el ement, s_ _ s

_'. Fe + n _ Mn + P (3.3) •26 0 25 , ,%,-
In the (n,_) reaction,an_ particleis emittedand the atomicnumberis j_)

{ reducedby 2 as __:
5h 1

Fe + n + _ (3.4)26 0 2W

" ;:.I:;_:EDINGPAGE BLANK NOT FILHI_D 39
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The inducedradioactivityin irradiatedsamplesdecreasesex-

ponentiallywith timeand varieswith each individualisotope. The length )

of timerequiredfor thisactivitytodecreaseby one half is referredto

as the half-life(T½). Thisradioactivedecaycan be expressedby the }

equation

At = Ao exp (-0.693t/T½) (3.5) "_ #'
where A = initialradioactivity "J

O

: , At - radioactivityremainingafter timet ) i
T½ = the half-lifeof the radioisotope -_ _ "

!

It is thedecayof tileradioactivityand its associatedemanations -)

i thatare used in neutronactivationanalysis. The decayis usuallyaccompanied _.
by emissionof subatomicparticlesand/orelectromagneticradiation. The "_

t emissionthat isof interestin thiswork is the photonemission(y).
J

! A convenient
methodfor graphicallyillustratingthe modesof decay -_

' of a radioisotopeis the decayscheme. Two examplesare shownbelow

6e

co (5.2sy)

O.01_X,,X X_g ”"o_, e _Y

0.5% Cu (12.8h} N|° . 1.33Mey )

Electron Z J43% _9%_

Capture(E EC 57Mev i _ '

,,/Y ,, i ",,
N_.|l.34Mev f_ _ _"0.656Mev 1

i

O "
The inducedactivity,Ao, in the radioisotopeis a functionof

severalvariablesincludingthe fluxof neutronsimpingingon the target _ _
P,.

" _
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nucleus, the target's cross-sectionfor activation by the neutron, and the

( product half-life. Expressedmathematically the induced radioactivityafter
irradiationfor time t is

( /%0 = @O f N o ( l-e- _t) (3.6)
i

where ¢ = neutron flux,

' _ ( o = target isotope neutron cross-section,

f = fractionalabundance of target isotope f

, i No = total number of atoms,
),. = In 2 /T½

_ _r

The exponentialdecay factor in the expression in Eq.3 6 corrects for decay

of induced activity during the activation process.

(4 ""

3.1.2 Practical Considerations

(-" In the analysis of a complex sample, the emanationsresulting from

' the activationare separated according to energy and are counted for a pre-L"

I { determined length of time. This al lows both the identity and the amount of

(
product to be established Appropriate standards are used to correct for

' variations in geometry and counting efficiency.

_ _ _ The electronic computer is olaying an increasinglyimportant role

. in analysis by neutron activation. The computer is used to sort and store

data as it is counted by a gamma spectrometerand a computer is used to re-

(,t duce and evaluate the data for the researcher. See Figure 3-I.

- 3.1.3 Equipment .

ii'" Aside from the comparativelyvast amount of equipment used to pro-

_ _ dr'_'_ duce the radioactive isotopes,there is a certain amount of equipment that_ _ is needed by the analyst to use the neutron activation +echnique. _ t

The characteristicemanations from the radioisotopesare generally :

_) detected by scintillationdevice_ or semiconductordevices depending on the iK

• _

i _,'_' requirementsscintillationOftheanalyst.Atthistime,thelowcrystaldetectorsusedin ,."__
devices have the advantage of cost and higher efficiency, _;

!
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_, whereas the semiconductordevices have the advantage of much higher resolution.

{" Once the electromagneticradiations have been detected by one of
the above devices, the energy level is established by a multichannel analyzer

_ and the number of "counts"received is stored by energy level in a computer
-_ memory. As these counts are received they are continuouslyadded in the

. memory unit until the specifiedcount time is completed. The total number

'_ (.• of counts versus energy level are tn_ _utput via magnetic tape or hard copy.

Most analyzers also provide a visual display of the gamma spectrum on an

( oscilloscope.

_ _ The gamma spectrum or the total number of counts in a given energy _'

) "- ( range is then used to quantify the total mass of the product radioisotope.

'_ This can be done by hand calculationsbut many analysts now utilize the

__, electronic computer to perform this arduous task.

(_ 3.1.4 ExperimentalProcedures of the Dry Activation Analysis Technique _-
The experimentalprocedures of the dry activation analysis tech-

i 6 nique mentioned in Section 2.1.2 and shown in Figure 2-4 differ only slightlyfrom the standard recommendedprocedures for static immersion testing. The

,) (- overall procedure is outlined in Figure 3-2. Items that are peculiar to
_, this technique are the choice of the container material, the activation of _

_ the propellant residue and associated gamma counting.

The choice of the container has significantimportance because of

the desirabilityto activate the residue in the original container. This

reduces the possibilityof errors arising from the transfer of residue to

i (. another container for the purposes of neutron activation. The containermaterial chosen must not nave elements in its makeup which when activated

i _ will produce radiations which will interferewith tl,eresidue analysis.
i 0'_ 3.1.5 Detection Sensitivit_Limit

i (_ The sensitivityof the method is governed by a number of variaEles.

! Some of these are associated with laboratoryequipment, others are associated

ii_i _ with the physical nature of the elements studied.

i(

(i /'!

V '(,. 43
g

I
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( The amountof elementof interestcan be quantifiedaccordingto

Eq.3.7

i A.W.
_, mass = T KU (3.7)

where A.W. = the atomicweightof the element
, No = numberof atomsof atomicweight A.W.

_,_ ( AV = Avogadro'snumber

This is relatedto the mass of the elementin the residueby ,
#

A.W. N
t

_ mass = -- (3.8) ,

AV (No)!!(
' _ where N' is the numberof radioactiveatomsmeasuredand N'/NOis ratioof

_ !

, i CJ r_dioactiveatomsto totalatoms. The quantityN is givenby ::
_ RB

i _ _, N = _.(detectorefficiency)(numberofY'speralsinte_ration)(3.9) _,• "_ _- whereRN is the net countrate. m
|

{ _ K (--' The quantityN' in the ratioN'/N0 is alsogivenby the initialinducedradio-

IY

_ _i) Rearrangingthe equationand substitutingEq.3.6we get

, ¢_f No 'le"xt) i

and the ratio N'/No becomes

i! 0 _-°°-'a f _(l-e"}'t) (3.12)
SubstitutingEq.3.9and 3.12 intoEq.3.8we get

mass - RN - _t_idetector_ty's 1 (3.13)

A.W.

AV@of (l-e" j_efficien.,_--al-£:,it..
P

_,) Thus it become:apparentthatto detectthe minimumamountof massone

requirestheminimummeaningfulcountrate.tnemaximumneutronflux,

0

o.
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the longestpracticalactivationtime,and themaximumpossibledetector

efficiency. There are certain quantities that of course can not be changed

for a givenel_ent but do limitthe sensitivity:the neutroncross-section,

' the fractionalabundanceand numberof gamas or otherparticlesper dis-

integration. )
UsingEq.3.13,a samplecalculationfor titaniumis _de. Assume

t,[,, tLe followinginfomation: 3
RN = 100 countsperminute

:' ¢ = 7.1 x 1013neutrons/c_/sec

,. a = 0.14x I_4 cm2

,,_ _ = 0.693/5.80minutes

_ t = 6.0 minutes

; detectorefficiency= .05 _)
' numberof galas per disintegration= l.O

i The minimumdetectablemass thenbec_es

| mass = (47.9.0)(100/60)(.602X I0"24)(7.1Xi013) (.14X I0"24)(.053)(I-e'('693")(5"81/6'0)(.05)
L

(,
= 1.03X 10-8 grams )

_ "'_

, Thlscalculationassumesa puretitaniumsamplea_d doesnot consider .')
the interferenceof otherel_ents possiblypresent.

0 1. i
0

r .... _

,,. p_ '1I
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3.2 RADIOACTIVETRACER TECHNIQUE i

3.2.1 Theory
. The theoreticalaspects of the radioactive tracer technique are

_.- essentially the same as those of the neutron activation analysis technique.. The differencesbetween the two techniques are basically found in the

practicalaspects of applying the radiotracer technique.

3.2.2 Practical Considerations

The radiotracertechnique ideally uses one or only a few radio-
isotopes for an application since this simplifiesthe bookkeepingand inter-

I' _ pretationof results. The material of interest is placed in the nuclear

J ' _ reactor, or other suitable neutron source, for a specified length of time

and then the sample is removed and placed in contact with the liquid propellantC' for predeterminedlengths of timei _

i_-_ With the radioactivesample removed from the propellant, the radio- _-
_. activity transfered to the propellant is determined with a radiationdetector.

The quantity of radioactivityis correlated to the metals transfered from the

s_ple to the propellant.

() 3.2.3 Equipment

The equipment required for the gamma counting can be somewhat less

C_) complex than that required for the =,eutronactivationanalysis. While desir-
able, a complete gamma spectrum of the radioactivityin the propellant is not

(_ necessary since the energy of the radioisotope is established. The detector/
counting setup may consist simply of a radiation detector, an energy discrim-

inator (analyzer),a scaler capable of counting pulses output from the analyzer,and an electronic timer capable of stopping the cuunting at accurately deter-

mined intervals.

3.2.4 ExperimentalProcedure

(_ The details of the experimental procedure for the radioactive tracer

technique are outlined in Figure 3-3. The unique aspects of this technique

('_, lie in the choosin9 of the proper radioisotopeto monitor during the course

of the investigation,the activation of the sample and its associated calcu-

Cl lations, and the counting of the transfered radioactivityin the propellantduring
test.

47 r
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The choice of the elB_ent that is to be used as the tracer depends

_ain!y o_ the half-lifeof the radioisotope. The half-lifenust be suf-

ficientlyIon§ so that the length of the experiment is not severely

penalizedby the effects of radioactivedecay (which translates into a loss

in sensitivity)nor must the half-life be so le_ that the sensitivity |

of the n_ethodis penalized by exorbitantlylong activation times required

_ to reach acceptableactivity levels. More details concerningthe sensitivity

of the method are given in Section 3.2.5. This narrows the choice of elements

to those with radioisotopecwith half-live_o_ the order of the lO-15 hcdrs

up to, say, one year.

i _ The establishmentof the proper amount of neutron activation cf
I

° the tracer is also ef some importancefor this often governs the financial
! aspects of the method. As shown in Eq. 3.6, the induced activity is

i proportional,among other things, to time in the reactor, and time in the

reactor is proportionalto the cost. The _ctivity is also proDortionalto

the neutron flux in the reactor (or other source), the cross-sectionof the

nucleus, the number of target atoms (this is a function of the concentration

_: _f the element in the material of interest and the relative abundance of

the isotope in question),and the half-lifeof the radioisotopeproduced.

(_ All other aspects being equal there is often a trade-off between reactor
flux and cost, with higher flux reactors giving _ore neutrons per dollar.

Since the induced activity ultimatelydeterminesthe sensitivityof the- measurement,the time of activationis defined.

_ 3.2.5 Detection SensitivityLimit
The calculationof _.inimu_detectablemass is identicalvJith -

(_ that discussed in Section 3.1.5. For the radioactive tracer technique, the ",i

minimum detectablemass begins to increase the minute the tracer leaves the ' i

) reactor. As a function of time, the mass given by Eq. 3.13 increases by the ifactor ekt where t is tl.etime since the cessation of the activation

process. This means that where k is comparable to t that the detection

( •sensitivitychanges rapidly during the course of the experiment. Therefore,

long-livedradioisotopesare desirable for tracer work.

g
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An example calculation for an isotope of interest (copper - 64)
P

! showsthe followingdetectionlimit (usingEq. 3.13)for an activation

timeof 2 hours: -?

maSSmin _ (63.54)(I00/60)
. 24 - I074)(.05)(.19) _

i (.602x lO )(7.1x I013)(4.5x I0-24)(.691J(I- e " ,_
!

_ ,os.9 =.823xlo.9 "I
[ = 13 gramscopper _ -

.01286x lO

Thus, immediatelyafter irradiation,assuminga net countrate

of I00 cpm,the detectionlimitis .8nanograms.The detectionlimitat _,_
any timet afterirradiationis -_

I maSSmin.= .823 nanngrams.

e.0537t

Note thattheminimumdetect_ble_ss doubleseveryhalf-life

or, in the caseof copper,every12.9hours. 3 _-

3

i })t 0 °

't 0 ,

,i
: i

i
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I _ 3.3 ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPYWITH GRAPHITE TUBE FURNACE SAMPLER

I } 3.3.1 Timory

The basic principlesunderlying atomic absorption spectroscopy

_ (AAS) have been known to scientistsfor over one hundred fifty years, but
their applicationchemical analysis has been developed only within the

last two decades [3-I]. The techniques and instrumentationwhich have

evolved are particularlysuited to the quantitativedeterminationof the

elemental compositionsof a wide variety of sample types. One of the more

important applicationsof the method has been in the quantificationof

_ trace metals contained in industrial products and wastes. . •

i_ _ AAS is based on the principle that atoms can be excited to

'" higher energy states by the absorption of electromagneticenergy (usuallyultravioletor visible light). The energy bands ,n which each element

absorbs are very narrow and are specific for that element. Treatment of

" the theoreticalaspects of this subject is beyond the scope of this report; '_-
the reader is referred to the classical work of Herzberg [3-2] for further

i _" information.

_ 3.3.2 Practica| Considerations[3-3, 3-4]
In order to accomplish analysis by atomic absorption, the element '

_i sought must first be reduced to the elemental state i.e., freed from all

_ C_ chemical bonds to other elements, vaporized and interposed in a radiation

beam from the exitation source. In most instances,this is accomplished

i_!C_;_._ bydrawing a solution of the sample, as a finemist ("nebulized"),into a ,

suitable flame. Recently, however, a technique has been introducedwhich _

f_ accomplished specimen atomizationwithin a heated graphite tube [3-5, 4-18]. i _''
_ This has removed a number of the problems which are related to the stability _ 'i

_. of "atomization"process (see e.g. the basic paper of Kahn [3-6]); in _ i

L !_ addition, due to its ability to produce somewhat higher temperatureswhich _ _

_ are uniform over a greater optical path length, the "furnace"method (used !

_l_ml_ _ in this work) offers greater sensitivity. This is especially important

_ _ in the determinationof the more refractoryelements, such as aluminum and ! '

_ ( titanium. _!i_'The electromagneticradiation is generally produced by a hollow- @

I

(_ cathode lamp. The cathode of thi_ device contains the element of interest
and thus emits a line spectrum which corresponds specificallyto that

J

_ ................
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element. The saw_pleabsorbs electromagneticenergy at the resonance lines )
p

as it is excited Io a higher energy state. The amount of eneroy absorbed

is proportionalto the concentrationof the element in the sample and is

quantitativelymeasured by comparison of the energy density of the chosen 'P

resonance line before and after absorption by the sample. -_ ,
-f

3.3.3 Equipn_nt

_4 The necessary equipment to perform atomic absorption analysis .,_',

is generally contained in one instrument (such as the Perkin-ElmerModel

303 used in this work, Figure 3-4) which has the followingmajor components:

(1) light source, generally a hollow cathode lamp

(2) chopper "_

(3) monochroma+or

(4) photodetector(5) sample atomizer

The sample _tomizer can be either the common flame nebulizer _ '_-
,J

using premixed gases or the more recently developed graphite tube furnace

attachment [4-18] employed in the current studies. In addition to the

i,: ana_y_,cal sensitivity of the AAS method when t_e latter

.Jhigher absolute "'_

introductionsystem is used, the graphite tube sampler has the advantages

i of minimal sample requir_nt (with sample sizes typically in the range from _

'_ 5 to 50 pl) as well as the capability to concentratethe sample prior to

" i' the vaporizationstep. 9The graphite tube is heated by passing approximately400 amperes

_ i at lOvolts through its 2" length, yieldin_ a fairly uniformtemperature 9 ,

I ! i of about 2800 to 2900°K within the tube, effectively vaporizing the sample, i'

i ..

_i 3.3.4 ExperlmentalProcedure '91 !
., The use of the atomic absorption spectrometerwith a graphite tube f._ I

_ sampler is relatively simple. An analysis consists of the injection of the _
)

sample or standard into the graphite tube with a microsyringe,vaporizing it,

i' passing it through a monochromaticlight beam and recording the measured "__? i ,,!-i

absorptiun of the chosen radiation line on a strip chart recorder. Cal- [ _

culation of the quantity of element can be made by reference to a standard

calibration curve or by the method of additions.

I
1

-. ...... , ....
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3.3.5 Sensitivityand Detection Limit_ "'T.._

As pointed out by Kohn [3-6], a distinction should be made between

sensitivityand detection limits. The former is defined as the concentration ._
t

of an element in water solution which will produce an absorption of I%

(.0044 absorbance units). Sensitivitiesfor the elements of interest in ")"

the current work are presented in Table 3-I. Detection limits are a function

" of both sensitivityand instrumentationcharacteristicssuch as stability "_

and signal-to-noiseratio. A £enerally accepted definition for Lhe detecticn

!init is the concentration in water solution which gives a signal twice the -"

size of the variabilityof the background. Since this is a function of the -j

peculiaritiesof each instrument,etc., no meaningful 5eneralizationcan be -
b made other than that the detection limit in a well designed system can be ...'

considerablylower than the reported sensitivities.

TABLE 3-I

SENSITIVITIESIN THE GRAPHITE TUBE FUNACE AAS [3-7]

SENSITIVITY

ELEMENT Picograms/l%Absorption

aluminum 120 )

I! chromium 25

copper 50 )iron 30 -

I manganese 8 -_

nickel 140 _ .

J
titanium 2,000 " "

i
vanadium 35_ _ )

, i
3.3.6 Discussion of Errors _/_ , !.

i
_[_ a variety of sources of error exists in AAS, many of which are __

"i_l_ related to sample introductionand the "atomization"process which precedes 0 °

0 '

| 54 .. ,._

t
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t
the absorption. These include analytical interferences,the atomization

vaporizationand dispersion processes, instrumentation(both optics and

electronics)and procedural. Each will be discussed briefly, in turn.

! Analytical "interferences"generally fall into three categories:
(1) chemical (usually incompletedissociation of compounds analyzed; (2)

_( ionization (shiftingthe absorptionwavelength), and (3) matrix (desensitiza-
tion or enhancementdue to the nature of the sample solution). Use of

the graphite furnace usually removes the "chemical" interferences,but

, ( may aggravate that due to ionization. For the systems studied, only

4, aluminum has an ionizationpotential low enough (5.96 ev) to be of any
I _ d concern. This was obviated by serendipity;in those samples where

corrosion of the 6AI-4V titanium was most favored (the chloride-doped)i

_ _ the more readily ionized sodium (5.12 ev) was presented to "shield" the
_- aluminum. Matrix effects were sought, but not detected in this set of

_--, experiments, b-

The difficulty in obtaining reproducibilityi, the atomization,

_ f vaporizationand dispersion processes are considered to be responsiblefor
_ _- the largest analytical uncertainties[3-4]. Contributingto this are such

_ _ things as fluctuation of the furnace temperature,absorption of the solvent

_z C _
_ _ (hydrazine)on the wall of the furnace, variations in the flow of inert gas ....

L through the furnace and sample condensation ("fuming")at the tube openings.

- _ At the 30-50% absorption level, it is stated that coefficient of variation of

precision is of the order of 5% for aqueous solvents and 15% for organic

_I_ _ _'_ solvents [4-18]. Just where hydrazinewould fall on this scale is not known.

"_ Instrumentationerrors arise from such things as: dispersion and

i (_ scattering in the optics, yielding "fuzzy" lines and losses in intensity;• instabilitiesin the hollow cathode tube, resulting in fluctuations in

_._ the intensityof the excitation source; photomultiplierstability; andelectronic "noise". The latter determines the detection limit of the

(_ apparatus, since this factor is typically defined as the concentratior_ (in water solution)which gives a signal twice the size of the variability

of the background [3-6]. Thus at the detection limit the element can be

_L) determined with a coefficient of variation of 50%.

JLt_'" " _ In i .... n -- ,n I illl I I I Inl na -- ............ --,_"mi_

IL_'-- , ,, ......
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Procedural errors can arise from such things as rate of sample -_
Jintroduction;poor selectionsof, or variations in, the solvent evaporation

/char/ elemental vaporizationsequences;and improper selection of sample

size (optimumsize yields an absorption lO to lO0 times the sensitivity -_
0 _h

value, i.e., p_ per I% absorption. This optimum is often not achieved

when concentrationsare in the parts per billion range. -_

i It has been stated [3-4] that "under usual conditions the relative

error (accuracy)associated with MS is of the order of l to 2 percent". ,)

This undoubtedlyassumes replicat_ sampling of well-behaved aqueous

solutionsof the el_ent sought, with little or no interferenceand a stable -_

instrument. As indicatedearlier, however, precision is of the order of _ .'
r

±15%fornon-aqueous solvents,and can vary by as much as 50% at the detection -_

I limit, for anygiven el_ent. The samples analyzed _ _S in the course .2

of this program were typically one of a kind, i.e., there were few replicated

conditions,and little or no opportunityto reduce scatter by means of

statisticalmanipulation. Considerationof these facts, together with the

variety of ways in which error may be introduced led to the conclusionthat )

. any AAS value produced in this program should probably be enclosed in an

error band of ±25%. This estimate received s_e v_lidation in studies of

the 304L CRES/hydrazinesyst_, where the average scatter about the mean

values of metals found in the blanks was ± 23%.

i,

o t
i

0
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' _" 4.0 EXPERIMENTALVERIFICATIONOF THE PREDICTIONMETHOD

1
_. Essential to the developmentof a viable method for predicting

i _. long-term compatibilitybetween propellantsand materials is the orderly
O

laboratoryverificationof that method. As laboratory tests are completed,

( the predictionmethod can be modified or added to as required to produce
the best possible tool. An integral part of the predictionmethod is the

' L _ characterizationof the interactionsthat take place between the propellant

" and material. For the most part, it is only through labor_tory testing ._

that these interactionscan be identified and quantified.

, The experimentalwork was accomplishedby the investigationof _
(_ the following sig,Hficantsystems:

four

(1) 6AI-4V titanium with liquid fluorine (LF2)

(2) 2219-T87 aluminum with LF2

(3) 304L CRES with hydrazine _-

(4) 6AI-4V titanium with hy,_azine

£_ In addition to the above systems, the following systems were

. investigatedbut at a lower level of effort:
(5) 6AI-4V titanium with FLOX (88:12)

_ (6) 304L CRES with monomethylhydrazine(MMH)

_ (7) 6AI-4V titanium with MMH i

4.1 THE 6AI-4V TITANIUM / LIQUID FLUORINE SYSTEM

C_ 4.l.l System Definitionand Application

The 6AI-4V titanium alloy is a widely used aerospace material
possessing excellent physical and chemical properties. The alloy is nominally

_ 90% titaniumwith 6% aluminum and 4% vanadiu,n. Typical alloys also contain
approximately0.1% iron. The 6AI-4V Ti ELI (extra low interstitialgrade) is

. characterizedby its _xcellent propertiesat low temperatures.

D
| sl

._- .......... .._ ..... _,................ _ .......... ..............
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Fluorineis one of the most powerfuloxidizingchemicalsknown, ")_

reactingwithpracticallyall organicand inorganicsubstances. Itsenergy

as a rocketoxidizeris unsurpassedby any knownoxidizer. Understatic "_
J

conditions,fluorinereactsslowlywithmanymetalsat roomtemperature

and oftenformsa metalfluoridefilmon tilesurfaceof the metalwhich _ j_retardsfurtherreaction.At liquidfluorinetemperatures,reactionwith

metalsis evenslower. Commercialfluorineis about99% purewith up to

0.3%hydrogenfluorideand carbontetrafluorideby weight. The remainder _ .

of impuritiesare generallyoxygen,nitrogen,and otherinertsubstances. ,._

The applicationof thisparticularsystemis somewhatundefined

for thiswork,but severalassumptionscan be made. The overallapplication "_
p

wouldbe an unmannedspacecraftwhosemissionwould includesomeof the outer

planets. Thiswouldimplyseveralconditionswhich include:zerogravity,low
<Jtemperatureand pressureenvironment,and the possibilityof micrometeroid

impact. Becauseof its highstrengthto weightratio,titaniumwould be _ __
favoredfor largestructuressuchas the propellanttank. For a propellant

suchas LF2, the temperaturewould be between78° and 85°K.

4.1.2 PreliminaryExposureTest

11
_ Thereis a significantamountof histcryavailablefor the 6AI-4V °_-

titaniumLF2 system. Salvinski,et al [4-I],Uneyand Fester[4-2],and _
VanderWall,et al [4-3]havepublishedexcellentreviewsof compatibility _ !

data for thissystem. Thereare conflictingdataon the shocksensitivity

of titaniumin liquidflorine;however, it is well establishedthatin

staticsystems6AI-4Vtitaniumis suitablefor use with LF2 Furthermore,• _,j

_' no instancesof propagationof reactionin LF2 havebeenreportedfor U _

i impactstudies[4-4]. Corrosionratesfor mostmetalsin LF2 are veryslow
!' (afterthe initialfilm formation),but data on the ratesof reactionare

scarce. _

Sincethe availabledatafor the 6AI-4VtitaniumLF2 system _}
indicatedthattherewould be no problemin a staticsystem,the pre- ._"!_

liminaryexposuretestwas bypassed• 0 _

,_ 58 0
t
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Z 4.1.3 Determlnln9 the Rateof MetalBuildupInL__F2

tx 4.1.3.1 Selecting the MeasurementTechnique

. One of the most promising techniques for predicting long term

interaction between propellant and material ts the use of the rate of metal

buildupin the propellantas an indicatorof thatinteraction.Referring

( to Figure2-I,we can see thatthe measurementtechniquemust firstbe

selected,lhe procedurefoF makingthatselectionis shown. 6AI-4Vtitani- I

'4) _ um has no majorelementwhichhas a long-livedradioisotope;ironis not
consideredto be presentin sufficientqualityto be useful,therefore,the

F

radloactlw_tracertechniqueis not applicable.Sincethe propellantLF2" is a cryogenicmaterial,the dry activationanalysistechniqueis chosen.

4.1.3Z Selectingthe TestApparatusand Configuration

._ Certainrestrictionsare placeduponthe designof the test

( apparat,.,as a resultof the chosenmeasurementtechniqueand the propellant.
'_ FI_". of all, for the container,thereare a numberof possiblematerials

C thatcan be considered.Thesearc shownin Table4-I. The properchoice _-
wouldhavea "NO"answerin eachcolumnfor the casethatwe are consider-

_ ing. there is onlyonematerialthatmeetsall the qualificationsfor
thistest,viz FEP Teflon. Thismaterialhas the addedfeaturesthat is

r_lativelytransparent(comparedto TFE Teflonfor example)_nd it is

C) thermoplastic. '

• . The configurationfor thismeasurementtechniqueis not critical,

ii 0 but the slze should be kept small for two reasons: One,the volumeof i

LF2 should be keptto a minimumfor safety;and two,the overalldiameter i
may be restrictedby the reactorancillaryequipment.

'_ 4.1.3.3 The DetailedImmersionTest
Insofaras possible,the detailedimmersiontestwill be discussed

O
59
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Specimen coupons - The 6AI-4V titanium was obcalned In the ferm

of l-mil foil from Teledyne Rod_leyMetals in Pico Rivera, California. The
titanium was the standard annealed type with heat number G4628.

Compositionwas determined to be 5.88% aluminum, 3.82% vanadium, and 0.15%

iron. The balance was titani,lm.The foil was cut into coupons 2.5 cm by

3.2 cm. No special surface finish treatmentwas given. Each coupon was
L

numberedwith a steel stamp.

The coupons were cleaned according to the following procedure:

( wash in absolute ethanol, soak in 50% concentratedHN03/50% water,solution

for ten minutes at room temperature,rinse with distilled - deioniz water -

i ( to a neutral pH, and dry.

_ The coupons were then w_Ighed on a Mettler balance (certified• I ( accuracy ± .25 mg), and bagged in polyethyi_neuntil ready for use.

" TwO coupons were used for each test container to increase the

( available surface area. _-

Test Fluid - The fluorine used in th_s test conformed to specifi-

(_ cation MIL-P-27405 and was supplied by the Allied Chemical Corporation,

General Chemical Division, MorristGwn, New Jersey. Prior to tes_ the

'(_ fluorine was passed through a sodium fluoride column to remove hydrogen
fluoride. After such treatment, the gas contained less than 0.015% HF by

(C volume as determined by i,_fraredspectrom_.+ryaccording to th_ MIL specifi-
cation. Hydrogen fluoride was added to the fluorine in various amounts for

) certain tests.
Some difficultywac encounteredduring the investigationof HF im-

purity that is worth reporting. The mil spec for FZ calls for an infrared !

analysis of HF in fluorine and spoclfles u_e of a stainless steel gas cell i ,

with calcium fluoride windows Since a nickel-platedsteel cell with !

b_rlum _luorlde windows was available and had beer used previously for this I _

type of analysis, thls was used first. A general fogging of the BaF2 _ ,

*L) windows was noted although such was not deemed detrlmentalto the analysis _ ,

of HF. Difficulty arose, however, when lower concentrationsof HF in i'i_

argon were being analyzed while preparln_ a callbratlor,curve. The material

" I •

............... i
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thatfoggedthewindowsapparently releasedHF whenexposedto very low )

concentrationsof HF in the diluentargon,givin_erroneousresults. :_

Subsequently,amil specstainlesssteelcellw'" CaF2.windowswa_ fabri- _'_
, catedand d new calibrationwas attemp+ed, Essentiallythe sameper- ""

formancewas notedwith the new cell: thewindowsfoggedand HF was liber- -_
atedat low HF concentrationsin argon. Consequently,oh? CaF2 windows -_
were replacedwith fluorinatedethylenepropylenewindowswhichwcrked -%

quitewell,beingimperviousto bothHF and F2. W_th thiscellno anomalies o)

were notedand the concentrationof _F in F2 was foundto be 0._15%by
volume. "\

i

_, Test Geometry- A convenientgeometryfor testsof this typeis a _.

_ ' cylindricaltubeapproximately2.5 cm in diameterand variouslengthsup to -)

_ , 40 cm. The couponsurfaceareato liquidvolumeratio (S/V)was approxi-mately0.5 cm-l. The couponswere heldin the tubeby frictionalongthe _

tubewalls. TWO couponswereu_ed in each tube. See Figure4-I.

I ContainerDesign- The testcontainerwas con'.'_uctedfrom FEP _ _'-

/

Teflonand stainlesssteel. The portionof the containerthatcontacted

i ) the liquidfluorinewas all FEP Teflonand thatpartwhichconnectedto thegas handlingsystemwas stainlesssteel. The Teflonportionwas constructed

from2.54_m (I.0inch)FEP tubingand .127cm (.OEinch)FEP sheetobtained
_, fromthe FluorocarbonCompany,Anaheim,California.A bottomfor the tubing )

was preparedfroma 2.86cm diameterdiskcut fromthe sheetstockand joined
\

" to the tubingusingthe heatfroma smallhot plate. See Figure4-2. The )

completedtubewas slippedoverthe 2.54cm stainlesssteeltubing,the end •m

! of whichwas polishedto providea vacuum-tight_ealingsurface. The Teflon {)

tubewas thenheatedslightlyin a burnerflameto softenthe Teflonand then '-.,

alloweato coolon the steeltube,shrinkingin .heprocessand forminga ,,_,) _
tightseal. The containerwas c_nnectedto the gas handlingsystemvia _'

t

Instrumentatlon- No internalinstrumentationwas usedfor thlstest.

",i All measurementswereperformedbypost-testanalyses. Itwas possible_c .__._?!_

monitor,as necessary,the internalpressureof the testcontainerby mear_:

of the pressuregage usedfor the gas handlingsystem. This gagewa_ a _

• .....................i..............mmmmmlmlmlmk._ __,-,. _ . o .

,,_, ' . ; . ' ." ' ...... .."_.,.-- _ _ ll_...,_, '_ .-
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FIGURE 4-I: TEST CONFIGURATION FOR 6AI-4V TITANIUM/FLUORINE, FLOX SYSTEMS
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.., FIGURE 4-2: PREPARATION OF THE FEP TEFLON CONTAINER ',
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monel Bourdon gage designed specificallyfor use with fluorine systems.

Temperatureof the liquid fluorinewas controlled by a liquid nitrogen or

liquidoxygenbathas required. "

FIGURE4-3: STORAGECONTAINERFOR 6 _l-4VTITANIUM/FLUORINESYSTEM

-
t TestConditions- Conditionsfor tiHs testwere thoseshownin

d

Wv, _ Table 4-2. The basic temperaturechosen was that of liquid nitrogen. Often _, '

LF2 is storedat a pressureslightlyaboveatmospheric;thispressurecan be

obtained by using liquid oxygen for the temperature batF. The hydrogen _) i
fluoridecontentof the LF2 was variedfrom .0C8to 0.4 percentby weight.

TestSetup- A schematicdiagramof the fluorinehandlingsystem "

[_ is shownin Figure4-4. The fluorinesystemis a standarddesignrecommended .
by AlliedChemicalCorporation.Two testcontainerscan be connectedto the ) :! 'systemat once,or alternatelya cestcontainercan be disconnectedfromthe -

• systemduringtestto allowotherequipmentto be attached. Figure4-5 shows _-.) L '_

I two storagecontainersconnected _"• !-,_j

i064
• ¢

• • III . •
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_ TABLE 4-2

TEST CONDITIONS - Ti LF_
L

TEST TEMPERATURE PRESSURF HF CONC. DUP/kTION
NO. oK _.tr.1. Wt._ Hours

i ......

l 77.7 .41 0.008 l.0

:4 i 3 4.8- 5 lO.O

6 _r 40.0
4 lO0.O

L

13 O.l 4.0

14 _ 4C.0: , 15 IO0.O
' _ I0 0.2 4.0

II i 40.0

 ooo

" i I 0_4 4.0

i " _ ,, i' 40.0

! ; ooo
22 9 2 l 63 008 4.0

" 23 40.0 W -

. . -- 24 I00.0

,C", T

Test Procedure - The clean test container with coupons is attached(2 .t to the fluorine handling system and evacuated. Gaseous fluorine is admitted
_'

? to the system to perform the passivation process and the pressure slowly in-

C_" creased to one atmosphereand held for lO-15 minutes [4-5]. The system is,,

" again evacuated and then the fluorine condensation into the test container is

_# I _ started. If hydrogen fluoride is to be added to the container, a tube with a

._ weighed amount of HF is attached to the system and fluorine is used to
qas

(L;_- : flush the HF into the LN2 cooled storage container. The F_ pressure is suc- ,

_ cessively raised to one atmosphere and then allowed to condense into the test

container until the pressure drops to about I/2 atmosphere. This is repeated |_

k !': ten times; this procedure transfers 99.9_ of the HF into the test container _

I i by successivedilution. Nhen the HF transfer is completed, the F2 pressure is

i : raised to slightly above atmosphericpressure and the condensation process is

l
continued until the required amount of liquid fluorine is obtained. The valve

(. on the container is then closed and the container can be disconnected from tl_e

_._ handling system if required.

[(,,

,t(
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Test Termination - At the completion of the test time, the LF2 "'i
in the test container is allowed to warm slightly,raising the pressure "

to somewhat above atmospheric and the gaseous fluorine is vented through the -._

NaCI and soda lime reactors to the atmosphere. The reaction in t_e reactors ._

are as follows:

F2 '+ 2 NaCI = 2 NaF + CI_

4. C12 + 2 NaOH : NaCIO + NaCI + H20

CI2 + CaO = CaCI(CIO) -J

The t_il-off takes about 20-30 minutes for a 25 gram sample. After the LF2 _
has been evaporated,the system is quickly flushed with r.itrcgento minimize

_J

_' the contact time of the coupon with any residual gases. The bottom of the -_

" tu_e (about 3.3 cm) is then cut off and the metal coupons are weiqhed and .j
sealed in a polyethylenebag. The _ottom of the tube which contains any

residue left after the evaporation is also sealed in a cle_n polyethylene _)

bag.

Post-Test Measuremenfs- The distillationof the LF2 from the test

container leaves behind a residue which presumablycontaips traces of the

_ metals constituting the coupon. Th_ analysis for titanium, aluminum, and )

I_ vanadium was performed by neutron activation analysis. At_ analysis of the

#

fluorine gas after the test was net perfermed because the evaporatinqgas was

_,_ not reprsentativeof the mixture in the container; the added HF if any,

remained in the container until all of the fluorine had evaporated. The )

' " volume required to contain all of the 25 orams of fluorine as a gas at room _ _'

temperatureand produce a homogeneousmixture would be about 16 liters; this

volume was not available in the gas handling systen. The amount of HF in the )

system was determined Dy weiqhing the "HF container" before and after delivery ",

() ,
I of the HF to the storage container. Correctionswere made for fluoride ,.

film formation in the container and for weiqht of fluorine gas left in the - i

"_ i container. _)

I The neutron activation analysis of the residu_ in the FEP tubes was __

_Ib subcontractedto the Lawrence LivenT,ore Laboratory (LLL) in Livermore, Cali- m__) .

' fornia, primarily because of the high detection sensitivityat that facility. (_

ii_ i As a preliminary investigationand.baselinemeasuren.ent,the meta_ contents __jO i!i

of the FEP Teflon were determined. The results of that analysis showed 7.2

' _icrograms (_g) Ti, 3.6 _g AI; and .018 _g V for a typical nine-gram Teflon _

test container. This hieh [,totalcontent was completely unexpected since

: Teflon was reported to have contaminants in the parts per tillion range [4-0].

o
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Since it was anticipatedthat the level of metals in the residue
would be of the order of a few hundred nanograms or as much as a microgram,

_i the activation of the metals in the Teflon would obscure any such metals in
the residue. Therefore, it was decided that the residue must be removed frc;n

_ the FEPTeflon tube.

A procedure for removing the residue from the Teflon tubes was suc-

i-_4. cessfully developed by the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. This procedure is

detailed in Appendix B. The residue was transferredto a small Durathane bag

and freeze dried.#

_ : A thorough examination of the contributionof reagents and blank
m _

vessels to the metal ar_alysiswas performed by LLL. Several blank runs were

. made: a reagent blank, with 2 ml 3N HCl in a Durathene bag; a sample blank,• _I ) with 2 ml 3 N HCl rinsed in a blank Teflon tube; and a spiked s_mple, with

1 ml of solution containing 2 micrograms each of AI, V, and Ti dried in a

: _ blank Teflon tube subsequentlytransferredto a Durathane bag. No titanium b-
%_

o,"vanadium was contributed from empty Teflon tubes, but an irratic amount

_ _- of aluminum was found. The metals found in reagents used were negligible;the contributionfrom blank Durethane bags was not. The values for the over-

('
_ all blanks were 140.3 nanograms (ng) Ti 599 ng A1 and 4 07 ng V The high

_ _ value for aluminum caused difficulty in the analysis for aluminum in the residue

I; c
! )t samples, about half of the samples had an amount of aluminum that was less than

_ } or equal to the blank (background).

_m_ f_ Other post-testmeasurements included the washing of the metalt' coupons in distilledwater, drying at 345°K, and weighing.

4.1.4 Correlationof _letalBuildup to Propellant - Material Reaction _

i LI" Looking at the compilation of the test results in Table 4-3 and 1_ Figure 4-6, several meaningful observationscan be made. First of all, with

few exceptions, those tests in which hydrogen fluoride was added to the fluorine

_ _(_ exhibit higher titaniumcontent in the fluorine residue than those without it.

This is true also to a lesser extent for vanadium, more so _ the higher HF con-

._ IF_ centrations. The data for aluminum are of little value for two reasons: :

I!I_ (__ 69

,_ , ........ __ .. • -
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(I) Large analyticalerrors were encounteredduring analysis _ecause of the "!

high aluminum found in the blank determination;and (2) suspected contamina-

tion cf samples _ith aluminum ("aluminumgets into evcrythinq"). "_

, Secondly, the values for metals found in the residue do not appear

to correlate dircctly to duration cf the test. This result is anomalous to 3 _basic kinetics and is discussed in further detail _elow.

J _oting the cl_angesin n_assof the coupon specimers,we see that, _ !:.

after _ashing with hot water, many of the specimens increased in mass. This I_
F-increase signifiesthat the fluoride film was simply hydrated rather than

Jdissolved. Schmidt [4-7] reports that "fluoride films ... are so closely

i bonded to the metal surface that they are considered "in" rather than "o_" _ _-

the surface of the metal." Thus a thin, closely bonded fluoride film might J

• not be expected to be soluble. On the other hand, as the film thickens frcm

continued reaction or from influence of HF, the outer portior_is not bonded
so tightly to the base metal and dissolution of at least part of the film

I becomes possible. This is indeed noted in Table 4-3. Those specimenswhich _ _
exhibited large mass increasesbefore v_ashinq,lost siqnificantamounts of

mass upon washing. Visual examinationof thewashed samples revealed, how-

i that even they retained come fluoride film after _,lashingso that the
ever,

I overall change in mass does not represent the,mass of the fluoride film formed. _ i

Ouantifying the above observations into some meaningful order must ,,I ; _.

involve an understandinqof the reactions taking place. There are several

possible reactions which contributeto the corrosion process. Consider the

following:

Initially TiO2 + 2F2 = Tir4 + 02 (4.1) ,

and subsequently Ti + 2F2 = TiF4 (4.2) 0
Competing with these reactions are

Tio2+ 2, 2o (4.3) 0 1Ti + 4HF = TiF4 + 2H2 (4.4) I t
l 2H2 + 2F2 = 4HF (4,5) (J !i,

1_0 + F2 = 2HF +½0_ (4,6) .r_ I '_.Y_.

TiF a + nHF : TiF4,(HF) n (4.7)

, • _
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I An attemptto determinethe overallreactionmechanismand rate
fromtheseequationsis a taskfor a computer. For now,we must be satis-

fied to make somegeneralcommentsaboutthe observedresults.

' The majorreactionproductTiF4 is not significantlysolublein

liquidfluorineand one wouldnot expectthe hydrofluorideadductTiF4.(HF)n _
to be solubleeither. However,it is wellestablished[4-I]thatin the

4. _ caseof manymetals,hydrogenfl,loridedestroysthe metalfluoridefilmand
causesincreasedcorrosion.The exactmechanismis not understood,btlt

probablythe HF altersthe crystalstructureof the filmsufficientlyto

(_ exposeadditionalbasemetalwhich is oxidizedby the F2. The reactionis

I, .. likelysimilarto thatof moisturehydratingfluoridefilms[4-9]. This

_: ( cyclicmechanismmay continueuntilthe IIFis used up or the basemetal
is depleted.

_ One can postulatethatrandomamountsof TiF4 o, FiF4.(HF)n are

-_ flakedoff the surfaceand are eithersuspendedin the LF2 or settleto the

bottomof the vessel. _

The analysisof the LF2 residueby neutronactivationanalysis
' suggeststhatsomerandomfactoris in playend thatthe levelof metals

foundisdifficultto directlyrelateto the amountof basemetal r_acted. _.

_ _ Visualexaminationalsorevealedthat filmformationwas more pronounced I

i in certainareas. )_..

') Thosesamplesexposedonlyto relativelypure (0.008%HF)t LF2

- showedvery littleTi presentin the residueand the couponsurfacesexhibited

_) the leastamountof interaction.The tarnishobservedon somesampleswas 1Iindicativeof a very thinfluoridefilmand couldnot be washedoff. Klei_berr

0 andTompkins[4-I0]foundthatthe film_n titaniumin fluorineat I_'*!.' _i'I'
reacheda constantthicknessof about6 A afterfour hours. _ *_'_._

Thus,while thereis an evidentlackof correl_t':o;_of t.: _,_elt- ,
with time,there is a definitecorrelationwith the amount _ ),y_._ |'"

. fluoridepresent. While someauthors[4-2]haveindicatedL_,_fr, attack

(_,, shouldoccurbelowthe freezingpointof HF (181°K),the pre_entwork does L*'
not bearout thatassumption.The methodusedto introduceHF into_ ._

(_ f,_orinewas conduciveto the formationof veryfinelydividedp_rt::les¢f

(': 73

• _ "-'IEP ,.....
_ ....... 3".' " --- - - __ _ I
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HF, and one cannotassumethatall chemicalreactivitystopssimplybecause -
of a changeof state. The solubilityof HF in liquidfluorineis not well

known,but evenminuteamountsof dissolvedHF can be consideredto account -.

, for the observedresults. One estimateof HF solubilityin LF2 placesthe ,
limitat 0.3% by weight[4-12].

-)Examinationof the valuesof V/Ti ratioin Table4-3 revealsthat • _"

for the casesinwhich HF was addedto the fluorine,the valuefor the ratio -.

is verycloseto the value in the alloy (.042). On the ntherhand,those .j -

tests_or whichno HF was added(.008_HF) showedsignificantlyhighervalues ,-_

of the V/Ti ratio. The averagevaluefor testswith HF addedwas .046,and !
j

thatwithno HF addedwas .155. Thesenumbersare suggestiveof a difference

in the mechanismthat is responsiblefor the appearanceof titaniumand
!

vanadiumin the liquidfluorine. "

; _ Any attemptto explainthisdifferencein behaviorwouldbe pure ")
/_ speculation;however,it is pl)inthatthe hydrogenfluorideplaysan

'. important,albeitundefined,role in the contaminationof the fluorine "\ =_-
!

withtitaniumand vanadium. Thisrolemay involvethe formationof the

TiF4.HFn a_duct(seeEquation4.7) in the surfacefilmwhichmay crack
l or o_herwisedeformthe crystalstructureof the filmpermittingfurtherm

attackon the basemetal. If thiscrackingand othermicromechanical

movementcausessomeof the filmto be lostto the solution,a concentration 1

of metalsin the _olutionmay be muchcloserto the nominalvaluefound in

" the alloythanotherwisewouldbe the case.

4.1.5 Establishin9 the KineticRate Expression ..

Althoughthe datageneratedheredo not permita definite

kineticexpressionto be established,it is stillpossibleto utilize ,IF'__ ',

kineticratelaw argumentsto formulatelong-termpredictions.This is _J '
possiblebecausethe datamay be sufficientto set an upperlimitor

0 'maximumrateof corrosionin the systemof interest.

As previouslynotedin Section2.3,the most injuriousreaction j.%U
is an autocatalyticattackon themetal surface. An exampleof sucha _J

mechanismis the decompositionof hydrazinein the presenceof a copper k'

I

0 •
.......... II " I IIIIIIlUI I III I IIIII IIII I II .......

,_ .........._ _,m • _.,
m ..... . .
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compound. The decompositionis catalyzed by copper ions, and as the reaction

"_ progresses,more and more copper ions are added to the solution, thereby

. _" acceleratingthe rate of corrosion. While such highly destructivemechanisms

: ; are possible in other propellant systems, they are unknown in metal-fluorine

I_ _ systems. Furthermore,hydrazine is logically susceptible to autoc_ta!ytic _

11 decomposition,since the compound is thermodynamicallyunstable In the

-T' _| 6AI-4V titaniu_,/fluori,_esystem, however, no such comparable situation exists.
|
I Havinq ruled out autocatalyticmechanisms, the next worst case ,_

1 is a zero-order reaction. In such an instance the rate of reaction is in-

dependent of contaminantsin the propellant and is constant as a function

{ -of time. Zero-order reactions are relatively common in metal/liquid systems.

I Pseudo-zero-orderreactions are especially common. See Section 2.3. While

the reaction may technicallydepend on the surface area of the metal or ther
concentrationof the propellant,these variables remain essentially contt_nt

I _ duri_igthe course of the reaction, which in turn leads to a constant cor-

I _ rosion rate. _

• _'_, It will now be assumed that the data of T_ble 4-3 reflect a

zero-order rate law as the worst possible case. Although there is some

i.i scatter in the data, the data points can be averaged to obtain a reasonableupper limit to the rate expression. Table 4-4 summarizes the results for

titanium.
#,

_L ,_ Inspectionof Table 4-4 shows that at low HF concentrations

(0.008 and O.ll%) the rate of titanium buildup in fluorine is greatest

_ at short contact times. Such a result is not consistentwith a zero-order

reaction, but rather is suggestiveof a higher-orderreaction rate. At

• higher HF concentrations(0.21 and 0.38%) the data becomes more erratic, \
t

but in all four cases the trend is toward a higher corrosion rate at higher i

HF concentrationsas indicated by averaging the three data points at each
i

HF concentration. These average corrosion rates can be assumed t_ be of

_ zero-order in order to calculate the niaximumpossible rate. These rate_ are ,plotted agairst HF concentrationin Figure 4-7. The solid line represents /

, _ , a least-squaresflt totheexperimental data. Figure4-Sillustrates the _;_:
maximum extent of titanium buildup as a function of time.

F

[( -75 _:

i
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TABLE _-4

AVERAGE RATE OF TITANIUM BdlLDUP IN FLUORIFE AT

77.7°K

Ti
ppb/day

HF DURATION Ti Ti (averageof ;
_ (l_t.%) (Days) (ppb) (ppb/d.y) 3 rates)

0.508 .._.,. 7.8 18.6

•.67 7.5 4.5 8.1

_. 4.16 5.0 l.2 _
L

i , O.ll 0.17 5.4 31.8i 1.67 8.4 5.0 13.2

4.16 12.1 2.9

!

i 0._ 0.17 _.9 22.£

i (" 167 260 Is5.7 6o.s
( ; _ 4.16 12.3 3.0

0.3_ 0.17 155 970.6
J

i"_ 1.67 53.5 32.0 350.2

s_.. 4.16 200 48.0

_i j £-

_i;- 4.1.6 !ntegrat,onof Results

Integrati,n of the results from the pressure leg (see Figure 2-I),l I the metal leg, and the surface leg was as follnws: the pressure buildup, if

,_ any, was below the detuctablc "limitfor this test. The metal buildup has ..,_'¢_

been di"cusssd. The surface aegradation,while observed, was not quantified

[, ,

'!_ 77 "; "

I
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by means other than mass chang_ and examinationby optical microscope at

30X. As noted in Table 4-3, those samples in the presence of large amounts --

of HF exhibitedwhat was termed in Figure 2-5 as "gross changes". No

detailed study of the surface change of those samples wo,ld he warranted.

Since no "gross" changes were noted for those samples immersed in HF-free

: LF2, detailed surface studies of those samples may yield significantdata. -.
The scope of this program did not permit such a study, howe_er.

J

4.1.7 Predict_ Lon9 Term Behavior . _-'_

As an illustrationof a hypotheticaluse of the prediction

method, assume that liquid fluorine (maintainedat 77.7°K) is loaded into

a 6AI-4V titanillmfe_ tank (surface-to-volumeratio 0.5 cm.l) of a space-

craft. Analysis of the fluorine shows an HF impurity content of 0.04%.How long can the spacecraftremain in space before the titanium builds

up to a level of lO pp_?

t -The problem is solved by finding the maximum possible average _ _ -

rate of corrosion correspondingto 0.04% HF in Figure 4-7. According tothe graph,

Max. possible Ti buildup rate = 9.0 ppb/day. A lower limit to

the time requirEJ to reach lO ppm is then given by

" (I0 ppm) (103 ppb) 1 ')
ppm- ( _ear ) J

Time (years)= 9.0 ppb/day 365 days
I -\

= 3.0 years _.)

4.2 THE 6AI-4V TITARIUM/FLOX (88:12) SYSTEM

0Because of its close relationship to the previous system, the

6AI-4V titanium/FLOX (88:12) system will be discussed now.

"0 "'

i"-_-_"

. w
q
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4.2.1 System Definitionand Application

FLOX (88:12) is a mixture cF nominally 88_ fluorine by weight and

I 12% oxyoen. In respects, the properties of CLOZ art similar to those
many

. of LF2. It has been shown that the reactivity of FLqX is less than that of

fluorine, depending upon the percentage of fluorine in the mixture [4-7]. |J

FLOX (88:12) is not a standard commercial 9as and must be made up specially

i q _ for each requirement. FLOX is made by mixing gaseous fluorine with aaseous
oxygen and then condensing to the liquid state as required.

-- The applicationfor thls system is essentially the same as that

i- for fluori_e with the FLOX and fluorine beina alternate choices.

i _ 4.2.2 PreliminaryExposure Test

i There is very little literature on the subject of compatibilityof: _ FLOX (88:12)with titanium,,but most authors indicate that caution should be

" exerclse_w_th this system. The sensitivityof titanium in liquid oxygen to

.= shock with propaaation[4-8] and the shocl sensitivityunder some circum- __stances in liquid fluorine supqest that shock sensitivity in FLOX would be

a serious consideration. Thus, any tests with this system should be approached

._ with due respect.

. The reactlvityof FLOX can be assessed in two ways. Firstly, theFLOX can be considered as liquid fluorine which has been diluted with liquiG

oxygen, a_d therefore the reactivity is proportionatelyless [4-7]. Secondly,

- ( the FLOX can be considered tc have essertlallythe reactivity of fluorine (at

il high percentagesof fluor,,_e)plus havinq the contribution dqe to linuid oxy-b_ gen with its potential fcr f_rmlnq reactive free radicals. Thus, a case can

be made for either decreascd reactivity or increased reactivityof FLGX co_- : •
¢

( •pared to LF2. i

Because of favorable experiencewith the titanium/fluorinesystem

: and the high content of fluorine in the FLOX, the preliminaryexposure test ..
_, i was bypassed but the detailed immersion test was approachedwith caution.

)

1

t "

79 _ _
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4.2.3 Determining the Rate of Metal Buildup in FLOX

Because of the close similarity between FLOX (88:12)and LF2, the _"
proceduresand techniques used for determining the metal buildup in FLOX '_

were the same as used for LF2, described in Section 4.1.3. The 6AI-4V 48
titanium/FLOXsystem was investigated_t a lower level of effort than the _,.-

fluorine system, thus the test conditionswere abbreviated. See Table 4-5.
"4 __

The FLOX was prepared by adding gaseous oxygen to a cylinder of

gaseous fluorine. Analysis ef the mixture yielded a value of 87.1% fluorine _

by weight; however, for reasons of consistency,the FLOX will be referred ,_

_' to as 88:12. -_

4.2.4 Correlation of Metal Buildup to Propellant - Mater_al Interaction "'_

The results of the metal buildup study of 6AI-4V titanium in FLOX "

. (88:12)are shown in Table 4-6 aad Figure 4-9. Many of the c_mments for the _-

6AI-4V titanium/LF2 study apply to this system also. The same scatter in

the data was noted, and there was the same difficulty in correlating the
i

metals found in the FLOX with the surface reaction. The observation that

I HF plays an important role in t,ne_iteractionwas reinforced and the nature
I

of the fluoride films was about t_e s_me. The films were noted to be very

_ , tenaciousand could not be completely removed. It was noted also that the

loss in weight of the coupon upon washing was related to the film thickness. )

: That is, the very thin films were not soluble in water, whereas the thicker

I . films found after exposure to FLOX with HF added, wash off, at least in part. "
!

, " It is interestingto note again the ratio of vanadium to titanium ,

found in the residue. For the tests in which HF was added, the ratio is
,.

very near that found in the alloy, whereas with no HF _dded the vanadium is

high by up to an order to magnitude. This again suggests that the HF may attack _ ..
_,y

_ both metals equally while the F2 may preferentiallyattack the vanadiu_,_.t

,{i Alternately, the titanium fluoride film may be substantiallymore adherent :_,j
I than the vanadium fluoride layer ;n the presence of fluorine only but lessadherent in the pre_ence of HF.
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' TABLE4-5

TESTCONDITIONSFOR THE 6AI-4VTITANIUR/FLOXSYSTI_I I

i

i t
Test Temperature Pressure PF Conc. DL'ration

I No. °K Atm. Vlt% Ho_rs
@

i_ ......
1

!.
16 77.7 37 O.008 40

17 O.008 40

__ 18 0.008 IO0

(_ 19 0.4 4
20 , ,, O.t 40

" 21 77.7 37 0.4 lO0
m

£

a

C
".

q.

rp

m
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h
Little significancecan be given to the one case in which aluminum

was detected in sufficientquantity to report. The same difficultieswith _

quantifying aluminum in the fluorine tests were also associated with the _

FLOX tests. _.
4.2.5 Establishingthe Kinetic Rate Expression

,_ The data of the FLOX test are similar to the data of the fluorine _t,j,
test in that the scatter in the data do not permit the derivation of a defi-

nite kinetic expression.However, arguments similar to those of Section 4.1.5 "_

, can again be used to establish a maximum possible rate of metal buildup

_, assuming zero-order kinetics. _ "

J
Focusing on the element titanium, the data of Table 4-6 can be used}

e

' to constructTable 4-7. Insufficientdata are available from the abridqed
FLOX test to obtain a meaningfu'idependence of the rate of metal buildup on

HF concentration. Nevertheless,t_e data of Table 4-7 are _uggestiveof a

higher corrosion rate at higher HF concentrations (Cf. Ta_ 4-4). _

4.2.6 Integrationof Results

. Integrationof the results from the pressure leg, the megal leg

and the surface leg was as follows: any possible pressure buildup (doubtful) -,

was below the limit of detection. The metal buildup has been discussed. The

_! . surface degradationwas noted throuqh visual examination at 30X and through

3: measurement of the mass changes as noted in Table 4-6. Sinnificantmass

changes were observed in cases with 0._% HF in the FLOX and as in the case

I _: for LF2 no detailed study would be warranted for such a level interaction.
Furthermore,since the major emphasis of the program was on the metal build- -

up, no detailed surface study w_s pursued for the HF-free FLOX case. _ ',
J

4.2.7 Predicted Lon9 Te^m Behavior i

C)" A hypotheticalsituation can _= used to demonstrate the prtdiction _

i, method. Suppose that it Is desired to send a spacecrafton a five year

mission. The titanium feed tank (_/V : N.5 cm"l) is to be loaded with _LOX _
at 77.7°K. Can the HF content of the FLOX be reduced to a sufficiently low

, level upon passing the FLOX through a column packed with NaF to limit the ,_

i amount of titanium buildup to no more than 20 ppm at the end of the misslcn?

i !.084 _

I
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_" TABLE4-7

i
, AVERAGERATEOF T[TANIUMBUILDUPIN FLOXAT 77.7°K

i

( Ti
ppb/day

HF Duration Ti Ti (Averageof

_ (Wt.%) (days) (ppb) (ppb/day) 3 rates)

0.008 0.17 3.3 19.4 w._

! _ 1.67 14.1 8.4 9,34.16 0 0 -,. ,
I

0.43 0.17 408 2400• _ 1.67 II0 65.9 g34.6
4.16 158 38.0

t

C An attemptcan be madeto answerthe questionposedabovebyassuming,as indicatedin Section4.2.5 (alsoCf. 4.1.5)that the rate

{i of titaniumbuildupcan occurno fasterthanthatdefinedby zero-orderkinetics.Table4-7 showsratedatafor FLOXthat has beenpassedthrough

NaF,therebyreducingthe HF concentrationto 0.008%. The averagerate of _ " ,

titaniumbuildupwas foundto be 9.3 ppb/day. An upperlimitto the titanium _ ,

expectedafter5 years is thengivenby

Titanium(maximum) 9.3 ppb X 1 ppm X 365-_-_-_XsX 5 years= 17 ppm i ;'
,> = day 103 ppb year

: Therefore,the answerto the Questionposedin the precedingparagraphis, _ .

yes, the amountof buildupwill be belowthe specifiedlimit. _ _

' -. -'-,.e,

4,P q

F(:" 85
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TABLE4-8

CHEr41CALCOMPOSITIONOF 2219-T87ALUMINUM _;

(% By I.$t.)

DI
' _; ELEMENT SPECIFICATION TEST SAMPLES

_c

Copper 5.8 - 6.8 6.03 "_
Manganese 0.2 - 0.4 .26

!, Iron 0.3 max. .23 _"3
, Silicon 0.2 max. .II ,_

' Zinc O.l max. 088• 3
o

Vanadium 0.05 - 0.15 .09

Tltanium 0.02- O.lO .08

Magr:slum .02max. .014 _ =_-
Zlrc :jm .I0 - .25 .16

i Aluminum Balance Balance ]
' 4.3 THE 2219-T87ALUMINUM/LIQUIDFLUORINESYSTEM

! 4.3.1 S,vstemDefinitionand Applicati(, -_
J

The 2219-T87aluminumalloyis anotherpromisingaerospacematerial m_

_ possessingexcellentphysicaland chemicalproperties.The alloy belongs _ ,

to a familyof ._lu.rli',,_malloyswhichhavea highpercentageof copper; _-'___ .

2219-T87possessing5.8 to 6.8 percent. The generalspecificationfor _ 'w

i 2219-T87aluminumis shownin Table4-8. _

k
• The oxidi?erfluorineand the applicationhavebeende_c-ibedin _-

i Section4.1.I.

4.3.2 preliminarbExposureTest ,'_ ,

Aluminumin generalis rega t_,jas beingacceptablefor fluorine _ | _

I service[4-2]and stresscorrosionoT 2219-T281aluminumin LF2 has been _.) |'_',_investigatedby Lo.entz [4-11]who fGundnegativeresults. Becauseof ., ,

the favorabledataavailablefor 2219aluminum,no preliminaryexposure ,!
w

testwas necessary.

O'86 '
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4.3.3 Determiningthe Rate of Metal Buildup in LF2

"_ _ 4.3.3•I Selectingthe Measurement Technique
In Figure 2-4, the method for selecting the proper measurement

technique was shown, Since 2219 aluminum contains copper as one of the
major alloy constituents and since copper.63 activates to the 12•8-hour

, _" half life copper-64 radioisotope,the radiotracertechnique is a good
choice for the measurement technique• Refer to Section 3.2 for back-

ground and theory forthis technique. "
4.3.3.2 Selectingthe Test Apparatus and C_nfiguration

_ ( The constraintson the container_cerial are not as great as _'for the dry activationanalysis technique, but the FEP Teflon tubing was

__ _i found to be quite satisfactoryfn_ fluorine service and was convenient to,. use. The FEP Teflon tube was attached to a copper tube in the same manner
• j

as discusred in Section 4•1.3.2. The copper tube was bent into an angle

'" to provide a method for p,'_pershielding of the gamma detector from the _'-
_ radioactivesample. See Figure 4-I0.

i ( 4.3.3.3 The Detailed ImmersionTest

_: Specimen Coupons - The 2219-T87 aluminum was obtained from theAluminum Company of America (Alcoa) in the form of 2.18 mm (0.125 inch)

_'" sheet, Alcoa heat number 720471 Samples of the sheet were milled to

( _ 0.125 rm and coupons were cut to size (25mmx 13mm). The thickness of

-/ the coupons was kept to a minimum to keep the total radioactivityof the ' ;

li_ ( I givensamplesint°aminimum.Table4-8. The chemical composition of 2219-T87 aluminum is _ ./i 1
( The coupons were cleaned and passivatedaccording to the procedure _, _'

i_ which included the following steps: _ 'i

_ (I) Degrea_e with isopropyl alcohol _ i.
_ iT (2) Wash in 4% Joy solution for 5 minutes at 350° to 370°K.

(3) Deoxidize in 4% solution of Na3PO4 at 350°K for 2 mi;;utes.
i'' (_ (4) Rinse with distilledwater.

(5) Pas_ivatewith a solution of I% HF, I% HNO3, and H20 for

one minute at room temperature.

(6) Rinse with distilled water to a neutral pH.

(_' (7) Dry with dry, oil-free nitrogen•

( 87
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I A view of one of the _leaned and passivated couhJns is shown "

in Figure 4-11. Two coupons were used for each test to double the available -,

, surface area.

Test Fluid - The fluorine used was identical to that described ir i _
, Section 4.1.3.3 for t_e 6AI-4V titanium/fluorineinvestigation.

Test Geometr_ - The test geometry consisted of the two 2219 alun:i-

num coupons suspended in the angle tube by a ribbon of pure aluminum foil _w,
(llO0-O)which was, in turn, connected to a Teflon covered magnetic stirring _"

bar. See Figure 4-10. This configurationallowed external mar_ipulationof _"

the test coupons with the aid of a magnet afte_ tllecontainerwas sealed. -
The coupon S/V was approximately0.8 cm-l.

Container Design - The design of the test containerwas essentially

the same as the one for the 6AI-4V ti_anium test with the exception that a

long copper tube bent to an angle of 30° to 45° was used. This long tube ) _-
allowed the radioactiv_2219 aluminum coupon to be retracted to an area

i shielded from the detector by lead bricks as shown in Figure 4-12 or Figure

4-13.

Instrumentation- The ir_'_rnalpressure of the test containerwas
monitored by the gas handling system pressure gage. The temperatureof the

! container was controlledby a liquid nitrogen or liquid oxygen bath a_ _equired.
%

The buildup of the copper-64 radioisotopein the fluorine was monitored by a

NaI(Th) detector, dual-channelanalyzer system consistingof the following

apparatus: _._

(I) 3" x 3" cylindricalsodium iodide crystal detector. _'_ ',
"LY

(2) Boeing built preamplifier.

(3) Baird-AtomicDual Channel Analyzer, Model CS 202. '_
(4) Baird-AtomlcTimer, Model CS 905. J

_5) Bail'd-AtomicScaler, Mo'_Is CS I07 and CS 12/. ._

(6) )ohn _luke DC High Volta _ Power. _J
"

(7) Mis,_!laneouscalibrat:on sources

q

8B () ,-';
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" Test Conditions - The conditions used during the 2219 aluminum

tests are shown in Table 4-9.

Test Setup - The fluorine handling system described in Section

4.1 3.3 was utilized for this test. Only one storage containerwas connected

te " .esystem during test. An overall view of the test setup is shown in

Figure 4-12.
:4.

Test Procedure - The clea_ and dry storage container with the

activated coupons in the retracted position was connected to the fluorine

handling system and then evacuated. Gaseous fluorine was admitted to tFe

-:_ system to passivate the storage container and coupons and the pressure

was slowly increasedto one atmosphereand held for lO-15 minutes. The

system was then evacuated again to remove any possible HF and the con-: densation of the fluorine inLo the containerwas begun. If hydrogen

fluoride was to be added to the container,a tube with a weighed amount

i #" of HF was attached to the system and fluorine gas was used to flush the _-

HF into the storage containerwhere it was condensed along with the fluorine

by liquid nitrogen. When the HF transfer and fluorine condensationwere

l _ -- complete, the fluorine source valve was closed and the container was left

open to the handling system so that the pressure could be monitored.

I " _r-
•_ With the proper amount of fluorine in the storage container, a

_: count of background radiationwas made and then the 2219 aluminum coupons

C'_. were lowered into the fluorine to begin the t_st.

f- During the test, the coupons were periodicallywithdrawn from the
_ LF2 into the area shielded from the detector and the amount of radioactive

copper-64 in the LF2 was measured. Then the coupons were returned to the _ ,

_ LF2 and the t_st continued. ::.

_ Test Termination - After about five days, the disintegrationsof _t

C l copper-64 became too few to count in a reasonable le_a+h of time and the

testing with the 2219 aluminum coupon was terminated. The coupons were

( "C._.n 91 .:
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retracted from the LF2 which was then allowed to warm slightly, raising the

pressure slightly above atmospheric. The gaseous fluorine was vented through

NaCl and soda lime reactors to the atmosphere. The storage container was dis- _'y I
connected from the fluorine handling system and the specimen coupon was

removed and weighed. The bottom of the Teflon tube was cut off at the lewJl _.

4 of the top of the liquid exposure and sealed in a polyethylenebag.

Post-TestMeasurements - The residue left in the FEP Teflon tube _"

after the fluorine evaporationwas analyzed for aluminum and copper by atomic _-

._ absorption spectroscopy(see Section 3.3). The residue was soluble in water. _. _
)

• p

The aluminum coupons v_erewashed thoroughly in hot water, rinsed

with distilledwater, dried at 345°K , and weighed. The results are shown

in Table 4-I0.

4.3.4 Correlationof Metal Buildup to Propellant - Material Reaction !

The results of the measurement of the rate of metal buildup in "

_ the fluorine from 2219 aluminum are displayed in Figure 4-14. The uncertain-

(i ties in the data points is approximately * 20%. After about IOC hours, the -_

I' copper-64 tracer has decayed sufficientlyso that it is no longer measurable. ._

For HF concentrationsfrom .008% to .49% by weight in the liquid _
.) .

: fluorine, there appears to be little difference in the rate of interaction

with the 2219 aluminum. The scatter in the data is sufficiently large to _'_

_i obscure minor dependence,if any.
_J

results in small but
, Increasingthe temperature 16 degrees a measur- _ _

able rate increase.
i i

In general, the 2219 aluminum alloy is quite resistant to liquid

'_ fluorine, even with .49% HF present. The AIF3 film protecting the aluminum

appears to be very effective as shown by the small mass changes recorded _,) .

in Table 4-I0. There, also,little significant difference is noted when HF _;"0
i is added to the fluorine. ' _3

%
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t TABLE 4-9

TEST CONDITIONS2219-T87 ALUMINUM- LIQUID FLUORINESYSTZM
I

i Test Temperature Pressure HF Conc. Duration
i No. °K Atm. Wt. % Hours

• " 25 77.7 .41 •008 78

27 77.7 .41 .12 104

_- 26 77.7 .41 .49 117
t

_'_ 28 90,2 I.63 •008 lOl

_ ,: J ..
4

' |j
TABLE 4-10

ALUMINUM SAMPLES BEFORE AND AFTER EXPOSURE TO LIQUID FLUORINE

;. ('" Test Coupon Initial I Mass After Mass After
_ .__ Number Number Mass mq Test mg AM Wash m,q . AM

_ 5 98.29 98.54 +.25 98.48 +.1725

_! 6 97.62 97.98 +.36 97.87 +.25

,;'_("* 8 107.47 107.93 +.46 107.63 +.16
27

' 9 94.76 95.18 +.42 94.86 +.I0

_" '_ 13 108.83 109.19 +.36 108.92 +.09 ;

''I:; ( 16 107.04 I07.30 +.24 I07.23 +.19 _,,
"_ 18 104.56 104.70 +.14 104.75 +.19 i'

) 19 103.61 103.83 +.22 103.80 +.19 }i!...

93
i
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4.3.5 Establishingthe KineticRateExpression

For reactionsin whichthe concentrationof the productis very

smallcomparedto the reactants,most typesof reactions(e.g.,first-order,

second-order,etc.)exhibitpseudo-zero-orderrate dependence,that is,

the rateof productaccumulationis proportionalonly to time. Withthe

smalldegreeof interactionnotedbetweenthe aluminumand fluorine,one

wouldexpectthistypeof dependence.Thus,a plotof aluminumconcentra-

tion in fluorineversustimeshouldyield a straightline. Sucha plot

is shownin Figure4-15. The solidlineswere constructedfroma least

_ squarestreatmentof the experimentaldata. Treatmentof the 77.7°K .

' i data separatefromthe 90.2°Kdata indicatesa def1.'_tedependenceof

i the rateon temperature.TLe slopeof the linescalculatedby least

I _ squaresis equalto the reactionrateconstantat thattemperature.A
plotof log k versusI/T willgive the activationenergyand the Arrhenius

constantin the equationk = Ae"E/RT This techniqueis shownin Figure _,_•
- 4-16with the resultingequationbeingk = .85e -316/RT(ppb/hr),where R

is the gas constantin calories/deg,v,_ol.

_ ' This kineticrateexpressionis by no meansa rigorouslydefined

_r- entity;however,it representsthe bestavailableat thistime.

_{ 4.3.6 Integrationof Results

_ _ Whilea completeinvestigationof the pressureleg and surface
_ leg (Figure2-I)were not accomplished,no pressurebuildupwas observed

W_(i _''_ and no discerniblesurfacechangewas notedon the 2219aluminumotherthan

_ somesliqhtdiscolorationon one sample. Sincethe samplecouponsusedin
I" the metalbuildupleg were radioactive,a post-testsurfaceanalysiswas _.
I_. not performed, i"

_.iF_, 4.3.7 PredictedLongTerm Behavior '_

_ _ _-" Usingthe kineticrateexpressiondevelopedfor 2219aluminumin

( iimj_ fluorine,a predictioncan be made For the levelof n,etalbuildupin liquid
L" fluorinein an aluminumtankovera periodof, Jay,fiw years. Let us

d " assumethatthe storagepressureis to be l.l atmospher_ (16 psla)so that

i "
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the temperatureis 86°K. Alsoassumingan HF contentwitI.Inthe range

_ investigatedin thiswork,we can calculatethe reactionrateconstantand

. determinethe metalconcentrationafterfiveyears. The reactionrateconstant

! is givenby

_t i k= .85exp [-216/(I•987x86)]ppbAl/hr•

k = .134ppb A'I/hr.

I The al_inum concentrationat any ti_, t, is givenby CAI = k t
•!_ whe_ t is the tln_ in hours• The missiondurationin hoursis 43,800hours

( so thatthe aluminumconcentrationbecomes5.9 partsper million.

i Now,let us consideranotherpossiblequestion;what average

"_/ storagetemperaturecan be enduredduringthe fiveyearsand maintainthe

r [" levelof interactionlow enoughso thatno morethan lO ppm aluminumis __
_ builtup in the propellant?To p_oducea concentrationof 'i0ppm in five

yearswouldrequirea rateconstantof .228ppb/hr. Sincelog k = log .85 -

,(_ (316)/ (l.g87T),thetemperatureis 121°K. Thisis somewhatabovea nomal

( _ storagetemperature(F2 vaporpressure_14 atlospheres)and wou_d not be
to be encountered.Thus it is concludedthatthe interaction

F

expected over

_ v the long tem would be very low indeed

• ( "*

C

97 1_
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4.4 THE 6AI-4V TITANIUM/HYDRAZINESYSTEM

4.4.1 Sxstem Definition and Application
f

As the result of a detailed set of analyses considering trade-

offs among the parameters of cost, mass and reliability, JPL has _
.p

selected [4-13] a blowdown-pressurized monoprop_llant hydrazine

propulsion system to provide trajectory correction impulse for outer

planet flyby spacecraft. A typical example of such an application is the
w--

TOPS (Thermoel_ctric Outer Planet Spacecraft) vehicle for the Grand Tour

mission. The advantages which accrue from the use of this energetic and

thermodynamically unstable material are sufficiently great that all aspects _

of its use have come under close scrutiny. This combination of high

reactivity and widespread applicability make hydrazine a most appropriate

selection as the fuel to be studied in the current program.

Most commercial hydrazine, including that utilized in these

studies, is purchased under Military Specification MIL-P-26536C, The i

latter requires a minimum hydrazine content of 98 percent (by weight),

a maximum of 1.5 percent water (by weight) and a maximum particulate

matter content of I0 milligrams per liter. This is a skeletal amount of

informationfor a material which is subject to catalytic decompositionand

•. has a requirementfor storage and use in a spacecraftfor periods up to

ten years. This lack has been recognizedand a revised Mil Spec is under

preparation [4-14]. A recent investigation[4-15] reported that the major -.!

soluble non-metallicimpuritiesare water, carbon dioxide, aniline and

_ chloride ion; the major metallic ions are sodium, chromium, iron and __nickel. , '

As mentioned previously (Section4.1.1), the alloy designated _ 'as 6AI-4V titanium is widely used in aerospace applications because of ._-_ i i

._ its high strength-to-weightratio, good machining characteristicsand _!J

'_ generally excellent chemical compatihility. Sufficient compatibility i
data has been gathered on this material to result in ic_ provisional sel-

ection as the primary TOPS propulsion system material [4-13]. As discussed in

t
I
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"• the latter reference and elsewhere, 6AI-4V titanium is one of the materials

currentlyundergoing long-term hydrazine compatibilitytests at JPL. The

opportunity to develop par_llel complementary data on the material of
4

'_. choice for hydrazin_ _pplicationmade the decision to include 6AI-4V titanium
i

beth obvious and straigl_tforv.ard.

4._.2 Preliminar_Exposure Test

- _ All of the studies _:adeto date on the _AI-4V titanium/neathydra-

4 zine system indicate a high deqree of compatibility. The test data are exten-

i j sive, and have been recently reviewed by Coulbert and Yankura [4-16] and by

i Cadwalladerand Piper [4-17]. These results constitutea considerablepor-
N

tion cf the justification for selection of this titanium alloy as the material
" of choice in TOPS prcpulsior systems. Since no new information would be

obtained by conducting a preliminary expos_Jre test OF,this system, this step

was deleted.

4._.3 Determinationof the Rate of Metal BuilduE in the 6AI-4V _-
"" Titanium/HydrazineS_stem

i_ 4.4.3.1 Selection of the MeasurementTechnique

" Selected sensitive techniques for determininothe rate of metal

_ ""- buildu_ have been described in Section 3 and cate_s_'izedas to their applica-

_/ bility in Section 2. Reference to Figure 2-4 shows that in the 6AI-4V- _ t titanium/hydrazinesystem (no long-lived radioisotopeof major elements in the

alloy, non-cryogenicpropellant)modified atomic absorption spectroscopyyields

£_ the best results. In this context, "modified"specificallyrefers to use of ,

the graphite tube furnace samplingmethod, in contrast to the more typical _" ,,

nebulizer flame technique [4-18]. Use of the fomer method enhances the _'

sensitivity (i.e., allows detection of sianificantlysmaller quantities)of _ i• i

refractorymetals such as aluminum and titanium. :,

4.4.3.2 Selection o_ the Test Apparatus and Configuration

o _j

There were essentially no constraintsplaced on the test apparatus _

and configurationwhich were related to the subsequentmeasurement technique. L
The modified atomic absorption method requires a very small sample size, _

typically lO0 microliters or less. So lon_ as the sample is submitted in a _'

I
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container fro_ which it is convenient to withdraw aliquots of this size with

a microsyringe, the analyst is satisfied. The vessel delivered to the

analytical laboratoryneed not be that in which the exposure was conducted.

A_ a result, the only constrairtswere intposedby the desire to conduct the

_st simply, safely, and with a minimum opportunityfor interferencefrom -, #
the test capsule itself. All the requirementswere met by the utilization

t of screvl-captype biologicalculture tubes, as detailed below. _.
{

4.4.3.3 The Detailed ImmersionTest

In so far as was possible, the design of the inr,.ersiontest _"
i

parallels that of the long-term hydrazine compatibilitytesting being

conducted by JPL (e.g., [4-13]). The purpose of this is to ultimately _

t allow comparison of predictionsbased on short-termexperimentswith
¢

real-time exposures.

Specimen Coupons - The 6AI-4V titanium was obtained from JPL

, stock of the material used in their long-term compatibilitytesting. It

L was produced by Titanium Metals Corporationof America per MIL-T-9046E,

Type Ill, CompositionC, annealed. The titanium _'asin the form of 0.063

inch sheet and was identifiedas a portion of heat G-1863. The latter had

the following certified analysis:

TABLE 4-I1

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIOKOF 6AI-4V TITANIUM SPECIME_IS i)
Carbon O.023% Vanadium 4.1%

Iron O.09% Hydrogen O.Ol2% )
Nitrogen O.Ol0% Oxygen O.10% -

Aluminum 5.1% Titanium d90"565ifference(bY) _ ' .,,

The specimen configurationselected was essentiallya scaled- _,

down version of the slug-type coupons employed in the llO°F (316.5°K) _ "

lon§-termcompatibilitytests being conducted by JPL [4-13 and 4-20].

i Since the experimentalapproach adopted did not concern itself with be- 0

havior in the gas phase, the scaling was based solely on the immersed ._

I portion of the JPL coupon. The latter had ametal surface to propellant 0 l_'i

t _

100 0 " c:",
4

I
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volume ratio of approximately 0.5 cm-l Based on the thicknesc ,_f tlm

furnished material and the propellant volumes attainable in the exposure

capsule (see _elow) a nominal specimen size of 0.5 cm x 1.9 cmx 0.14 cm

(0.20 in. x 0.75 in. x 0,55.) was selected.

The specimens were machined, cleaned and passivated per JPI.

_'t ! specification [4-20 and 4-21], with the exception that isopropyl alcohol
was substituted for Freon TF wherever the latter appeared. This was done

by direction [4-22] in erd_r to avoid the possibilityof chloride con-

i taminationwhich has been experiencedelsewhere [4-23]. No identifying

_, marks were placed on the specimens. They were assi(!nedthe number of the
J

( capsule in which they received their exposure and handlinq procedures

,. designed so that upon removal from the capsule tl_eywere in_ediatelyplaced

_ into containerswhich had been prepared and numbered so as to h_ve a one-

. to-one correspondencewith the capsules.

(_' Test Fluid - The hydrazlneutilized in fulfillment of Contract

NAS7-789was purchased from the Glin Corporation, Chemical Division, Stamford,

:_ Connecticut,per MIL-P-26536C. The material was shipped from Olin's plant

i_ at Lake Charles, Louisiana, on 21 August 1972 in Drum No. H-108. The

i_, (._ latter container is made of 304L corrosion resistant steel [4-24]. Sub-sequent,transferswere accomplishedby pressurizationwith dry nitrogen

'_ to sm_ll 321 stainless steel containers which are _ore convenient to

' - _ _ handle in the laboratory. In all such operations, care was taken to pre-

vent exposure of the hydrazine to air. An assay of the material is shown

_" in Table 4-12.

#

i

i
In addition to testing with neat hydrazine, it was felt that _

the predictivemethod might be better demonstratedby "doping" the pro- i

pellant with chloride ion. Presence of the latter is known to accelerate

_ corrosion of titanium [e.g., 4-2, 4-16 and 4-23]. The selection of the _
amount of chloride to be added (nominally,5, 25, and 50 ppm by weight)

was derived by considering its typical concentration in as-supplied
hydrazine (less th_n 5 ppm) [4-15 and 4-25], the anticipatedmaximum listed

i in the proposed Mi'lSpec (5 ppm) [4-17], and the amount found from residualFreon TF (_lO0 ppm) resulting from typical capsule cleaning operations [4-22].

101
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TABLE 4-12

ANALYSIS OF HYDRAZINF, DRUMNO. H-I08i

Component Spec. Limits Assay Value #nalytical Method _

Hydrazine, wt. _ 98.0 (min.) 98.13 Chloramine T

'4 Water, wt. % 1.5 (max.) 0.5 Gas Chromatography

Titanium, ppm None 0 Modified atomic ,_

Aluminum, ppm None 0 Absorption Spectroscopy _

Vanadi urn, ppm None 0 ,, ,, _b

Iron, ppm None* 1.3 ' " _

' Chromium, ppm None .065 ,, ,, .b
Manganese, ppm None .004 ', ,,

Nickel, ppm None .161 ,, ,, _

Chloride, ppm None* <I Turbidimetry "_ _ _

*A supplemental data sheet to MIL-P-26536C, dated 15 June 1972, suggests

: that specification_imits for iron and chloride should be 20 and 5 ppm,

_ respectively. In addition the supplement suggests that the limits for J

the weioht percents of hydrazine and water be set te 98.5 (min.) and

0.5 (max.), respectively. J

3Test Geometr_ - No restraintswere placed on the test geometry

i other than that the capsule openin_ must be large enough to admit the

il specimen, cross section, 0.5 cm x 0.14 cm (nominal), and the inside 3
diameter must be such that introductionof approximately4 cm3 of hvdrazine. !i

!.. would result in complete immersion of the sample. To avoid a continual _ _ _ '
loss of hydrazine during the course of the experiment, it was reouired _ _ ,

that the capsule he sea_ed. 1

Container Desian - Considerationof the various requirements i
placed upon the Bxposure capsule or container resulted in the selection

of commercially available 13 x I00 mmKimax (chemically eouivalent to '_ _
Pyrex) biological culture tubes. These have an internal volume of ' [

_9 cm3 and are fitted with screw caps containing a Teflon insert. 0 _ '_

f3
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I
The tubes were checked for the integrityuf their cap seal by il_ersing

I them in I_O°F water and observing whether any air bubbles escaped. Those
, which released bubbles were discarded: the remainder were cleaned per the

JPL specifications(for qlass) in Reference _-21. The caps were carefullyswabbed o_t with lir,tlesstissue moistened _ith isopropylalcohol. Te

.i_ ,. assure positive ;dentification,s,:rialnumbers were placed on the etched '
. surface provided on the glass and were inscribedon the cap witl,an awl.

One of these exposure capsules, together with a 1.g cm lo_e titanium #
I _ specimen, is shown in Figure _-17.

!' ; Nine-holedfir blocks were prepared to support the tubes while

in the ovens (Figure4-I_). The hole depth was such that the hydrazine

_ liquid level was not visible. Although it was recognized that t),.s

con-

_ finuration retards the rate at which the samples initially reach the equilib-

rium exposure temperature (the time differentialis considered insigni$-

( icant except for very short exposures), it was _elt that this was offset __.

by the inherent safety aspects offered by a solid block in the event of a

,_ _.. capsule ruptL.'e. The "9-pack" was designed for _.he convenience of the

il overall experiment,wherein each withdrawal _roul)was made up of eight
_"-. metellic specimensand a blank. J

Instrumentation- No internal instrumentationwas employed in

_' _ \ these tests. All data, with the exception of the exposure temperature,

was c_llected through pre and post-test activity. Provisionwas made

I _ for continuousmonitoring cf the exposure temperature by means of a suit-

i able thermocouple- recorder combination. The ovens utilized proved to

_ (-_ be so stable, however, (see belowl that sampling frequency was reduced ,,:,to twice daily, i '

L_ __ Test Conditions - There are four distinct test conditions _

which were required t_ be establishedfor this set o_ experiment, viz, •

• time, temperature,metal surface to propellan_ volume ratio and chloride

dopant level. The values selected for each of these parameters will be '

discussed in turn.
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I (I) Time - Contractualtime limitationsat the outset of this phase

of the program limited the maximum exposure time to approximately

days. of spacing the data evenly on a lo_ time
60 In the interest

' scale, this period was broken into 5 withdrawal times, nominally

_. 3.75, 7.50, 15, 30 and 60 days. To obtain the maximum exposL'e
time, the 60 day specimens were prepared first; the 7.50 day,

... _ 15 day and 30 day specin,ens were then prepared as a oroup. Because
• - the 3.75 day exposure could be run at almost any time during the

test program, and because there _._sa definite uncertaintyas te

4 the reactivityof the system, it was decided to delay preparation

_, cf this _et until results were obtained from the 7.5 and 15 day •

exposures. As it turned out, the latter indicated such a low rate

of reactivitythat a shorter exposure would have proved meaningless;

accordingly,the number of withdrawalswes reduced to four.

(2) Temperature;.-Two exposure temperatureswere selected, 316.5°K _ _

(1lOaF) and 344.3°K (16_°F). There are a number of theoretical

and operationalreasons for this selection:

i (a) They are temperaturesof interest in propulsion systems for

T _ long-livedspacecraft; as such they are currently being
l employed by JPL in long-termcompatibilitytests being con-

I j -,

. ducted on metallic and non-metallicmaterials in hydrazine

_ [4-13 and 4-16]; their use will permit comparisons of
predictions based on this study with real time results

from the JPL program.

I "
(b) They are sufficientlyseparated that a rate dependenceon " ,

temperatureshould be discernible if any exists, i

("_ (c) They are operationallyconvenient in terms of oven control "'
' (sufficientlyremoved from room temperature)and hydrazine

(. vapor pressure (impcrtantin a glass system).i

ill:
_,¢i [

( !
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i (3) Surface to Volume Ratio - As stated earlier, under Specimen

-l
L Coupons, the nominal surface to volume ratio was set at 0.5 cm

J |.i to match the exposure condition of the JPL slugs.

) _ (4) Chloride Dopant Level - This was also covered previously (under
Test Fluid). The values selected (5, 25, and 50 ppm) cover the

: _ _ approximaterange (up to 60 ppm) and were operationallyconvenient
in that only a single standard chloride solution was required.

In line with the attempt to demonstrate a simple, modestly-pricedprocedure,

_ - it was decided to run single samples at a larger number of conditions rather
than replicates. The combination of two temperatures,four dopant levels

i

, and five withdrawal times yielded a total of 40 samples.
_J Test Setup - The experimental concept for this series of tests is

so simple that a description of the "test setup" is superfluous. All required

(_ details are contained either in the description of the specimen and container

(above) or'the test procedure (below).

Test Procedure - The procedure followed was straightforward. The

specimens and capules were cleaned and passivated,as described previously.

The capsules were then weighed on a _ettler balance (certifiedaccuracy of

± 0.25 mg). Those which were to contain chloride were prepared by pipetting

_ _ in the appropriateamount of a standard chloride solution and carefully

_. evaporating to dryness• The metallic specimens (which had been kept in a

• ( _i ('} desiccator followingcleaning and passl,y_tion)were then weighed and placed
._ in the capsules• The latter were pre-flushedwith dry nitrogen to remove

_ dF'_ air. A final flush wasaccomplishedwithin a small plastic bag, and all _.,

!_ subsequent filling operationswere conducted il_an inert atmosphere provided i',
t.

by the continuous flow of pure, dry nitrogen through a specially designed

• _ plastic enclosure (Figure 4-19). All manipulationswithin this enclosure i
' were conducted by working at its periphery and grasping the various itemsI"

• (_ _ through the polyethylenefilm. The hydrazine supply tank (approximately

5 liters) was pressurizedto about 2 x lO5 N/m2 (30 psig) with dry nitrogen

("_ and the propellant delivered directly to the capsule via a previously flushed
321CRES line This addition was not quantitative,but merely to a pre-
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marked line which estimated the 4 cm3 level selected. The caps were screwed

down securely and the capsules were removed from the inert ab _spi_ereand *,

, weighed. This provided (by difference from previous weighings of capsules p

and specimens) an exact determinationof the amount of hydrazine charged to

each capsule. "_

: The capsules were then sorted into the appropriate "9-pack" and _w

placed in the designatedenvironment (316.5°Kor 344.3°K). This environ- _ "

ment _#asprovided by Blue M mechanical convection ovens (Figure 4-20) which _

employ what is termed proportionalcontrol. This results in very stable

temperatures;over the time of exposure the measured temperature never -- •

varied more than +2°K (approximately +-3.5°F). _'_

At the appropriate times the capsules were withdrawn from the
ovens, allowed to cool to room temperatureand weighed (to determine hydra- "

zine loss, if any). The capsules were then placed in the plastic enclosure _, :,_

and the volume continuouslypurged with _ry nitrogen as before. After a ..

suitable flushing period, the capsules were opened and the metallic speci-

mens were removed, blotted gently with absorbent tissue, and allowed to sit

overnight in the nitrogen atmosphere to "dry". The caps were replaced on

the capsules and the latter sent to the laboratoryfor analysis. After )

overnight "drying" the metallic specimenswere placed in a desiccator for

24 hours, then weighed and sealed into individualpre-prepared plastic bags "}
/

for storage until the) could be inspectedmicroscopically.

4.4.4 Correlation of Metal Buildup to Propellant-MaterialReaction . }

[ The hydrazinewas analyzed fo: metal content by means of an atomic ._t'_ ",'

aLsorpticnspectrometer,modified to enhance its sensitivityby the addition _--/ '.
i

• of a graphite furnace sample introductionsystem. The results are presented _ _.
in Table 4-13; they clearly demonstratethat under the conditions of this _ :

'_ exp_,ment, the propellant-materialreaction is negligible. Based on these i

l Oi data, it may be confidently predicted that hydrazine with impurity levels _ '

equal to or less than those reported in Table 4-12 may be stored in 6AI-4V _ ":._

titanium for periods up to ten years with no detrimentaleffects. In _r_ _..._:_

addition, chloride ion concentrationsup to 50 ppm (a factor of I0 greater _ _-,-_,_

108 ,
t

i
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than the proposed specification limit) have no apparent effect on the

6AI-4V titanium-hydrazine system. It is important to note that these

__ chloride concentrations were achieved by the addition of _ salt, sodium

chloride, These results, combined with those reported by Tolbert, et _I,

[4-23] su0gest that it is not the chloride ion as such which is responsible

for the corrosion of the titanium alloy, but rather an "active" or acidic !

:I_ | chloride which forms the fully-ionizedhydraziniumchloride. The relative

roles of these two ions in the subsequent attack on 6AI-4V titanium is

unknown:whether the presence of chloride ion is required in order for

the hydrazinium ion to exhibit corrosive behavior is a subject which re-

_ quires further elucidation. One thing is eminently clear: if the proposed

•' |_ specification limit (5 ppm) is to auard against corrosive behavior, then

the analytical method used must be able to distinguish between "active" and

: _ "inactive"chloride. As demonstratedby this work, concentrationsup to 50

ppm of the latter have no effect on the system. Unless this critical dif-

-" ference is recognized,a total chloride dete_ination of hydrazine lots _-
containina this species could result in unnecessary rejection. Work by TRW

!i f [4-28] indicates that the various chlorides formed are sufficientlysoluble

ii in hvdrazine that they should pose no problems of precipitationand sub-
• sequent flow decay, i

Two additional pieces of informationwere obtained during the

_ course of these experiments. The metal coupons were weiahed and micro-

scopically (to 30X) examined before and after exposure. The results of this

scrutiny are in full aareement with those obtained on the liquid: no weight

_ changes were observed (all fluctuationswere within the certified accuracy

of the balance,±0.25 mg) and the specimens appeared optically identical II"\

(_ in pre-post examinations,

A comment or two may be in order concerning some of the numerical I i

entries which appear in Table 4-13. Iron was randomly encountered in con-

centrationsup to 0.5 ppm. These were considered to be perturbationsaround

'1 the average blank value of 1.3 ppm; individual results ranged from 1.0 to _,1.8 ppm. The value reported for aluminum after 7.9 days at 160°F was coF-

(_ sidered to be spurious. Contaminationis suspected; its source is unknown.It should be noted that under the conditions of the analysis, the detection

limit for titanium (the most difficult to detect of those sought) was 0.025

: (" I09
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" 4.5 THE 304L CRES/HYDRAZINESYSTEM

4.5.1 System Definition and Application

The rationale for the use of hydrazine in long-life spacecraft

._ applicationhas been adequately discussed in Section 4.4.1 and need not
• _ be reiteratedhere. The propellant has been selected for use, but the

choice of materials for its containment (whetherouiescent or flowing)

| has not yet been finalized.

_ One of the more promising corrosion resistant steel (CRES)

i_. _ alloys for hydrazine tankage is desionated 304L. This material has the

,. followinonominal composition: 64.8% iron, 0.03% carbon (max.), 2.0%( manganese, 0.05% phosphorus,0.03% sulfur, 1.0% silicon, 20.0% chromium,
and 12.0% nickel. The L designation refers to the low carbon content;

-. 304 CRES is specified to have a maximum carbon content of 0.08%. It has ,__been shown that reduction of ca_'boncontent results in an increased

resistance to intergranularcorrosion [4-16].

i _ The 304L CRES/hydrazinesystem has been Qiven at least a

f-

" _ provisionalcompatibilityrating. Coulbert and Yankura [4-16] state that

_. _" the alloy, when immersed in propellant grade hydrazine exhibits much less

_i &_ than l mil/yr, surface erosion. This, together with the fact that
" ; _J_ it did not promote propellant decompositionor render it impact sensitive

resulted in the Defense Metals InformationCenter assiqning 304 CRES a

W__ _L_ Class l (excellent)rating up to 140°F [4-27]. Uney and Fester [4-2],• despite the fact that their ratings are based on "non-contaminated i"

_ hydrazine, i.e., Cl2 or CO2 contaminants",give the 304 CRES/hydrazine _ i.

system a rating of "probablecompatibilityfor short term use (less than _i_

(,_ six months)" and "doubtful compatibility"for longer periods. No temp- _ !.
,_ erature limitationsare specified. Lono and Bjorklund [4-13] give 304L !r

.I_, an "acceptable"rating for TOPS with a "restricted"qualifier. The i'' latter indicatesa temperature limitation,as well as incomplete data.

(,

_ Ill

'1
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The 304L CRES/hydrazine system seemed an excellent choice for

this study for a number of reasons, some of which are implied in the

discussion abow. Specifically, they may be enumerated as follows: (I)

304L is probably the most promisina CRESfor long-life hydrazine systems; _

(2) the published uncertainties reqardina its lonq term and/or hioh _

temperature problems have never been satisfactorily resolved; (3) current

consensus, based on such experimental results as th_se of TRW[4-28] and _ !

Rocke_ Research [4-29], is that the corrosion rate in this system is a

function of its carbon dioxide content; and (4) systematic studies of the _
*h

corrosion rate in this system as a function of carbon dioxide content

would both elucidate the system itself and afford a better opportunity "_

! (becauseof hiaher rates) for verificationof the prediction method. _

4.5.2 Preliminary Exposure Test "_

Because of the extensive data which has been generated on this

system, some of which has been cited above, there was no necessity to _ =_-

conduct this step and it was bypassed.

4.5.3 Determination of the Rate of Metal Buildup in the 304L "

CRES/Hydtazine System

4.5.3.1 Selection of the Measurement Technique _
_4

Reference to the logic diagram (Figure 2-4) indicatesthat the x

" method of choice for 304L CRES is the radioactive tracer technique (both )

i iron and chromium furnish suitable, long-lived radiotracers). Due to a _-_
W_ number of operationalconsiderations,however, as well as a desire to J
1 develop data directly comparable to that being generated by JPL, it was i

0 'decided to utilize the modified atomic absorption spectroscopytechnique :,

for this series of experiments. Specific operationalconsiderations 1

included: (I) 304L CRES foil could not be made available within the required _ _.

time period; (2) the 304L CRES sheet furnished by JPL (out of the same
v

material loq as their long-term compatibilityspecimens) was of such a ,_'_ _,

' 0112

I
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heavygauget,,atactivationof specimensfabricatedtherefromwould have

resultedin an inconvenientlyhighradiationlevel;thiswouldhavere-

quiredthe establishmentof a seriesof specialprocedures;and (3) it wast

,. morecosteffectiveto conductthe 304L/hydrazinestudiesside-by-sidewith

_. the 6AI-4Vtitanium/hydrazinestudiesdiscussedin Section4.4. Neither

manpowernor fundswere availableto conductseparateefforts.

"" 4.5.3.2 Selectionof the TestApparatusand Configuration

All considerationsfor the 304LCRES/hydrazinesystemare identical

, to thosediscussedin Section4.4.3.2for the 6AI-4Vtitanium/hydrazinesystem;

_ _ the minimalrequirementsof the testwere satisfied,as before,by use of k

i_ Kimaxglassbiologicalculturetubes.

4.5.3.3 The DetailedImmersionTest

_ SpecimenCouPons- As mentionedabove,the 304LCRESutilizedin =_-
thisset of experimentswas furnishedby JPL,havingbeenselectedfromthe

_ 4f_ identicalmateriallot as thatusedfor the latter'slong-termcompatibility

_ testing. It was producedby the EarleM. JorgensenCompany,underFederal/

I_ iF" SpecificationQQ-S-766C,coveringtype 304 low carbon,finishedsheet. The
t material,identifiedas heatnumberM-33766,was in the formof 16 gauge

_!_ (0.0625in. 1.6mm) sheetand was accompaniedby the certified[4-30]analy-I '
L- , sts shownin Table 4-14.

C_ TABLE4-14
CHEMICALCOMPOSITIONOF 304LCRES SPECIMENS

Carbon 0.02% Nickel 10.80%

I _ M_nganese 1.50% Chromium 18.70%

:_ _" Phosphorus 0.021% Copper 0.07%

£) Sulfur 0.010% Molybdenum 0.04_Silicon 0.59% Iron 68.24%(by

_ difference)

D
113
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All statements made in Section 4.4.3.3 concernino the configura-

tion and preparation of the 6AI-4V titanium specimens hold equally well -\
for the 304L specimens (realizing, of course, that there are differences

in the cleaning and passivation of the two alloys, as detailed in References
"I|

4-20 and 4-21). -i

_I Test Fluid - Here again, the statements made in Section 4.4.3.3 "_
concerning the hydrazine utilized in that series of tests also apply here. _ "

In order to establish the baseline concentrationsof the various constitu- _
ents, an assay was performed per MIL-P-26536C, supplemented by trace Y

element analysis using the modified atomic absorption technique. The _.

results were recorded in Table 4-12. )

.| ': As in the case of the chloride added to the 6AI-4V titanium/ -

hydrazine system, the 304L CRES/hydrazinesystem was "doped" with an

impurity known to acceleratecorrosion; i.e., carbon dioxide. The -\ :__

experimentalwork which demonstratedthis effect has been referenced !

above. Based on conversationwith JPL [4-31], the range of interest

was establishedto be between 5 and I00 ppm carbon dioxide (_5-I0 ppm 1
I¢

_ cited as a typical "as suppl_ed" level and up to _I0_ ppm for samples

" which had been exposed to air a number of times with no particular .)

_ precaution taken to protect them). An assumptionwas made that the

stock hydrazine contained 5 ppm CO2, and "standard"solutions of )
CO2 in hydrazinewere prepared at nominal* levels of 15, 55 and 95 ppm

_i toyield (assumed)nominal totals of 20, 60and I00 ppm. These solu- _.) _

tions were prepared by placing neat hydrazine im specially cleaned
%

septum-equippedbottles and adding the appropriateamounts of gaseous

' 0 'li carbon dioxide with a hypodermicneedle and precisionmicro-syringe. _(
• The gaseous carbon dioxide was prepared by placing excess "dry ice"

in a similar septum-equippedbottle (Figure4-21) and, with the

stopper loosened,allowing the material to sublime and displace

0
•The actual amounts of carbon dioxide added to these "standard" solutions

were 13.5, 4_ ¢ and 85.6 ppm. _ .i_i_9

V

114 0 _?

i
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the air. As the last trace of solid disappeared,the septum stopper
f_

_ was firmly inserted and the bottle allowed to stand until it was assured
, that the contents were at room temperature. The last two operations

, (stopperinsertion and warming of the gaseous carbon dioxide) undoubtedly

i _- raised the gas pressure within the bottle ( _35 cm3 volume) slightly )
k

,_. _ above atmospheric. Approximate calculationsindicated that there was

" . a negligible effect on the amounts of carbon dioxide withdrawn.

J The situationwith respect to the carbon dioxide concentration
in as-receivedhydrazine requires some discussion,as does its variation

' ._ with time (increasedue to exposure to the atmosphere,decrease due to _

_ various possible reactions). Uncertaintiescancernin_ those concentra-
tionsare compounded by the fact that there is apparently no clear cut,

straightforwardanalysis available for the determinationof carbon dioxide

in hydrazine. This last point will be discussed first; we will then

return to the question of CO2 concentrationas a function of time. _-

I_ "li

i
o

( i
( ,_ A_ __ .............

i FIGURE 4-21: EQUIPMENT FOR THE PREPARATION OF CO2 - DOPED HYDRAZINE

i
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There are currently extant at least four different methods for f

the detemination of carbon dioxide in hydrazine. It is beyond the scope

of this report to outline them in detail or to comment on them extensively.
f

A thumbnail description and commentary is presented here only to indicate

the extent of the problem. _

, (I) DielectricConstant - This method, proposed by Aerojet [4-32],

is based upon the premise that the presence of small quantities of ion- "_ I .
I

producing impurities (such as CO2) cause a marked increase in dielectric ,,,

constant. Measurements made with a chemical oscillometer at 5 _Hz ind- )

, cated that a workable relationship between CO2 content and dielectric con-

stant did, Indeed, exist. As pointed out by Axworthy, et al [4-35], however, "_

I the actual dielectric constant of hydr_z_ne is not chanQed by the addition J

i of small amounts of impurities; there is an apparent change, thouqh, due to -_

a change in conductivity. Attempts were made during the course of these .

studies to make meaningful resistance/capacitance measurements of CO2 - \

doped hydrazine employing an impedance bridge. The observationsof Axworthy }

were confirmed: the capacitanceof the i_pedance cell (dielectricconstant)

was insensitiveto CO2 content but the resistance of the cell (conductivity)

was significantlyaltered by as little as 15 ppm CO2 added. A useful

interpretationof the results proved elusive, however, due to the complex
}

(and largely unknown) chemistry of the system as well as a lack of

info_lationconcerning the relationship between the measurementsand the
)

impuritiesother than CO2 such as H20 and analine, all of which contribute .-.
to the conductivity. The method is considered unreliable until further

elucidationof the fundamentalrelationshipsis obtained. :_.

1 .
(2) Sulfamic Acid/Gas Chromatoqraph_- This method, developed by _"_k _ "

Vanqo at JPL [4-33] involves the addition of hydrazine to an excess e"
" ' i

sulfamic acid. This liberates the carbon dioxide, which is swept from _ i i.
the solution by helium gas, passed throuqh concentrated sulfuric acid (to %@
absorb entrained water) and trapped on nlass beads at liquid nitronen

temperature. This isolatedmaterial is then analyzed by means of a suit- U "
(

able gas chromatographicprocedure. 11i

_._
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The methodis classicaland straightforward,althoughsome-

whattimeconsuming.Thereis no questionbut thatit determinesthe CO?
contentof the hydrazine.The difficultyin applicationarisesfromthe

factthatit liberatesall the carbondioxidecontainedin the hydrazine.

( As discussedbelow,thisis only a portionof the informationrequired

to assurebehaviorcompatiblewith long-lifeoperation.

'4,
(3) DualColumnChromatography- Thi_ _s the methodutilizedby

Christopherand Brownin conductingtheirsurveyof typicalhydrazine
contamination[4-15]. Samplesare introducedto the gas chromatograph

!_ with no pr_treatment.Elutiontimes_nd peak heightsare firstobtained

,_ ' usingassayedhydrazine.Standardsare thenpreparedby addingweighed

I , amountsof each impurityto weighedhydrazinesamplesand tl;enextrapola-

( ting the resultsto determinethe originalamountsof theseconstituents

(e.g.,CO2) in the hydrazineby calculatingpeak heightratios.

- Thismethodis subjectto questionfor a numberof reasons:

(1) as mentionedpreviously,tne basicchemistryinvolvedin this system

_,_ is largelyunknown. The multitudeof reactionswhichcouldbe occurring

! in llO°Ccolumnspackedwith a varietyof materialscannotbe exoectedt_
_ _ simplifythischemistry.To assumethatthe CO2 is liberatedquantitative-

_!). ly seems optimistic;(2) the abilityto separatethe ammoniaand

?|" _._ the CO2 peaksis difficult,at best. In a complexcolumnat llO°C,with
detectorand inlettemperaturesof 150%, it is possibleto obtain

(,) sufficientammoniato complateiymask the carbo,dioxide; (3) there is
, no reportedattemptto verifyresultsby running,e.g.,an ultrapure

i _. hydrazineto demonstrate+he absenceof a peakin a C02-freesystem;_nd _ .t (4) the CO2 resultsobtainedin thisstudyseemanomalouslyhigh. This i __*'

' willbe discussedbelow, i i

_ (4) IronDlssnlution- Thismethodis employedby RocketResearch

j#r._ Corporation[4-34]In assayingincominghydrazine.The procedur_4s }
slr)le: l gramof ironpoweris contactedwith 20 ml of hydrazinea_

25% (77°F)for 30 minutes, The dissolvediron'isthendeterminedby

(L"._ standardlaboratorytechniques.
m

I)

I17
i
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There are two attractive features to _his method: (I) it is

ra_id: and (2) it measures the "reactive"carbon dioxide present; any _

CO2 tied up in compoundswill mot be detected. This latter poirt will
be discussed below; the fact that other corrosive contaminants (such as

_
hydraziniumch]oride)may be lumped with CO2 as a result of this analysis

is not necessarilydetrimental. An operationallimitatiot_exists; however,

while it is relativelyeasy to d_termine whether or not a drum of hydra-

zine has a CO2 content at or near 200 ppm, the more typical |evels (5-I0 _ "

ppm) would yield such low iron concentrationsthat they would probably be "_
obscurred by the backaroundor noise leve_ of any analysis used. _

The question "What is the CO2 content of as-received hydrazine,

and i_owdoes it vary with time?" is obviously not a simple one. The "_"chemistrywhich is going on at the ppm concentrationlevels is significant _

in the planned applicationsof this system; its complexity is indicated

by the analytical problt,,_sand discrepancieswhich have arisen therefrom.

! JPL, usino Vanao's method, reports that as-receivedhydrazine contains "|_.

5-I0 ppm CO2 and that the level can rise t_ the vicinity of lO0 ppm ifno particularprecautionsare taken during the handling of the material )
I (e.g.,a drum used as a supply for various small reouirementsover the

( period of a year or so). Rocketdyne,utilizing a CO2 liberation/
/

chromatographicmethod somewhat similar to that ¢f Vango, reports_60 ppm

. CO2 in RPL-purifiedhydrazine [4-35]. Aerojet indicates that tank car

hydrazine containes less than iC ppm CO2, as measured by the dielectric --,

c_,stantmethod. Rocket Research, employing the iron dissolutionmethod

on 17 hydrazinesamples, reports iron concentrationsequivalent to lO _

ppm CO2 or less [4-34]. By plotting averagemetal content vs CO2 dopant _

0''level for the 60-day exposures in the current research (which amounts to _ ,

,! a long-term,high temperatureversion of the Rocket Research iron dis- ! )

solutionmethod), the CO2 content of the Boeing hydrazine supply is 0
_ estimated to be less than 3 ppm.

', The foregoin_ results are in general agreement,and all fall 0 I i

below the lO0 ppm l_vel, un the other hand, the most recent investigation

is in sharp disaoreement..United Aircraft Research Laboratories,employina.. _I"NL,._6_
the dual column chromatographicmethod on 24 hydrazine samples gathered _ I_:_ F

from 12 users, reports [4-15) CO2 levels from 0.1% to O.F% (lO00 to 6000 _ , _ _

. ppm). While no histories are available on the individualdrums, it seems _._

A

C_Y'v
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loqical to assume that the exposure of their contents to air runs the full

gamut from complete exclusion to no protectionwhatsoever. Considering

' this, the reported CO2 contents are surprisinglyhiqh.

i This discrepancy suggests that further study may be required

prior to the assignment of a meaningful specificationlimit. A consensus

f _ must be obtained not only on the analyticalmethod for determinationof i .

carbon dioxide, but also on the realtionshipbetween the CO2 content

and the onset of detrimental effects to the system. It is a conclusion
of this program that the carbon dioxide dissolved in hydrazine exists in

two states, labile and non-labile (i.e. reactive and non-reactive). In -

( the former case, it is in the form of fully ionized hydraziniumcarbazate,

and capable of removin£ metal atoms from the container walls by chemical_ reaction with the formationof a metal carbazate salt. This reaction is

analogous to the action of a strong mineral acid on a metal with the

: subsequentformation of the metal salt. A logical conclusion is that _-
old hydrazine (assumingno further exposure to the atmosphere)should be

(_i less corrosive than new, all the labile carbazate havino reacted in the
process. If the original CO2 content is sufficientlyhigh, it is possible

that these r_action products, althouah non-corrosive,could agglomerate

and qive rise to another problem: flow decay.

Thus it would appear that two different CO2 determinationsshould be performed on each drum (or tank car). One would analyze for

total carbon dioxide, which would be a measure of flow decay potential;

_i the other would determine the labile or active carbon dioxide, which

would be a measure of corrosion potential. Of the four methods currently

('_ in use, only the iron dissolutionmethod of Rocket Research appears suit- _ '6 '

able for determinationof the labile CO2 and its sensitivityat low CO2 _
i i #'_ contents has already been discussed. Further work on analytical methods ! i

i is clearly indicated. Although Rocketdyne reported on inabilityto i

_ (_ reduce the carbazlc acid content oF hydrazine below 0.02% treatment with ibarium oxide [4-35], the concept of chemical pretreatmentfollowed by

filtration throuah molecular sieves [4-36]appears to be an attractive ,._

....t'
I
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method for assuranceof hydrazine propulsion system stability and long -.

life. Other methods for the refinement of _drazine have also been

studied by JPL [4-13].

Test Ge_et_ - All considerationsand decisions_nadewith

regard to this parameter,as well as the subsequent items of container

design, instrumentation,test conditions,test setup, test procedure

and post-test measurements,are identical tu those discussed for the ,_-

6AI-4V titanium system (Section 4.4.3) with the following exceptions "_
. ..

(all related to the difference in dopant material):

(1) lhe dopant used in the 304L CRES/hydrazineseries of -'_

tests was carbon dioxide, added (as described previously) to yield .nominal levels of 20, 60, and !00 ppm. )

(2) Rather than adding the dopant and the hydrazine to the

test capsule separately,stock solutions of the _drazine with dopant _ =-

(CO2) were made up under an inert atmosphere in the special plastic en-

closure describedpreviously. Aliquots (four cm3) of these solutions' were then transferredto the appropriate capst)les(which had been weighed

i ' and equipped with weighed 304L CRES coupons) _ means of bulo syringes )
which had received the same special cleaning as the septum bottles ccn-

_" taining the stock solutions (essentiallyan abbreviatedversion of the \

JPL standard procedure [4-21]). The entire capsule assembly is then )

weighed and the exact amount of hydrazine determined _ difference.

2)(3) The post-test atomic absorption analyses were complicated

!! "by the fact that a precipitatedeveloped in those capsules which contained • "_

i C02-doped hydrazine. Followinj removal of the 304L CRES coupons, the _

capsuleswere centrifugedand the _drazine drawn off (with specially i

cleaned bulb syringes,a new one for each sample) for analysis, as before. _ _.
The precipitatewas then dried (by careful evaporation)and dissolved in

hydrochloricacid. The resultingsolution was evaporated, the residue _ _
again taken up in HCI, re-evaporatedand finally dissolved in a measured -" ._.

amount of distilled deionizedwater. Aliquots were drawn from the latter _ , *_.

for atomic absorptionana%ysis. U _

, 0 T
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I 4.5.4 Correlationof Metal Buildup to Propellant-_JaterialReactionsq_

i |_ A compilaticn of the atomic absorption spectroscopytest results

! . is presented in Table 4-15. Net ir_creasein metals are reported in all

_. cases, and, where a precipitate_'asformed, analyses were conducted on

both phases (as discussed previously)and total increase in metal contentsr

'_ _ reported. There was essentially no chanoe in the level of metals found

in the blanks throuahout the course of the experiment. As a result, ,

the average of all of these results was used in establishingthe blank
correction to he applied to the individualanalyses. The availability

_ _ of a laraer population allowed a limited statisticaltrcatment" the

" " derived results were as follows: chrorium: 65 ± 15 ppb; iron: 1318 ±
216 ppb; manaanese: 4 ± l ppb; _ickel: 161 ± 43 ppb. It should be notedZ

__.' that these standard deviation" (which are considered to arise from errors

in the analysis - _ee Kection 3.3) average approximately23% of the mean

- value. This, tooet4er with uncertaintiesin the true surface area of
the individualspecimens,as well as the thickness of their passivation

( layers, could easily result in a total error of 50% in the reported results._ ,_

( _ _ r_view of the data in Table 4-15 reveals a number of

: anomalies,e.o., unexpected reversals as a function of time and te_pera-
/

_( ture Considerinathe fact that _ach value reported in the matrix

. _-. representsa sinole specimen, however, and is subject to errors of themaonitude described above, it is felt that the results are _u.te well-

i: _ behaved. Combining them with other experimentalobservations allowed

I the followina conclusionsto be drawn: £(_ (I) The kinetics of the corrosion process are very weak
functions of the temperature,if at all, v,ithinthe _

_ C ranae studied, i 1• _ (2) The undoped hydrazine (estimatedto have less than _ "'

f"i 3 ppm CO2 by extrapolationof the data from these tests)

' ! _(_ exhibits complete compatibilitywith 304L CRES under

C_ 121
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the conditions of tt.istest. There is essentially

a zero metal buildup; no precipitateformed in any

capsule containino undoped hydrazine. These results

allow confident prediction that hydrazine with impurity

levels c_ual to or less than those found in Drum No.
'I

P-108 can be stored in 304L CRES containersat tempera-

tures belt,,'134°F for periods up to ten years vHth no

deleteriouseffect.

4. (3) The build:,_of metal in the doped hydrazine (includino J

, that in the precipitate) is roughly linear for the first

. 3n days of exposure, and was essentiallyunaffected by

_ .) variations i_ C_2 content between 13.5 and 86.6 ppm.

(4) After 30 days, the rate of metal _uildup is greatly

C accelerated and is a strono function of the CO2 content. _-

Conclusions (3) and (_) stronoly suggest that the corrosionof
; 304L CRES in these solutions is pseudo-zeroorder for the first 30 days

and first order with respect to CO2 beyond that time. A possible explana-

_,_ tion for such behavior is related to the slow dissolutionof the metal
oxide layer (formed by the passivationprocess) by the carbazic acid _

_ _ (or, more exactly named, hydraziniumcarbazate)which results from the

U/ reaction between CO2 and hydrazine. One example of such a mechanism is:
G

(I) N2H4 + CO2 = H (C02N2H3) (rapid)"

_ (2) _M203(S);3H(CO2N2H3) = M(CO2N2H3)3._H20(S) (rapid)zero- _',order it

_ (3) M(CO2N2H3).2_H20(S)+ N2H4_solution (slow) _

,io ..... il
'_ _ to be followed by

"I, _ _ ( _ (4) 3H(CO2N2H3) + M = M(CO2,I2H3)3+_-H2 }first-order

i. >

(,; 123
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The zero-order reaction is predicted to be independentof the CO2
concentrationbecause the rate is controlled by the slow step, (3). The

rate of the latter should be a function of the exposed surface and the I
B

volume of the oxide coat. It should be emphasizedthat no actual data have

been gathered to verify the foregoing sequence; it is purely hypothetical "_and meant to represent only a possible type of mechanism. The general

validity of the hypothesisis strengthened,however, by means of cal- _

culations hase_ on some assumptionsconcerning specimen surface roughness i -

and the thickness o_ the oxide layer. Uhlig and Lord [4-37] have studied

the propertie_of an oxide layer formed on 18-8 stainless steel as a _

result of surface treatment ("pickling",or passivation)by various

acids. They report an oxide thickness of 17 A and surface roughness

factors (true area/apparentarea) that are asohigh as 4.1, depending upon' the passivation treatment. Accepting the 17 A thickness and selecting -_
9a surface roughness factor of 4 as bein_ representativeof the results

of passivatingthe hand-lappedspecimens utilized in these experiments, _ :__
allows the calculationof the amount of iron which would be contained in

the oxide layer.

The average specimen has dimensions of 0.14 X 0.5 X 1.9 cm.
|

' 2

I " This yields an apparent surface area of 2.57 cm . Applying the surface

roughness factor of 4 yields a "true" surface area of I0.28 cm2. J "

Multiplicationof this area by the 17 X lO-8 cm thickness gives an oxide

"_I volume of 1.75 X lO'6cm3. _ __

' Assuming that both Fe_O3 and Cr203 are represented by a model3
compound of molecular weight 160 and density of 5.24 grams/cm , the volume _ -_
occupied by a metal atom in the oxide layer can be calculated as " ,

3 23 3

_,Ii_! 160 grams x l cm x 1 _ole 23 x l molecale_ _ 2.53xi0- cm --0
• _ _--_--_ams 6-_.o-2-_I0molecules 2 metal atoms metal atom i'(

"_ Combination of these results with the percent iron in 304L CRES _. _
yields:

"I_l_ 1,75 x lO-6 cm3 x 1 metal _tom .6825 iron atoms_ 4.36xi0-6 grams iron 0 !",
2.53xi0._-J x 1 metal atom _

' I
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The averaoe volume of hydrazine in a test capsule is 3.75 cm3;

i assumin_ a hydrazine density of 1 a/cm3 the iron content in the oxide

' layer, when fully dissolved, would have a concentration of 4.36xi0"6/3.75

( = 1.16 parts per million. This is to be compared with the averaae (since
it is assumed there is no temperature dependence) iron content of 1.13

_4 i parts per million. The aareement is excellent, and while surface rouahness
factors from 1 to 6 and oxide thicknesses as hiah as I00 A have been

reported [4-38], the foregoing calculations strongly support the feasibility

i of the mechanism. The theo_ then predicts that the concentration of iron

_, during the first 30 days follows the relationship:

' Feppm = 0.0387 tday s (apparent S/V = 0.69 cm-I)' _--,*) The theoretical line, to_ether with the experimental points, is

presented in Figure 4-22. It should be noted that lines for the other

C metals could be de_ved in the _ame manner. In qeneral, they would be
i

found to be related to the iron results, since, in both solution and

"J C_
precipitate, the percentages of the metals determined were in close

i aqreement with those in the oriqinal alloy.
_ (_ Examination of the 60-day data indicates it is best fit by con-

i siderino the reaction to be temperature-independent, first-order with
C_ respect to CO2 and possessina a half-life of 16 days. This corresuonds

i i_ C _ to the relationship: PPm]

d '
" _t [C02] = (O'0433/day)[C02

i( or logarithmically: _.,

.4.o5] i

_/_ Where t2 is the number of days elapsed after 30 (i.e., following dissolution
of the oxide coat) and 4.05 is the amount of CO2 which is depleted in removinQ

(>
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ExperimentIData/I ,.z_ 85.6 ppm CO2

o 4q.4 ppm CO2

• TemperatureRanBe -_;I _ 316.5°K- 344.3°K

- \

,t , 0 I
•i 0 [_'_. ,"_-- .. ,

1 O 10 20 30 40 50 60 0

Time - Days .-_,,

_ I - FirstOrder _
Zero Order vl_ ,.,

FIGURE 4-22: COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTALBUILDUP OF _.

IRON IN THE 304L CRES/HYDRAZINESYSTEM (S/V = 0.69 cm-l) 0 !!,__:126
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the oxidecoat. It is assumedthat threemolesof CO2 combinewitheach
. gram-atomof metal,e.g,,

Fe203+ 6H(CO_N2H3)= 2Fe(CO2N2H3)3 + 3H20

(
By utilizing the ratios of combining molecular weights, the

, - percentironin 304LCRES,and assumingthe molecularweightof ironis

4, _ representativeof the me_alatoms in 304L,a relationshirbetweenthe ppm

. CO2 reactedand ppm irondissolvedmay be derived:
!

mole Fe 3 molesCO2
p_ CO2 reacted= 44,g x x x 9 metalmole CO2 55,8 mole Fe .6825gFe(ppmFe dissolved)!,(-

, : ppm CO2 reacted= 3.47 (ppmFe dissolved)' ()
This resultcan be used to derivea kineticexpressionfor the

rateof buildupof iron(othermetalsare proportional,as before)afterthe _-

f'IL initial30-dayperiod:

(- [C02]t-t = [C02]t-0 (e-kt_
-2 2- _ "

[CO2]reactedto = [CO2]t_=O- [C02]t_=O_ /

_i!" C. _ timet2 - _but [C02]reactedto = 3.47[Feppm] dissolved

Ikd__ time t2 i

l "kt2 !_.'L_ thus [Feppm]dissolved = (0.29)[C02]t2_0(-e )

" i_0 and the totalironbuildupis the sumof the zero-order(phaseI) andfirSt-order(phase2) equations: Ii

(') Feppm = 0.0387tI + (0.29)[(C02ppm_l_0 -4.05][I-e ] s.

i_ where:tI has a maximumvalueof 30 daysand t2 = t-30,where t_ 30 days.

......! I('_ 127
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, The theoreticallines (one for each CO2 dopant level) are pre-

sented in Figure 4-22, together with the 60-day experimentalmeasurements.

The agreement is satisfactory,consideringthat a data point represents a #
single specimen,and variations in surface area and analytical errors can

readily _ccount for the discrepanciesbetween the theureticaland measured _ if_
results.

w.m

Pre-and post-test weighing and microscopicexamination of the

metallic specimensyielded results very similar to those obtained with_the _ _

6AI-4V titanium. Weight changes were withir the uncertainty band (_ 0.25 .

mg) of the balance. Viewing at 30X indicated nothing of interest beyend

'i _ very faint "water spots" on some of the specimens. No traces _ere found

of the precipitateobserved in the capsules; it is apparently non-adherent

to the 304L. _ =_-

As in almost any experiment, additionaldata would be beneficial. )
These could consist of replicates of previous conditions; such results

would reduce the uncertaintiesdue to the various errors, etc., mentioned _ .
previously. It would be more "important",however, to conduct tests at

longer exposures in an attempt to verify the hypothesizedleveling of the
o

metal concentrationvs time curve as the CO2 is depleted. Proof that the J

CO2 is not regenerated and thus limited in its corrosion potential could be i

reassuring. Finally, the compositionand characteristicsof the _)very

precipitateco2_doped(Whichappeared in every 304L CRES capsule which was charged V i_ "_
with hydrazine)requires elucidation. It forms within 24 hours _ \'_

of the initial exposure, is olive green when fresh (Figure 4-23) and

darkens to a yellowish-brownwith age. It is somewhat more finely-ground
Vin the capsules exposed at the lower temperature;the amount seems somewhat

greater (visually)at the higher temperatures,but this may be due to the
m

greater "fluffiness"of the precipitate under these conditions. The amount

does not seem to change (visually)after the first few days. Nothing is

the makeup of these precipitates,other than that they contain 0
known about

0
128 0
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metal ions in about the sameratios as in the original alloy. The concern,

_. cf course, is whether they could achieve sufficient concentration to result
t

l

in flow decay.

Despite the lack of data pointed out in the previous pa,-anraph,

this study has yielded significant results. In addition to the conc|usions

'I_ _ listed earlier in this section, the followiqq statements may be made:

(I) The prediction method has been verified by use of sensitive

i techniques in a simple, straiqhtforward experiment.
(2) The work has resulted in the establishment of the first

i_ quantitative relationships between corrosion rate and " '

I ii typical CO2 content in the 304L CRES/hydrazine system.

._ (- All previous work used unreasonably high CO2 content inattempting to accelerate the effects.

(3) In addition to the earlier conclusinn that there was no

( 304L CREScorrosion in the absence of added CO2 (in the _=t-
specific drum of hydrazine employed), it is also indicated

_. C_ that CO2 levels less than 4 ppmcan be tolerated, since

_ they would be insufficient to dissolve the entire pro-i

I (_ 0.69tectiVecm-I°xide.coat,if the apparentS/V isnot lessthan

_!i _ (4) The appearanceof a precipitatein the 304LCRES/hydrazine

" _ '_ system doped with 13.5 to 85.6 ppm CO2 lends weight to the

ii 0 conclusionthat"C_2"n_aybe presentin two states,labile_vi and non-labile.Thls indicatesthatthe upperlimitto iallowableCO2 contentin the hydrazinemay be much lower _

_ (_ thanpreviouslythought. _ _
i

',_,, ,_Tn PAGE BLANK NOT FIL_,IJ
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4.6 MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINESTUDIES

Because of a continuing interest in the use of monome,,hyl-

hydrazine as a fuel in spacecraft propulsionsystems, a limited number

of 5AI-4V titanium and 304L CRES specimenswere exposed to this material _ _

under temperature/timecunditionsand surface-to-volumeratios which

were identical to those utilized in the hydrazine studies described in |

Sections 4.4 and 4.5. Budget limitationsrestricted the study to a _w_

minimum- one capsule was prepared for each metal at each temperature and
withdrawal period, a total of twenty in all. Only sixteen of these were

_.
actually utilized; the shortest exposure (3.25 days) was cancelled because

J
I * the results of longer exposures indicated little or no corrosion was taking

'4 place. In keepina with the extremely narrow scope of this effort, the
format of the previous two sectionswill not be followed; the test

descriptionand resLJltswill be reported in narrative form.

The specimen confiauration,capsules, cleanirg and passivation

proceduresand pre and post-test ob;ervationsand analyses were identical

i to those utilize_ in the hydrazinework. Since no dopant was used, the

MMM-exoosedspecimens are to be compared with those exposed to neat hydra-

zine. )

i. The monomethylhydrazin_was obtained from Boeinq stock and met! •

the requirementsof MI!.-P-27404.The results of the oriainal assay were )p

not made available; no subsequent assay was accomplished. It was noted;

( upon filling the capsules, that the MMH had a very faint yellowish tint _)

to it. The of this discolor_tinn i_ unknown. _
cause

f_

The MMH-filled capsules were withdrawn and the metallic speci i) c ,- _ i.

mens removed, dried, desiccated and weighed in the same manner as their _ ,

_j i I'
hydrazine counterparts. Post-testweighing revealed no fluctuations _ ,

, outside of the certified accuracy of the balance (± 0.25 mg); microscopic

-i examination_t 30X indicatedno detectable differences in appearance. _

The results of the atomic absorption spectrogranhicanalyses are presented _J

in Table 4-16. The results of the 7.9-day exposure seem anomalously high;
"._

i
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TABLE4-16

e' MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINEEXPOSURESUMMARY

_" 6AI-4VTitanium '

}
' Exposurel 316.SoK(IIO°F) 344.3°K{160°F)

i

t
Time, t .. i
Days Al V Ti Fe Al V Ti Fe

- i

7. g 9 _ 37 750 _ ¶ 37 1300

"
15 lJ _ t I_ 43 II i" IB

I

30 36 I "1" _ 63 I i"

i

(,
304L CRES

"_i (- Exposure 316.5°K(llO°F) 344,3OK(160OF)

Time,

e,( Da_ Cr Fe Mn Ni Cr Fe Mn Nif

( )" 7.9 275 975 26 _ 320 2700 8 I

I (_
.., lo @ J @ @ @ @ lO @ i

- " 30 I_ IB I_ @ J _ _

i " Jr" 60 _ IB IB 170 @ 9 @ 272
L

Y_

.,}, Note: All concentrationsare in partsper billionby weight.

i ' @ Sample- Blank< 0

, I Sample- Blank< Error

_ t Nonedetected

(:_' 133 __
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this may be du_ to a lack of experiencewith monomethylhydrazinein AAS

analysis. There is no evidence of metal buildup as a function of either _

time or temperature. The materials are apparently compatibleover the

range of test conditions. The skeletal amount of informationpermits '_
no further conclusionsto be drawn. -_

Y

!
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5.0 FEASIBILITYDEMONSTRATIONOF THE USE OF ELECTRICALIMPEDANCE
MEASUREMENTSTO DETERMINETHE EFFECTOF HYDRAZINEON ALUMINUM
SURFACES

5.l INTRODUCTION
!

Investigationson the reactionbetweenaluminumand hydrazine
:I

i haw produceddiscordantresults. However,at leastundersomeconditions,

hydrazinehas causedcorrosionof aluminum[4-2].This corrosionis

, i dependenton the aluminumalloy,the hydrazinepurityand the temperature.

_, In normalenvironmentsaluminumis coveredby a protectiveoxide

( layer. The solubilityof thisoxide inwater is verylow but is increased

, in acidicor alkalinesolutions.The oxideis very hardto reduce. For

- 0

• _ , example,the freeenergychange,AF 298 for the reaction3N2H4 + 2A1203=t /

3N2 + 6H20+ 4Al, is +321Kcal[5-I]. Withsucha highpositivefreeenergy

•- _--_ change,the reductionby hydrazlneis not found. &.-

The solubilityof aluminumor aluminumoxide in hydrazineappears

i _ (_. to be veryslight. However,when hydrazinewas storedin 2014aluminum,a _
precipitatewas observedcontainingaluminumand copper [5-2].This dis-

,__ solutionand precipitationappearsto be similarto corrosivereactionsin

_! _ waterwhere thereis localsolubilityfollowedby precipitationof the

_. jf_{,_ dissolved product.
w

>' Impedancemeasurementshave beenused to studychangesin the

• variousaqueoussolutions[5-3]. By thismeans the initialstep in the -,

_ _'_, corrosionreactionis observed. Thusan effecton the aluminum(oxide)

surfacecan be observedlongbeforevisiblecorrosioncan be noticed.

!'0 Impedanceof surfaceoxidelayersonmetals are generallydeter- I[minedby makingthemetal one plateof a capacitorand a platinumelectrode

_ in an aqueoussaltsolutionthe other plate. Concentratedsaltsolutions

are usedto keepthe resistanceof the solutionlow to avoidlossin

.! accuracyin determiningthe oxideimpedance.The impedancehas alsobeen

_ C." 135
|e, •
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determinedby formingthe secondplateof the capacitorby evaporatingmetal

on top of the oxide [5-4]. !

|

It is not possibleto determinethe impedanceof the oxidein
#

hydrazineusingthe liquidas a conductingmediumsinceits resistanceis

too high [5-5]. One mightconsiderevaporatinga metal layeron top of

/ the oxide. However,it would tendto protectthe oxideor otherwiseeffect _

the col,rseof a corrosivereaction. For thesereasonsit has beendecided L._
F

to measurethe impedanceof the oxide layerin aqueoussolutionbeforeand _'_
afterexposureto hydrazine.Sincealuminumwill quicklyoxidizein air

and watera decreaseIn oxidethicknesscan be observedonly if the oxide _
is firstthickenedanodicallybeyondits equilibriumthicknessin contact -_

wlth the aqueoussolution. The effectof the hydrazineon the surface

oxidecan thenbe determinedfromthe differencein the "before"and "after" _)

impedancemeasurements.

"5 =
5.2 THEORETICALBACKGROUND

The electricalimpedanceof an oxidelayerhas a capacitiveand

a resistiveor dissipativecomponent.The thicknessof the layeris obtained

fromthe capacitivecomponent.The thickness,d_ is givenby,

A Kr (5.1)
/

i

d = C-i-_-

where: A is the areaof the capacitor,

K is the dielectricconstant, _ _

r is th_ roughnessfactor, _

and C is the capacitance.

0
I> The dielectricconstantof thin surfaceoxideson aluminumis

largerthanthatof thickanodiclayerswhere the valueis about9 [5-6]. _
V

The dielectricconstantincreasesas the dissipation,or losstangent,

I L,! i increases. 0 "_'

J• !

iJ'-' I
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The _latlon betweendielectricconstantand losstangenthas

( been given as [5-7],
tan

(107) _K = 9 _ (5.2)
! v

wherev is the measuringfrequencyand tan 6 is the losstangentor dissipation.

For typicallossangles,6, of about4°, the dielectricconstant

, ( increasesabout10% for a one degreeincreasein the lossangle. Thus,when

we wish to findpossiblechangesin oxidethicknessdue to hydrazineexposure

_ ( we nlusttakeintoaccountpossiblechangesin lossangleas well as in _

' capacitance.i
Y Althoughthe roughnessfactor,r, is greaterthanone and depends

i

on the pre-treatmentof the surfaceand on the particularalloyused,it would

not be expectedto changedue to hydrazineexposurebeforegrosscorrosion

t -• _ began.

I _ _ In actualmeasurementsusinga platinumcounter_lectrodeand a
conductingsaltsolution,the impedanceincludesthatof the saltsolution

i |_ ) and any layerson the platinum. Experimentally,the impedanceof the plati-

i
num surfacecan be neglected and the saltsolutioI_can be treltedas a pure

resistance. Therefore,the equivalentseriescapacitance,£s' obtaineo

fromthe magnitudeof the impedance,Z, and the phaseanble,g, (g = 90 - 6 ) :!

(_ by the relation, !

is the capacitanceof the surfaceoxidealone.

"__ _) At low frequenciesthe impedanceof the oxideon aluminumbecomes

_ much largerthanthatof the solutionso thatthe measuredphaseanglebelowaboutlO0 hertzfor typicallayersis due to the dissipationof the oxide

layeralone. In pract:ce,most sampleshavea highenoughphaseangle,g,

_,. 137
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at lO0 hertzso thatsin @ = l and the inversecapacitanceis directly

proportionalto the impedance.For sampleswhich havesimilarroughness
factorsand phaseangles,the impedance,Z, at I00 Hz can be usedto compare

thicknesses. -_ _.

The oxidelayercannotbe treatedas a simplehomogeneoussubstance

,( betweenparallelplatesof a capacitor,however. There is alwaysa thin ") .J

"barrierlayer"next to the metal. This is an imperviouslayercovering w._

the metal to a thicknessdependenton eitherthe temperatureof oxidation
I

in air or to the effectiveanodizationvoltageIn an aqueoussolution. The

increasein thicknessof the barrierlayeron anodizationis about13 ang- )
' stromsper volt.

i Abovethislayeris a more complexlayer,porous,partially )

' 1 hydratedand partiallycrystalline.It may be much thickerthanthe barrier
= I

i layerand is greatlyvariabledependingon the historyof the surface ) _-
especiallyon any etchingtreatments. When samplesare anodizedin a solu-

tionsuchas neutralboricacid,the barrierlayerthickensbelowthe outer -)
layerwhich remainsin place.

impedanceof the barrierlayermay be treatedas a homogeneous -_
The

mediumbetweenplatesof a capacitoralthoughits dissipationmay varyacross .v

the thickness.The impedanceof the outer layeris quitevariable. When "_
/

thislayeris beingformedduringan aqueoussolutiontreatmentits imped....

ance is quitelow sinc_the solutionpenetratesto the barrierlayer. However, _
it may becomelesspermeabledue to hydrationoN due to reductionin the ___'

%

wettabilityof the internalsurfaces. Thusa freshlypreparedsamplemay "_

havean impedancelargelydue to the barrierl" _r but this impedanceoften _

increaseson standingdue to the increaseof the outerlayer. Dryingat room

temperatureor in an ovenwillgive a higherimpedancethanthatof a freshly (r_ _
etchedor anodizedsample.

5.3 EXPERIMENTALDEMONSTRATION, ._:

The experimentalprogramadoptedwas to measurethe electrical 0 _

impedanceof the surfaceoxideon an alumlnumsamplein a saltsolutlon, _

0
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I thento immersethe samplein hydrazinefor a givenperiod,and then

.i _" repeatthe impedancemeasurement.
I
I - The cell usedto measureimpedanceis shownin Figure5-I. It

! _ consistedof a plasticcontainercontaininga platinumcounterelectrode.

The samplewas clampedontoan O-ringgasketover a hole in the container. 1
?

'_ (/ Thiscontainerwas connectedby tubingwith anothervesselwhichwas used
to fillthe measuringcontainer.A slightflowof solutionoccurswhen

samplesare beingchanged,whichservesto keepair bubblesfromforming
underthe sample. The impedanceof the platinumelectrodewas smallenough

i so that it did not _ke up an appreciablepartof the impedanceof the -
_ l cell. Periodiccheckswith a pieceof platlnizedplatin_ in placeof

'_ the samplewere usedto assurethe constancyof the cell impedance.

i _ ("

; The diameterof the circleof liquidin contactwith the aluminum

_ _ samplewas 0.40cm. A saturatedsodiumsulfatesolution,(saturatedwith ,_
- aluminumoxide),was usedas the electrolyteliquid. This solutionhas a

_, relativelylow electricalresistanceand does not reactwiththe oxide
i

coveredaluminumif the oxideis abovea minimumthickness.

(_" C _ The Impedancebetweenthealuminumand the platinumwas deter-
!

d

minedwith a Hewlett-PackardVectorImpedanceMeter,Model4800A. High _

k ._% accuracywas assuredby recordingthe magnitudeand the phaseangleof)

_L_ the impedanceon a stripchartrecorderand by calibratingthe Impedanc_

n_ter versushighqualitycapacitorsand resistors.The impedancecan be i

measuredbetween5 hertzand SO0 kilohertz.

I _" The samplesconsistedof 3/4"x 2" sheetsof eithergg,99%pure
aluminumor 2219-T87 aluminumalloy.

0 Mostsampleswere preparedby firstdissolvingthe as-received
L

oxidein a sodiumhydroxidesolutionfollowedby a dip in nitricacid.

A few sampleswere preparedby etchingin a chromicacidor hydrofluoric-
nitricacidsolution. Afteretchingthe sampleswere anodizedto a small

i I voltagein a solutionprepare_by neutralizingwith ammoniumhydroxide.

rt
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i
This anodizationproduced a uniform oxide layer slightly thicker than the

I thinnest oxide stable ir water. Thus, if hydrazine caused a thinning of
this oxide it would be measurable;whereas a thinner film might reoxidize

I in the measuring solution and return to its original thickness. Most ofthe samples were dried in an oven to 130°C before impedancemeasurements

were made.

' '
The samples were bound with pure aluminum wire in bundles of three

such that all the surfaces were exposed and then treated with military speci- "_
fication gr'ad_hydrazine in the cell shown in Figure 5-2. It was designed

- so that the samples may be placed in the cell and the volume flushed out _

_ with nitrogen through the Teflon valves followed by hydrazine being forced

in under nitrogen pressure.

After removal from the hydrazine, the samples were rinsed quickly

:_ _ and thoroughlywith cold water to avoid any reaction in the hydrazine-water _-
[ mixture.

("_ Impedancemeasurementswere made on two areas of each sample before

hydrazine treatment and two adjacent areasafterwards. It was not possible

_ i to place the O-ring hole on the identical spot a second time, so adjacent

- areas were used to avoid placing the hole over the mark left by the O-ring.

C_ 5.4 EXPERIMENTALRESULTS

.__; The impedancemeasurements have been used to study changes in the ithickness of the oxide layer of aluminum in the presence of military grade

• _ t hydrazine. The impedance of such an oxide layer was largely capacitive.

• _ For the geometry used here, the specific inversecapacitance,

A/Cs,was,from Eq. 5.3,

(_ A/Cs = 7.5 x Z sin 0.
lO'5v

r
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where, v is the frequencyin Hz

i Z is themagnitudeof the impedancein ohms
, g is the phase_nglein degrees

and A/Cs is givenin angstroms.

At 100 hertzwherethe phaseangle,g, is closeto go°, the capaci-'I
tancewas

= [angstroms_ *_
A/Cs 7.5 ZIO0 _kilo ohms)

When Kr =l one getsfrom Eq. 5.1, " "

( d = 7.5 Z (angstroms) .kilo ohms
i

I ( _ Exposureof aluminumto hydrazinealmostalwaysresultsin a =-
, decreasein the e_ectricalimpedanceof the surfaceoxidecorrespondingto
I
[ d_'_ a decreasein oxidethickness.Figure5-3 showsthemore significantaspects

i _j of theseexperiments.For a givenalloyand a givenanodizationvoltage,the

decreasein impedance,A Z, at lO0hertz increaseswith the initialimpedance,

, ZB"

C If therewere onlya barrierla_'eroxideall of the impedancevalues
ZB, for a givenalloyand anodlzationvoltageshouldhavethe samevalue

_ exceptforminor variationsin the roughnessfactor. The factthatthere
was a largespreadof ZB valuesindicatesthattherewas a significant i ..

f_ thicknessof the outerlayerin additionto the barrierlayer. Notethat,

for sampleswhichwere not driedin the oven beforedeterminingZB, there J !

_) is onlya smallspreadin ZB and a small AZ. I
) The solidlinesin Figure5-3 connectsamplespreparedand treated

at the sametime. The dottedlinesgive the trendfor samplesof the same ,a11oyand anodizingvoltage. The meaninggiven is thatthe valueof the _
f,

_. impedanceof the outerlayeris that amountbeyondthe intersectionof the i_
) _'_ dottedlinewiththe abscissa.The barrierlayerimpedanceis thatvalue |_
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_- given by tiis intersection. Thus the intersectionfor the 12 volt samples

is about twice that for the 6 volt samples. Therefore, the hydrazine

reduces the impedanceof the outer layer. The dotted lines are drawn for
i

a decrease due to the hydrazine treatment of the in_pedanceof the outer

_ ( The major conclusiondrawn f_'omthe results presented in Figure 5-3
was that hydrazinepenetrated the outer oxide layer and modified it so that

its impedancewas greatly reduced. That the outer layer was not dissolved W_

( was _hown by redrying a sample in the oven after the hydrazine exposure. •

i The impedanceafter anodizationwas II.2K ohms; after drying this increased
to !6.OK ohms" a subsequent two-hour treatment in hydrazine reduced this to

ll.8K ohms; and after redrying it went back up to 16.OK ohms. Thus the

( outer layer was not dissolved nor was it modified irreversibly.
i

There was no indicationof appreciablepenetration of the barrier

IEyer by hydrazine. One way to further explore this is by re_nodization.

When a sample is reanodized in a barrier layer forming electrolyte,there

(_[_ current flowing as voit_ge increased until it reaches
will be little the is

a value where the barrier layer thickness starts to increase. Thus, if

(_ there was an_ thinning or penetrationof the barrier layer, the reanodization
current will increase at a voltage lower than if there were no thinning.

C Figure 5-4 show_ the results of such an experiment. After an initial anodi-zation to 6 volts, a reanodizationcaused little current to flow until 6

volts was again approached. When a sample which had been exposed to hydra-zine for 386 hours was reanodlzed,the result was much the same although

the current was slightly higher. This result indicated that the barrier

layer was essentially intact after the hydrazlne treatment. _,

'_ The fact that the 221g alloy had an impedance about half of that 1of similar 6 volt anodized pure aluminum can be explained L: a roughness factor _,

. about twice that of pure aluminum. (The alloy samples were machined which

gives a high surface roughness and the e_ching of alloys tends to roughen !,

them mor_ than it does pure aluminum.) Otherwise, the results were similar _

for the a11oys and for the pure aluminum. '_

i ],-
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There was either a small or zero time dependenceof thc hydrazine

exposure. The pure sample was ex?osed between 0.25 and 386 hours. As

seen in Figure 5-3, there was a slight tendency for the _Z of the shortest

exposuresto be less than those of the higher exposures. However, the

scatterof the data was such that no definite effect can be postulated.

There was no appreciabletime effect for the alloy samples exposed between

one to 339 hours. These results indicatedthat the outer ]a)er of oxide

f was penetratedrapidly and that no appreciableeffect took place there-

after.
w,wm

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

(

_ This work showed that the impedancetechnique is a valid method

for observing changes on the oxide covered surface due to hydrazine exposure.

{ l'he;eresults indicatedthat hydrazinepenetrates and interactswith the

outer layer of the oxide but that the hydrazine did not dissolve the outer

layer nor did it appreciablypenetrate the barrier l_yer.

Sincp corrosive attack requires at least a thinning of the barrier
,ayer it may be ccncluded that at "oom temr)eraturethere was no evidence

,_ of corrosiveattack on either 99.99% pure aluminum or 2719-T87 aluminum
q
- alloy after over two weeks exposure to hydrazine. This is in concert with _'

the work of Salvinski [4-28].

C
Under conditionsof longer exposures,elevated temperatures,

(" presenceof impuritiesand differentmetals in contact, corrosionmay ocrur

The impedancetechnique is capable of showing the initial stages of corrosive "-

_ attack involvingthe thinning of the barrier layer. To achieve the most "0 ,

sensitivityit would be desirable to minimize the effect of the outer layer. _i

-. Th;s would be posslble by briefly treating the sample with hydrazine before ;.
- the First impedancemeasurement and then exposing the sample under the desired

, conditions.

'( {
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J 6.0 HYDRAZINE MONOLAYER BUILDUP TESTING

_. 6.1 BACKGROUND

i _.. Previous studies of flow decay problems by Pullen [6-I] have
shown that radiotracersused to detect changes in the behavior of a

"-!" _ hydrazine flow system, tend to deposit on fine screen-type filters along
a

with metal contaminants contained in the hydrazine. Relatively small

amounts of the radiotracers were found to be deposited in tnese experiments,|
being less than I% of the otal available tracer. However, limited flow

_' i time was accumulated (I0 minutes per test) and there were uncertainties in
_ the ultimate material deposition that would occur. Consequently, experiments

I ': . were designed to study this depositioq of metal contaminants in a hydrazineflow system during long flow times.

6.2 EXPERI MENTALPROGRAM =" -

, _, ._ The apparatus shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 was used in this study.
_ - The supply and catch tanks were constructedof type 2014 aluminum and the

!._ - connecting tubing (I/4 inch O,D.) was of type 5052 aluminum, Flow rates

(_ were determined by measuring the prezsure drop across the previously cali-

'_ brated 0.0788 inch diameter orifice. The N2H4 passed through a plate con-

- " _ ._._i" taining four 0.021 inch dia1..eterorifices which limited the flow rate to the

range previously studied (0.2 gal./min, to 0.38 gal./min.) [6-I].

' Approximatelytwo gallons of specificationgrade N2H4 (MIL-P-26536C)

: was transferredto the supply tank and the radioactive tracer added The

as-receivedN2H4 showed a metals content of 0.6 Dom iron and no zinc (<0.I ppm). i '.,.'

• _ C) The solutionwas repetitivelycycled through a I0 micron absolute screen : 'i_- type filter (Western Filter Co. part number S12-19310-2)and the radioactivity

detector and the attendant co,nting equipment discussed in Section 4. The i

supply tank pressure was set at 40 psig which r_su_ted in a flow rate of 0.25 i :;._

!' ! ( _ gal./rain.The hydrazine was flowed at ambient temperature (55-60 F). __i'"

((_ ' 13,'T,
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6.3 EXPERIMENTALRESULTSAND DISCUSSION

( Fables6-I through6-4 and Figures6-3 through6-6 summarize

the radioactivebuildupdatafor specificationgradeN2H4 and,for

J comparison,deionizedwaterwhere iron-59was usedas a tracer Flow

testswereconductedwithdeionizedwater (Table6-I,Figure6-3)to

_ determinewhetherthe radioactivebuildupwas commonto otherliquids. It
was not. The H.O flowtestswere conductedunderconditionsidenticalto

(.

the NzH4 tests (sameFe59 content,sameflowrate,etc.),but the amount _'_

( of depositionwas much less. With H20,about400 countsper minute(CPM)
abovebackgroundwere found,correspondingto onlya 0.25%deposition. _.

Aftersevenruns,lO0 ml of concentratednitricacidwas added (giving

a pH of 0.8),and the countratedecreasedto 150CPM (0.09%deposition).
',' {- By contrast,the Fe59 buildupin the N2H4 testswas steadyfor

aboutan hour (T_ble6-2,Figure6-4). Towardsthe end of thattime the

• rateof buildupshowedsignsof decliningsomewhat.The systemhad to then

be shutdownat the end of the da)..Upon resumingflowthe next day,the

. L ) countratewas initiallydepressed.However,afteraboutone hour
of flow

the countrateregainedits formervalueamidremainedessentiallyconstant,

_ correspondingto a 1.42%depositionof the Fe5g traceraddedto the N2H4. ,
(Interruptingthe flow,ventingand retransferringthe N2H4 from the catch

_. tankto thesupplytankcharacteristicallycausedsmalldecreasesin depositedi

radioactivity,whichrecoveredduringthe subsequentrun or runs.)

I C/ The small (1.42%)depositionraisedthe questionas to whether

a larger content N2H4 a higherdegree
iron In the would haveresultedin

i_C_ of deposition.To answerthisquestion,1.9 ppm of ironas ferricnitrate _ ',I
was addedto anothertankfulof N2H4 containingthe sameamountof tracers c

. _ as beforeand the flowtestingwas repeated.As indicatedin Table6-3 1 !"

,_ _L _ and Figure6-5,a gradualbuildupagainoccurredbut the final levelof ,_,

activitywas much lower (0.33%). A comparlsor,of Tables6-2 and 6-3 shows
( thatthe percentirondepositedwas verynearlyinverselyproportionalto ,'

the totalironin the N2H4. In otherwords the totalmassof iron (about _ _'/_

60 micrGgrams)thatdepositedwas a constant. Theseresultsare consistent mL:._

!( rr' 151
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I'
with a mechanism in which the extent of deposition is limited by the number '_

of available active sites on the surface of the fi,ter. Surface adsorption

and chemical interactionwith the oxide layer of the stainless steel filter

are two possible explanations.

Interatomicexchange between the radioactiveFe5g atoms of the !

added tracer and the iron atoms of the filter was considered to be a less _ !

likely explanation because of the lower deposition rate in the deionized

water test. To further illucidate this question, radioactivezinc-65 was
4added to a fresh tank of hydrazine and a series of flow tests were run.

Since there was no zinc in the stainless steel filter, interatomicexchange _ _

i (and radioactivebuildup) s_uld not occur. However, radioactive b_ildup
, • did occur in much the same manner as with iron-5g. About 1.2% of the Zn65

radioactivitycon+ained in the tank of N2H4 was deposited on the filter.
Also, the chemical entity responsiblefor the activity was quite adherent

since the deposit could not be washed from the filter by back-flushing. _ _-

See Table 6-4 and Figure 6-6. 4_

3
Review of the experiments showed that.only small amounts of

materials accumulated on the filters. Buildup reached its equilibrium value -%
u)after a total flow time of approximatelyan hour, and at least in the case

of zinc, the deposit was adherent. No deposit could be detected during

visual examination of the filters following flow testing and no flow decay J

• was observed in any of the hydrazine tests. While the exact mechanism could

• ! not be ascertainedwithout additional data, a surface effect such as adsorption
of metal-hydrazinecomplexes by active sites on the filter appeared plausible. . ..

The fact that the amount of the metal deposit was independentof the metal I _

* concentrationin the hydrazine suggests saturationof surface deposition

sites. On the basis of these data clogging of similar filters in operational ".,J_kI

_: use will not occur. This confidence should pro_bly not be extended to _

J! filters with significantlysmaller pore size. i'_ ',i

0, ":;
I
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I 7.0 CONC!USIONS

_. Two importantconclusionsof a general nature are readily apparent.

. First, the objectiveof the program, th_ advancementof the state of the

technology for determining the long term compatibility of materials with

propellants, was aci,ieved. This was accomplished by the development of
"

a prediction method, the b_si_ of which was the utilization of sensitive

measurement techniques to d_ive basic kinetic rate expressions, that

i could be used to establish long-term compatib!liLy information from short-

term experimental data. Second, the partial application of the prediction

method to the systems 6AI-4V titanium/hydrazine, 304L CRES/hydrazine,

6AI-4V titanium/fluorine,6AI-4V titanium/FLOX,and 2219 aluminum/fluorine
led to the conclusionthat any corrosion-inducedmetal build-up in the

• _ propellant is small for long-term storage periods provided that the

concentrations of CO2 in the 304L CRES/hydrazine system and HF in the4 b-
( 6AI-4V *it.nium/fluorineand FLOX systems are kept at sufficiently low

I

i levels., (
i The predictionmethod establishedin this program is based on
i ( an empirical part (the generationof compatibilitydata) and a theoretical

• part (the formulationof the kinetic rate expression). As such, it is anI.

inclusivemethod that is applicable to any system. It is a vast improvement

" _ ' over previousapproaches,such as simple extrapolation,which had no theo-

retical basis for th_ _onclusionsdrawn and acceleratedaging, which often

(2b_ yielded misleading_ults. The time required for the generationand

t reductionof data should ordinarily be only a _w weeks, or months, and in

(" that respect, it is a vast improvementover real-time testing. _,

_- _#"_ _ ideal predictionmethod might cJnsist of a computerized _i
_ "black box' .Lowhich one could physicallyplace any material/propellant _

combinationof interest,and after walting a short time, the device would _.
I_ provide the necessary long-termcompatibilityinformation. Such an ideal I' •_

device, while highly desirable,cannot readily be constructedbecause of & ,

the magnitude and complexity surrounding the question of compatibility. |_

i
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The method described in this program is applicable to any system, but the *_

exact empirical set-up may vary widely because of the different experimental

constraints that may have to be placed on any particularmaterial/propellant

. pair.

Focusing on the data generated in this program, several useful _

conclusionsrelating to iona term compatibilitycan be drawn, even though _

_! further data are needed to refine the kinetic expressions postulated. The

alloy 6Al-4V titanium showed no interactionat all (as measured by n_tal _ "

buildup in the propellant) in hydrazinecontaining up to 50 ppm chloride '_

as NaCl It was concluded that deleterieus levels of metals would not be '_•

Generated in N2H4 containingup to 50 ppm chloride (as NaCI) for at least

lO years• It was further concluded that a distinction should be made

between "active''chloride (Hydraziniumchloride, an acid in hydrazine)

which alledaedly attacks 6AI-4V titanium [4-23] and "inactive" chloride _

(such as the salt NaCl) which does not. .b

#
, Carbon dioxide, which forms the acid hydraziniumcarbazate in _n_ _ _(

i hydrazine,readily corroded the surface of the 304L CRES specimens. The _"metal buildup data were best explained by a two-partmechanism. The first _-
I

I was a comparativelyslow zero-order reaction of 30 days duration (for -J
) S/V = 0.689 cm-1) durina which dissolution of the protective metal oxide

_ Irred. The second part was _ fi^st-o_derreaction with respect to CO2

I ,centration having a rate constant of k = O.0433/day. Both p_rts were

!|" concluded to be essentially independentof temperaturein the ranqe llO-

160°F. The fact that the protective oxide coating postponed the onset

,_ of the first-order hydraziniumcarbazate attack is an argument in favor _)- ,
in the passivationprocedure used in this program that generated a pro-

tective oxide coating on the CRES surface. As in the case of chloride in C_ " '
the titanium/hydrazinesystem, a distinction should be made between "active"

I ',, CO2 (hydraziniumcarbazate, a corrosive acid in hydrazine) and "inactive" _ _ :

, _ CO2 (such as a metal carbazate,which cannot react with a metal surface).

'11t_ One of the most important conclusionsreached in the 6AI-4V
titanium/fluorineand FLOX tests was that the presence of HF c,,uld

sianificantlyaffect the rate of corrosion as measured by metal buildup _nL '_/

in th_ proDellant. Although an exact kinetic rate expression was not ,_ _.
.o

0
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established,predictionswere still made based on conclusionsthat the

e, rate of buildup for a given HF concenLrationcould occur no faster than

_* ah assumed zero-orderrate expression. Using the maximum rates thusi

, calculated,it was concluded that at low (0.008%)concentrationsof HF,

the amount of corrosion after several years contact time would be accept-

, ably small.

The 2219 aluminum/fluorinesystem was different fr_ the

6AI-4V titanium/fluorinesystem in that no HF dependencewas found, but

._ a temperaturedependenccwas observed. Again an exact kinetic expression

could not be derived, but the data closely approximatedthe dependence
k 4

one could expect from zero-order kinetics,with a value of k = .85 e-316/RT

i ppb Al/hr. Even at the higher values of the temperature,the amount of

• metal buildup was acceptably small after five years.

i ( In sugary, then, it was possible to develop a useful _thod _-

, for predictionof propellant-materialcompatibility. As an added bonus,

i (- some valuable engineeringdata several candidate propellant-
on

_ materials pairs were generated.

! '
Ii

i ,

j ,

,- _ ,
_ _ .
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

-- Three major areas of this program are prominently in need of

, further work. The first involves strengtheningof the predictionmethod

and increasing its utilizationby applicationof computer methods. The

second and third deal with broadeningour fundamental knowledge of the role _

. of impuri.iessuch as N2H5, CO2 and Cl in hydrazineand HF in liquid

i _ fluorine. A fourth area, the comparison of long-term predictionswith o

actual long term data, was not a part of the current program and awaits

i a future effort.Computer programs dealing with long-termcompatibilitypredictions _

i are desirable because of the overall complexityof the subject ,atter.
The general flow diagram shown in Figure 2-I and the related subsidiary

flow diagrams readily lend themselves to programmingmethods. Extensive

_ data storage and retrieval could also be accomplished by utilization of

computers. An engineer desiring informationrelative to the lon§-term
compatibilityof a particular system could input the name o, *he material,

:t-

the propellantand other pertinent facts. The computer could thep output

the existing available data and indicate which part, if any, of the flow

diagram of Figure 2-I needs additional analysis _r testing to obtain the

required information.

The tests involving hydrazinewith CRES yie,.todsome valuable

rate data, but also raised some questions which require resolution.

The rate expression postulated in this document should be confirmed with

,_i_i__ data u_tained by using themore efficient radioactive tracer method.- The

atomic absorption technique required many measurements on a large number

of CRES/hydrazinespecimens, and the constraintsof the predetermined _ ,"

reaction conditionswere not conducive to an unambiguous determination of

the rate expression. The data obtained in the current program were _ !,
• _ __ valuable in that they defined those reaction conditions upon which the

radioactive tracer method should be focused.

As indicatedelsewhere in this document, the presence of chloride i .

did not affect the rate of attack of hydrazineon 6AI-4V titanium. This i

! I (__( is in contrast to the results reported byTolberg, et. al,, at SRI[4-23].167 ,_;_i_i.. PI_C_L_G PAGE BLANK _IOT FILMED
t
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An explanation for the apparent differnece in results is that in the present

study chloride was added as NaCI, while in the SRI study it probably had _

been present as hydraziniumchloride (N2Hs+Cl-). The species responsible "_

. for the corrosion in the latter Study most likely was the acidic (in N2H4 _ _ _

i solution) N2H5+ ion, the same ion formed when CO2 reacts w_th N2H4 to form _

_ hydraziniumcarbazate (N2H5 C02N2H3 ). Although the concentrationoi-

' the N2H5 cation may be of major importance,the role played by the anion _- -

! "nvolved cannot be ignored, since, in contrast to hydrazini_imchloride, h/dra- -_

3
) zinium carbazate seems to be relatively unreactive toward 6AI-4V titanium "h

[4-28]. Clearly, there is a need to quantify the rate of reaction of
+ CO2, and Cl- Also, _ _N2H4 with various alloys in the presence of N2H5,

i work should be undertaken to establish a method for determining the amount ""
of N2H5+ ion present in hydrazine, in order to set appropriate -_

maximum limits in the specification. It is importantthat Cl- and CO2 be

determi:ledby analyticalmethods that take into account whether th_se ._ __

substancesare "active" (that is, present as hydraziniumchloride and !

hydrazinium carbazate) or "inactive" (present as metal chlorides and metal

carbazates). -_

The surface impendancemeasurement technique sh" ,a definitely

l be applied to the hydrazine/CRESsystem. The data _enerated in this

'i study suggested that N2H4 contaminatedwith CO2 will s_owly dissolve _._
the protective stainless steel oxide layer and subsequt, ntly initiate a

rapid attack on the unprotectedmetal surfacr The surface impedance

,_! techniquewould be a powerful tool with which to confi_, this proposed _ ,
mechanism.

_i Thetestsinvolving6Al-nvtitaniumwithliquid_lu°_ineand _ "FLOX showed a rate dependenceon th? HF content of the oxidizer; these " i

_I [ results should be investigatedfurther• Although one might expect HF i !

i to be relativelyunreactive at such low temperatures,there are very%

little d_ta in the literatureo:'the subject. Consequently,programs

i should be undertaken to deriw basic informationpertaining to the i

solubilityof HF in liquid fluorine (and FLOX) and the reactivity of
solutionsor suspensionsof HF in liquid fluorine (and FLOX) __ '_

I . L_,

•!
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I Finally, all of thp predictionsutilizina sl-_ort-temdata made

in this nroara_, should be compared to the fullest extent Possible v,ith

lonn-term data aenerated elsewhere. ._uchdata has been .o.eneratedfor

both fluorine and FLPY by TRW[8-1] as well as hydrazine [4-13].

._" _ ._
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FOREWORD

The objective of the JANNAF Working Group on Propellant Char-
t acterizP.tior, is to encourage standardiz,,tion of the testing method-:, which ""_}

are used by the various agencies active in the development, evaluation - "
and application of "_u_-"' propellants. Wherever possible, the Working _._

Group _vill recomm_.l¢l a test method which is capable of measuring a )
discrete c" fun'la, ental propellant property. Unfortunately, many

_. factors re .-ing to the physico-chemical characteristics of P-Ol_el} :nts _.

cannot be determined on an absolute basis. In these cases it is oft__n "!

necessary to resort to tests whose results are apparatus dependent and
which provide data that are meaningful only when _nsidered relative to .

• pr'_pellants whos_ characteristics a, e well known through practical use. }

: Such empirical tests can give comparable data only through the

,_rbitrax. stand_ rdization of test conditions. Although this standardization
i ._ _aeo. ,eWorking Group's primary tasi, :, it .tues not necessarily en-t

_1 d,,,_e the significance or value of a given t'_t. In fact, it should be
:,asize'lthat the data obtained from tests may be dependent upon the

established test cond_.tions and may be inverted bv other tests or test
!: conditxons. Each method when fi:st issued is considered tentative. At
t'

reasonab_. _ intervals of time, and when sufficient justification occurs, )
.. revised methods are recommended. However, in the hope that the ac- "

cumulatioh and correlation of sufficient empirical data may ultimately
lead to a greater understanding of the fundamental properties of propel- ,_
iants, the Working Group strongly urges that users of the recohlmended

_ +est methods resist making any cha:,ges in apparatus or method which

r,_ight lead to changes in the numerical values of data obtained. Sug- __

{;. gestions of changes or imorovements in apparatus or methods, however,
' are welcomedby the Working Group and may be sent to the CPIA for dis- '•' semination to the currently active membership.

' 2

O t
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,,_ page 1-1

rECOMMENDED PRACTICES FOR STATIC
IMMERSION TESTING OF MATERIALS IN LIQUID

- PROPELLANTS AND OTHER AEROSPACE FLUIDS

I.0 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

" t _ 1.1 Objectives: This document specifies conditions, parameters,
and procedures for conducting immersion tests of materials
with liquid propellants. The same considerations apply also

, ! to tests with other aerospace fluids. Specific details which
are functions of particular test methods or propellants are

: . covered in parts dealing with the particular subjects.

! The objectives of immersion tests described .in this document

are (a) to supply _ngineering design data; and (b) for research• into various interactions of materials and propellants. I'hus
the approaches are subtly different from similar methods for
acceptance and quality control testing. For the latter methods,}

"q'_" the r.ppropriate ASTM Standards or MIL S.PECS should be • -

[ "- consulted.

For immersion tests, the total system of test fluid-material-
testfixture-testcontainer-instrumentation-testenvironment

must be controlled,monitored,reported,and analyzed.

. Functionalrelationshipsbetweenvariablesare sought,not2
just single point values.

- _, 1.2 Definitions:

, The following definitions are included in the procedure toh_l_r.,': ensure uniformity,becausesome of th_ terms are currently
:_ used with several indepenaent meanings. In some instances ._

- _-

,_ _ the meanings in these definiti3ns are slightly different from •
l

I _ thosecommonly understood. _'• _ @_ 1.2.1 Material (or Structural Material) - any solid, (amorphous or '

crystalline), polymer, elastomer, semi-solid, surfaceL,

i' _ coating, etc., other than a liquid rocket propellant, aerospace ;
fluid, or a gas, which is used in the construction or operation
ofa chemical propulsionsystem.

_.-
_ .s,

,|

!
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1.2.2 LiquidPropellant- a simple liquid(oritsvapor),a mixture

or solutionofliquids,an emulsion,a thixotropicgelled -_
liquidor a liquidwithdissolvedor suspendedsolidswhich
isused ina rocketenginetoproducethrust. Classesof

liquid propellants include but are not limited to "_ |
y

p

oxidizers
'_ fuels "_

}
monopropellants
cold-gas propellants ,_.
externallyheatedhot-gaspropellants ".
ionizableelectricthrusterpropellants

B

i I.2.3 Pressurant - a gas or vapor which isintroducedintoa liquid ")

propellantcontainerinorder to raisethesystem pressure .
above thevapor pressure oftheliquidpropellant.P.is
usually, but not always, a chemically inert species. The -_)
pressurant may be brought directly in contact with the
liquid propellant, or there may be a flexible or movable

"_i barrierwhich preventsdirectcornactbuttransmits 1

pressure.

_ 1.2.4 Gas - the state of matter which expard_ tc fill a container "!
I: c_pletely and which cannotbe caused toform a liquidat
, thetemperatureofinterestby applicationofpressure,
) i.e.,itisabove thecriticaltemperatureoftheparticular

_-!ii system. The term "gas"willbe apl:iiedtoa mixtureof
' , gaseous constituents.

/

1.2.5 Vapor - the state of matter which expands to LH a container
i: completely-, but which is e_.ther in equilibrium with the

b._ liquid state or can h_ caused to form a liquid at the )

i temperature of interest by application of pressure; i.e. it -
isbelow the criticaltemperature. .,•

i ,
I.2.6 Aerospace Fluid- any fk.id,otherthana propellantor

, pressurant,used inaerospacesystems. Such fluidsin- ._

cludeleakcheck solutions,calibrationor reference _
" ) fluids, lubricants, hydraulic and gyroscope liquids, i

I_ c!eaningsolvents,purgingand pneumaticoperationsgases, _9and decontaminationliquids.Excludedare such fluidsas

1 i atmosphericconstituents,cuttingoils,_nd porosity- _

i ii detectingsolutionsused duringmanufacture. 0 ii_._'

i
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1.2.7 Impurity - a substance, other than the specific chemical
i constituents or adch_ives, which is dissolved in, suspended

. " in,entrainedincr ctherwisetransportedby a propellant
- or other fluid. Note that by this definition such materials
_. as water in N204 are consideredimpurities,even when

theirconcentrationsare withina SPEC limit. However,
water or othersubstanceadded purposelytoa propellant

• i | in order to improve performance in some manner is not r

considered an impurity. Dissolved pressurant and products
from material corrosion are included as impurities. How-

i ever, suspendedmetal or hydrideparticles,purposely
.F added to the propellant, are not impurities.

i ii_ I.2.8 Contaminant- any substanceforminga second phase whichseparatesfrom thepropellantand which isinadvertantly

I_ #" formed inor introducedintoa propellantsystem during
I const._ctionor operationofthe system. Includedas

contaminantsare evolvedgases and insolubleliquids.

! _ Particles formed by mechanisms or interactions related _,_
! _, toserviceand functionaloperationare consideredcon-

taminants. These resultfrom staticJrdynamic operation;

C._ examples are deterioration,wear, or corrosionofa._ material, and solids which precipitate from the propellant.

" I.2.9 ReactionProduct- a substanceformed by a chemical re-
, action oi a'_ropellant, pressurant, or aerospace fluid.

_' Include_ai'ECombustionproductsfrom prcpellants,and

products formed when fluid escapes from its tankage and
reacts with the environs (e. g., HF from hydrolysis by
atmospheric moisture of leaking F2) , or those resulting

(_ from various environmental effects associated with the
specificapplicationsuch as extreme temperature,
radiationfrom auxiliaryisotopeor nuclearpower

_ sources (i.e.,radioisotopethermionicgenerators), ,
or missionenvironmentsincludingzero gravity. : .

1

(_ 1.2.10 Additive - a constituent of a p_opellant or other aerospace
_,_ fluid which has been speciallyadded tomodify some aspect

of thebehavior of the fluid. Usually it is of SUCh a

constitution that it would not be found naturally it, theliquid. An example is the HF in IRFNA

1974022120-184
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J

1.2.11 Specimen- thedevice,material,object,sample,
coupon,component, system, etc.,which issubjected
toa testinorder toobserveor me_.sureitsbehavior -.

under the conditionsofthetest. A s..oecimenmay be
the onlyitem ofitskind,or itmay be a representative "_
ofa largerpopulation.Inthisdocument, specimen will

: 4 generally be restricted to solid phase materials.

I.2.II.1 Sample (orRandom Sample) - referstoa specimen -
selected from a larger population by a randomizing '_
sampling technique.The word sample shouldnotbe
used when tl e whole population is tested as a unit, I

, nor for a series of specimens cut successively from ,
one end of a piece of material, etc. It is generally

, assumed that a specimen of fluid drawn from a homo-
geneous mass in a container is a true or r_.ndom
sample. In this document, sample will generally be
restricted to fhic, materials.

,.

za-

f 1.2.11.2 C_oupon - refers to a material specimen which hasbeen fabricated in a special shape for use in some
specific test apparatus, e.g., a tensile coupon.

I.2.II.3 Test Article- referstoa materialspecimen, sample,or coupon,which issubjectedtoa test.
)

"_ I.2.II.4 NOTE: Specimen iscommonly used as a synonym for
Coupon or Test Article, i.e., as a shortened
form for Material Specimen. This usage is _ I

acceptable if the context clearly indicates the

: meaning, and no confusion with a specimen of _
'. thetestfluidispossible. _1

_ 1.2.12 Accuracy - the closeness of approach of a measurement --_ ", '
" or series of measurements to the "true" value of the "__. ,

• , quantity measured. Confidence in accuracy is increased ,
if different observers and/or techniques arrive at values _ _.

,_ , within the probable limits. ".J

t_ 1.2.13 Precision - the closeness of approach of a number of
, similar measurements to a common value. It is measured '..2

interms of deviation of individual measurements from the t :

average. £'_t ._ :-
i q

" I
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1.2.14 Repeatability - a quantitative measure ._f the variability
associated with a single test operator in a given lab-
oratory using the same apparatus within a short interval
of time.

I.2.15 Reproducibility- a quantitativemeasure ofthevariability
associatedwithtestoperatorsworking intwo or more

: _ : different laboratories.

1.2.16 JANNAF Statistical Procedures - a complete presentation

i of the officia] JANNAF definitions, symbols, and formulae
for statistics, and instructions for round robin tests will
be found in CPIA/WGAC Sections 800.0 to 850.0 of the

t Handbook (ICRPG), Working Group on Analytical Chemistry

i : (of Solid Propellants), CPIA/H- 1.

L

_ ; 1.2.17 Other definitions are those commonly understood in science,
- technology and engineering.

(_" 1.3 Scope: Immersion tests are used to study changes in
i.

physical properties, chemical properties, mechanical

t propertxe_ and compositions of materials and of liquid( propellants and other fluids due to mutual contact.
-- Usually the changes that are of interest are those which

t ,,.- affect the ability of the flui: and its system to meetI
; _ their design performance. There are at least three

_.: separate testing cycles carried out on the specimens
_: ,_ and/or samples in conjunction with the immersion
. _ tests. These are:
'?

:_ _ 1.3.1 Determination of properties or characteristics by

_. _ testingbeforeimmersion.

_ [_ 1.3.2 Determination of properties or characteristics by _, "
," testing during immersion.

_ _r_ 1.3.3 Determination of properties or characteristics by :
• _,'_ testingafterimmersion. ""
9

-, 1.3.4 In general, the property determinations performed before*l_ . and after propellant exposure are done by standard methods, !
and such methods will be referenced only and not detaile0 i (

, [-'_ inthisprocedure. However, specialconsiderahonswillbe |_
IL described. The immersion tests and any measurements '

_i made in the presence of the test fluids are described in '
this document. A matrix tabulation of the types of tests

Ju_

m "L,,# ..........::'., i , J
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1.4 Classes of Tests

1.4.1 Compatibility Test - a test to determine the mutual inter- -
actions of two or more substances under the influence of

more than one parameter; usually but not always done by '_ [
an immersion test technique.

' t 1.4.2 Immersion Test - a test or experiment in which a ma-
terial specimen is immersed in a test fluid (vapor, "
liquid or both, including the interface) to determine the
extent of mutual interactions which affect the properties
of the material and fluid. The procedure may contact

_- only one surface of the specimen with the test f!u-d. -_

" 1.4.3 Corrosion Test - a test to determine the effect on a

. metallic material of the interaction of the metal with
• one or more other substances under tbe influence of !

controlled test parameters. It is a restricted type of

compatibility test. .) _ _
1.4.4 Blank Test - a test carried out in the configuration of

the regular test, with the same set of controlling

_i parameters, but with one _,f the active species or test _,
t! substances (material or fluid)not present.

I.4.5 ControlTest - a testcarriedoutinthe configuration )
i-

,_ ,_ of the regular test serie,_ at one selected reference
level of controlling para ters. it is conducted to
establish a base line of behavior. In chemical analyses, )

{ a specimen of known composition is frequently used in

ll control tests. These tests are sometimes called _|_i_ reference, base line or calibration tests by other authors.

_}

I.4.6 ShortTerm Test - a testwhich lastsa maximum of30 - ",'

• e 1.4.7 Long Term Test - a test which lasts longer than 30 days. ¢ %
' _.,

_ 1.4.8 Full Term Test - a test which lasts as long as the expected

_lS_ real system exposure. ('_
1.4.9 Abbreviated Test - a test which is shorter tha_ the expected .; _:J

real system exposure. _:.) __::_;

"17"186
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1.4.10 Screening Test - these tests are conducted to determine
whether a particular material-propellant combination _
will react vigorously under relatively weak initiation
conditions, or is sufficiently stable so that it may be

considered as a candidate for use in an aerospace _ |
system.

1 In static "Gross Reactivity" tests, a controlled specimen "'_
of the material is exposed to the propellant, and any - J "
reactions are noted. If the system seems stable, it is
then subjected to a "Dynamic Initiation" test to determine
if it is safe under conditions of shock, impact or friction. _

1.4.11 Preliminary Test - these are initial short term tests fol )

t corrosion, mechanical property degradation, pressure
build up, and other relatively non-violent interactions.

|

Analyses of the results of the preliminary tests supply
information as to the important alterations .,f properties

which were detected. These form the basis for study in )
the detailed immersion tests, if such tests are to be
conducted.

)
1.4.12 Detailed Immersion Test

The detailed tests are designed to obtaP, information on )
._ the practical utility of material - fluid combinations. Tl-e

• tests are planned to develop specific information about
i|

extent and cause of interactions, and the expected useful ._)
life of materials or components fabricated from specific

materials. Causes of failure, and the chemical re_ ctions -_b, responsible, are also studied. __/

I.4.13 VerificationTest _

Verification tests are conducted to demonstrate that a i
complete assembly (component,subsystem, or system, ii }

_' etc. ) will function in the required fashion over the total t _
_ range of internal and external conditions defined for its

_ service. _'_t

1.5 Lon_ Term Compatibility. _ii

188 0 't'
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i" " 1.5.1 Objective
*

The objective _s to advance the technology of material/
fluid compatibility for long term mission applications
or storage periods; specifically to discover or demon-

. strate acceptably inert structural materials for liquid
_ propulsion systems that will have high reliability for

periods of from one year to fifteen years when exposed
in the mission or storage environments in contact with
propellants. Current data for long term propellant com-
patibility are inadequate for the design and engineering

application to liquid propulsion systems. "" '

i Long term compatibility investigations should be, directed' i toward: (a) filling information voids; (b) understanding
• the implications of gross and subtle effects of operational

"' storage periods of up to fifteen years; and (c) generating

• pertinent data upon which to base material selections for _.-_ liquid propulsion components and/or iced system elements
during design phases.

, t_i In summary, the objective is to determine the factors
t influencing or imposing +.he greatest impact on material

:i' compatibility and fluid stability fcr the purpose ofestablishing acceptably inert materials for design and
_I constructionof feed system_.

£ 1.5.2 Accelerated T,sts - Accelerated tests are substitute
conditions for fuU term testing. It is es._ential that ac-

'_ celerated tests should not introduce mechanistic changesor other factors which are test-specific and do not relate
to real effects encountered during long term exposures. _ "

_ Refer to Section 2.2.5.2 tor a more detailed discussion. : '_

1.5.3 Extrapolation From Abbreviated Tests - these extrapo-

",_ lations are intended to provide basic compatibility data _based upon ultrasensitive measureme_,"_. A considerableJ)

I_( variety of problems arise when attempts are made to
extrapolate data from abbreviated tests, and care must 't

I ( be exercised in making these extrapolations due to p:_ssiole _ '

mechanistic changes during the period of the test which _, ,, ,__ may require a time period longer than that of the test _,,_:
before they become apparent. Refer to Section 2 2.5.3 _
fora more detaileddiscassion. _'

r( r"::., ]89
I
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2.0 PROGRAM DEFINITION

t _" 2.1 Objectives

The general objective of an immersion test program is ,
to generate data which define in predictable fashion the "
behavior of the materials and propellants when they are
in contact. There are three major categories of these

' I _ test programs. These are 1) generation of design data; ,

2) investigation of failures; and 3) correlation of prop-. ,,
• erties and reaLAon mechanisms for research purposes.

: { These are discussed below. The development of qu_,lity
control or inspection test methods can be considered as

_ , a subcategory of oroperty correlations. "

._ 2.1.1 Design Data Generation: ( The objectives of design data generation are to supply
=, informatiol, needed by design engineers about the

( properties and behavior of substances, propellants or ,=_materials, in order to design safe, efficient and eco-
nomic systems. Such information includes mechanical

_ _" proI._.rties, corrosion rates, chemical reactions, and
._ _'- many other types of data.

_ _. In laboratory studies a_d tests directed toward supplying ,
_-: _- new or confirming old information for designers, two

_' _:_ points of view frequently clash. Some persons have a '

. _ _':f tendency to study interactions between materials and
_ u. propellants under every conceivable permutation and

i _ combi...,.tion of conditions. Some, on the other hand,

_t_ have a tendency to be interested only in specific limitedprogram '

: systems and conditions operant therein, and to ignore
excursions and combinatinns of parameters. It is wise _':

C_ to ignore both extremes, and to plan a which :i" '

,! i!0 inclades current needs, predictable short term future j,

n_eds: and substitute systems or parameters for the i i
cases when the first choices do not meet design minima, _ _.

It is necessary to be completely aware of operating !

i _'': requirements which have been defined or predicted for i
the system for which data are sought, includlng condi- ;.

i i. tions which may develop in the system (real/test) as a "_,
iiI : function of time or system operations. $_

It

I'I'_",O_DINGPAGE B_ NOT r_ ,..--
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2. _. 2 Failure Mechanism Investigation

. The test objectives are straightforward. Some device(s)
or system(s) failed to operate in the proper manner, and

tests must be conducted to find out why. _)
; In basic terms, failure to meet design performance can

arise from many different sources, _nd these sources _ !in turn result from: . k -

a) Changes in chemical properties or constitution of _
the propellant due to: /

i. Changes in the molecular structure of the -_.
propellant. /

if. Introduction of new materials into the propellant. "_I

b) Changes in rate and amount of delivery of propellant
or fluid including delivery at wrong time or no "\ _-
delivery at all due to:

, i. Conversion of the propellant to a different

t_ physical state (solid or vapor}.

ii. Lo_s of propellant due t9 major or minor leakage.

iii. Failure, ,f propellant management system so
propellant is in wrong location.

iv. Failure of propellant utilization or feed and

system (pumps, pressurization, _)
transfer
bladders or valves}. .

v. Change_ in dimensions of flow pr.ths (opening up _9
or blocking). :i

0These changee are quite general, and in turn may arise "
from many causes. Thus, (b, i), the change in state of
propellant, could be due to chemical changes, to failure _
of insulation, or to leaky valves which communicate to _,_
a vacuum, causing ,ash freezing. Similar degradation _

•_ performance can ,ccur with pressurants and other _.,,
_¢rospace fluids. ,_ :_:_:

i ,,_

"192 -
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It can generally be asserted that if the properties of

materials, components, o_ propellants change suf-
, ficiently to attain values outside of the expected

J statistical variation from nor mal values, degradation

or complete failure of the systems wil._+result.

In the majority of failures, considerable analytical
' . _ investigation has already been performed before the

t_st program is initiated, and the possible important

parameters have been identified. On the other hand, _.
if the item was properly designed on the basis of
what appeared to be sufficient and accurate design

:, data and operating condition predictions, it is likelyf

that either some combination of factors occuri,.lg "

- during service have interactions which were greater

than a simple linear combination, or that some untested
: factor turned out to be important. The experiments to

+ be conducted must then ascertain whether

a) Existing data are a.'curate and complete _,.-
o+

_ b) Additional factors influence system behavior

C
il c) Combinations of certain factors accelerate

deterioration.

, _ " Tests in which all specimens pass, or all _.ail, are
._, ,. of very l_.ttle predictive use. Statistical and analytical

procedures can only tx properly applied when there are
quantitative hut not qualitatiw differences in the response

,_. of different specimens.

i Successful performance of a failure mechanism study _
•"- frequently results in the need for further design data _ ".,

i' : generation. If this step can be forseen, a combination ,
of the two objectives in one test program may be the , '"
most efficient procedure.(5 '+,

, 2.1.3 Correlation of Properties and Mechanisms

C: The continuous development of new raP' arials generates
the need to determine how these beh_ve m particular

_ environments. The primary objective of the tests is to -correlate the kehavior with some controllable parameters ,_ :_
trJ_erent in the material, so that the proper direction to _'_'

/_i ?-.m_ proceed in development of further improvements can be ,

Jt ,+
i I I m-.
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determined. Correlation between ',ests of various types
is also sought, in order to select _he most economical '_

. test methods and to pick appropriate quality control ,
methods and criteria.

Opti .... ru design of property co_ relation test_ is frequently
difficult because only minimal quantities of materials are

_vailable. The tests shoula generally be conducted in a "_
regime which shows the greatest differences in behavior . -
due "_ changes in the material paramet_:_. However, the
effects of differences which are not under _tudy must be "_
carefully controlled so that test results ar_ not confounded .'

!
,

Study of reaction mechanisms in materials-propeliant

interactions is an extension of property corr_latlon c:<peri
ment_. The tests are designed te develop information on

' the specific chemi:al and metallurgical processes which "}
_, occur on the molecular and atomic l_vel, and te correlate

t these processes with macroscopic changes which affect
, system behavior. -"_| _-i

Mechanism 3tudies usually involve very close control and
accurate chemical analy.co.s of the test fluids and spec';mens t
before _.nd after test, ap.c, sometimes during tests Metal-
lographic and electron probe studies of the material
specimens, and physico-chemical and various analytical )
chemical measu_eme_t:_ of the test fluids are often _a-

v._lved; other similar ap:_roaches may be used. • "_

2.2 Type of Program ....

There are several types of programs in materials-propellant ")
" immersion tests these include screening programs, pre-

liminary programs, detailed programs and verification test _,. . '

projrams. Lor._ term compatibility prog_'ams are presented _L) '
as a separate topic because of _be _peeial pldlosophy and the i

soph.;_ticated analyses of test data _hich must be done. In

many cases, the sam_ basic test method may se_'ve for any __)
of t_e program types, the difierences lie in the sophistica-
tion of the data u_!ection.

0

¢1
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Costs for programs rise rapidly with test sophistication.
On the other hand, use of screening or proof test data
foranalysisisgenerallyunsatisfactory,and upratinga|

lesssophisticatedprogram inthemidst ofconducting

¢,, itbecausedataofmore basiccharacterare needed
¢_ usuallyresultsinhighercostsand poorer datathan if

themore complex program were initiallyplanned. It

should L_ clearly understood what type of data are
•-, needed and the most economical type. of test program -

tosupl-,ythisdatashouldbe seiectedbeforeplanning _._
"_ thetestdetails.

-. Also to be considered is the timing of the test program ._ .

withrelationtootheractivities.!.thetestsare part
•- ofa largesystem project,totalprojectcostscan rise

alarminglywhen materialstestingisdone toolate. If
:_ _ selection of materials has not been completed by the

I - time detailed design starts, the designers may be. held
up until the data can be supplied, or they may be re-

_ quiredtoproceedon a "risk"basisand eitherover- _ -
- designor selectunsafematerials. The onlytests

which shouldbe necessaryatthispointint_me are

f verification-testingofcomponents insystem-related
_ operationconditions.

_', 2.2.1 ScreeningProgram

A screeningprogram isgenerallyone which isdesignedto
| give"GO" or "NO GO" answers toq_estionsaboutsuit-

abilityunder specificconditionsofa materials-propellant

f ... combination. A "GO" answer indicates that the combination

L:: issuitableinterms ofinherentstabilitytobe subjectedto ,
furthermore detailedtesting.Staticand dynamic gross !

compatibilitytestsare includedunder screening. Static __ screeningtestsconsistofexposure ofcontrolledmaterial : '
specimens to the vapor and to the liquid phases of the test i

/_. fluid under carefully controlled and safe conditions in _
order to determinewhethervigorousreactio:soccur ", "

spontaneously.Dynamic testmethods includeABMA

Impact, Trauzl Block, Friction Initiation and Card GapShock tests and those contained i _the Liquict Propellant _

Test Methods Manual. Ifeasily _nitiated¢igorousre- _ ,

actions occur which involve the fluid and material beingtested, the combination is usually dropped from con .... : _,i
sideration and no further tests are con(', cted. However, _.;. '!

many monopropellants will react when subjected to the |_¢
• Ik dynamic initiation tests. It then becomes necess_" to

_t _ _

I
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distinguishbetweenthisnormal reactionand an increased
reactivityinvolvingthematerialwiththepropeiiant,and
todistinguishthislattercase from a typicalcatalytic
reaction.Ifincreasedreactivityisdetectedthedeciding
factorsaboutsystem utilityare such parameters as ease _
olinitiationor violenceofreaction.

If the screening tests are properly planned, no other hard
data beyond "GO" - "NO GO" should be derivable. If
numerical conclusions can be drawn, the test was more --_
complex than a basic screening test.

Fa!se positive reactions between the test fluid and the -_
test apparatus must not be confused with test material-

fluid interactions. Blank tests must be run to check for
the possibility of false positives.

It is sometimes possible to perform post-test analyses
on a specimen to determine what has affected it. But in
a typical screening test, the sample is not designed to _' -
be saved if the result is NO GO.

2.2.2 Preliminary Program

A preliminary program is designed to obtain initial infor-
mation about the type and extent of interactions between

I? materials and propellants. This information is then used )

• to plan the detailed test program. For instance, a number -
of metals may be tested in a particular corrosive environ-
ment for a short period of time. The corrosion rates are
then calculated, and the types of corrosion which occurred --, !
are determined. Those alloys which have acceptable types _)
of reaction (e. g. no pitting) and slower corrosion rates are
selected for detailed study. : • '0 ,
In selection of materials and conditions to be used in pre-
liminary tests, a review of the information already availabl_ _,
for the particular system and for analogous syst_.ms is very .,_.J "'

') important. Many materials can be ruled out of tests at

once; thus there is no reason to test tungsten in a new
halogen fluoride. Knowledge of the behavior of materials
and the characteristics of the propellant can also guide in

the selection of types of interactions to be checked. If the _ i.. :_
t test fluid is an electrical conductor, it is usually important ,-;-.,

I

! 0 "196
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Indetailedprograms, testmethods range from exact

models of applications situations to very artificial .-_
conditions which, however, have beeh found to yield
data which can be correlated with real behavior, or

with some other parameter of interest. Acceleration _ j[
of interactions by increased severity of test conditions
(higher temperature, pressure, frequency) is typical of

' the artificial conditions. When such accelerated tests --_

are conducted, it is important to demonstrate that the , -
more severe condition does not cause a change in .,,.
mechanism of interaction, which would result in invalid -_
results.

Since the results of detailed test programs a_'e to be used

in prediction and correlation_ the data developed must be
complete and reproducible. Orders of magnitude and
lists of relative effects are not sufficient.

In one area, the detailed program is inverted to become
! a method for testing of tests. This occurs in the develop- " _-
f ment or selection of a standard method for quality cohtrol

!

or inspection. In these cases, the information has alreadybeen developed that changes in some characteristic, C,
of the substance correlates with a desirable or undesirable

behavior in an applied system. It is now necessary to
determine which test should be used to measure changes

,_ in C at the proper level of sensitivity in the most ex-
peditious and economic fashion. Note that selection of the

proper level of sensitivity is important; if it takes a change )
in C of 10% to cause an important system effect, one need
not aim for a test which detects changes at the 1% level,

ID, although the 1% level data are usable. The converse is
very definitely important. A test not sufficiently sensitive
should never be used. •

_f9 .iIn the design of plans for Oetailed programs, it is usually
wise to lay out a matrix of variables to be covered. This
could initially consist of a set of lists of these variables: _'_
One list would cover specimen selection and design, a "J .*
secondwould cover immersion conditions,a thirdwould i

" 11 tabulate the physical conditions to be controlled in the "0 '
test, others would cover chemical parameters, mechanical
tests, dynamic changes, etc. The basic test design would 1

I then be drawn up to control all the parameters deemed of Oi ''_':._

' 198 t
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I
primary importance, and to measure but not control

o, secondary terms. Then an analysis would be conducted
_. to determine the overall complexity of the test, con-

' sidering how many independent values of each parameter

_ should be tested. Of course, many of the parametersare not independent; thus pressure and temuerature are
completely coupled in a closed unpressurized container,

{ t _ once the quantity of fluid is selected. If the complexity
__ is low--if only one or two parameters are to be varied -

over a few values, a straightforward test plan is drawn
:" up in which each value of each parameter is checked.
_ However, if the complexity is high--many parameters to

be varied simultaneously, it is generally wiser to use an _.
i experiment designed on a statistical plan, in order to

! . decrease the number of tests. If possible, the statistical

• plan should be one which allows for revision on the basis

i ( of ea. ,"data as the program proceeds. Apparatus
, complexity is one of the factors which enters the decision

i i . as to whether a statistical plan is necessary. Thus a' _ large variety of similar metal samples can be placed -_"
[ _ in a single test, and hence if the change in metal r:om-

I position is the only parameter to be controlled, w:.il.-._....,
i _ : say, pressure, temperature and fluid volume are held
'_ _-- constant, a statistical design may be unnecessary.

However, testing one material at 4 temperatures and

t 4 flow rates each of which requires a separate test set
up for each parameter change, will be more economically
done if a statistical design is chosen.

- 2.2.4 Verification Program

( In a verification test, an article which has been designed
and built for service in defined conditions is exposed to
those conditions and its functioning is measured. The

(- •: article may be anything from a subcomponent to a com-
plete anu complex system. In mnst verification tests,

• as much as possible of the complete range of defined ,

(_' service conditions is covered, and the response and : !
- behavior of the article is monitored throughout the test. "

L _. Except for the special categories of tests to destruction
and life service tests, it is expected that the specimen

article will survive the test, and the plan is based on such |.
behavior. However, it is recognized that sometimes (:

' early in a design program, the first articles may not

t survive. When it is possible to do so economically, data
¢ collection to determine cause of failure may be included

i
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intheinstrumentation.This isnotgenerallythecase.
Post testexaminationofthespecimen plusanalysisof

. thenormally collecteddataare usuallythe onlyavailable ;
resources. Iftheyare notsufficient,a recyclethrough
a detailedprogram aimed atfailureanalysisisusually
required. _ "(

.o

2.2.5 Long Term Compatibility Program
r

2.2.5.1 Full Term Tests _,.

There is a serious lack of precise material-propellant
compatibility data for long term storage of up to fifteen
years with earth and _pace storable propellants. Important

considerations relative to real time or full duration testing
in c lu de:

i
2.2.5.1.1 Technical Utility - The results should be meaningful and

not become outmoded by technical obsolescence as the
result of state-of-the-art advances during the test. _ =, -

2.2.5. I. 2 Economics - Testing over long periods of time (five to

fifteen years) can be prohibitively expensive. Any flxll ")
term program should be carefully designed in all aspects
in order to achieve a cost effective program.

}
,_ 2.2.5.1.3 Test Design - Careful analysis of the behavior of real

systems in long duration exposures as functions of the

system design and exposure parameters, and similar - "_
analysisofthebehaviorofthetestsystem as itinteracts -,
with the propellant and materials specimen is essential

_" for the proper design _" the tests in order to obtain
I accurate data which are not confused with unwanted test- _._!

specific factors. _ ,

J, 2.2.5.1.4 Post test characterization and documentation - These _3 'i
'_ should be as thorough as practical to provide continuity .

_ and consistency in consonance with the procedural _ ".
. methods of this document in reporting pertinen_ factors, _J ;

results, and test methods utilized during the active program. }

2.2.5.I.5 Test constraints- The testconstraintsinfluencer_salting _'J i' (_

' from the test methods employedeffectsshould befinalrecogni_edand I.% t_ _ i}evaluated relative to the upon the interpretation _tJl "
of results. Typically all phases are affected and major vs. _=" , ...._
minor considerations must be taken into account. "_ "_', '

200 _ :'_:_2
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!
2.2.5.2 Accelerated Tests

2.2.5.2.I Gene ral

t - Accelerated testing is a method of determining the
! material-propellant compatibility urider substitute
4

= short term conditions for real time; testing. Accel-
- crated testing, employing many d'.fferent procedures,

_" _ has evolved from the many different type programs
conducted in the past. For example, specimens may
be exposed to induced environmental conditions (such

! as high temperature, pressure, or g-loads) that exceed
those required, and then examined after exposures.
Results based upon these accelerated reactions are

i then correlated with actual data and applied to the

. design situation.2.2.5.2.2 Rationale

The basis for accelerated tests is the assumption that '= -• "intensification" of one or more factors, (such as
raising the temperature), will accelerate by the same

if ratio all reactions which normally occur in the test
_ __ system without changing any of the reaction mechanisms

or causing any new reactions. Thus compatibility effects
can be obtained in shorter time periods.

_' : , This assumption of linear behavior is only approximately
[ \ true even over limited ranges of variation for system

_. _._,' pazameters. Hence the test designer must not exceed
these limits or false effects will occur.

_"Ci 2.2.5.2.3 Uses and Constraints i

!(i_ The test methods employing accelerated means to simu- i',
late real time reaction products and interactions are of i i

i _ particular importance to permit earlier assessment of
( •_ materials compatibility information. To ensure that• applicable data for design purposes is obtained, the test

designer must completely understand the relation of the

'_ testconditionstothosethatare beingsimulated. This ]isdifficulttoachievefrom botha theoreticaland engi-

neeringapplication standpoint, hence the influence of 4 _

() environmental simulations should be carefully evaluated _i!:

and controlled in order to preclude or reduce the number

;_ of overlapping interactions when using this test technique.

C i;201
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1.

Itisessentialtodemonstratethattheacceleratedtest
environmentselecteddoes notintroducenew reactions

nor change the relativeratesofdifferentreactionsoc-
curringinthetesttosuch an extentthattheinternaltest
environment is no longer a satisfactory model of the real
system. _ j

2.2.5.3 Ex',rapolationfrom AbbreviatedTests
r

2.2.5.3.1 General _._

This procedureisdirectedtoward investigation,analysis,

t and experimental testing for the pu_-pose of establishing ..
fundamental data and generation of criteria based upon i

relatively short duration tests instead of full term tests.In order to obtain accurate results, the extrapolation ,
methods used should be applicable for predicting material-
propellant compatibility performance, not only on a rela-
tive basis but also on an absolute time-lapse basis. These ! _, -
methods must be capable of indicating, by extremely sen-
sitive measurements, the effects of interactions, combi-
nations, dissimilarities, activation sites, etc., between

I the specimen and fluid and conversely the fluid and
specimen.

_,_ 2.2.5.3.2 Uses and Constraints )

i' Ideally these techniques will identify and discriminate be- ) '_¢
i tween different kinds of time dependent gross and subtle

effects. The rates at which the reactions proceed are

_! dependent upon a variety of different parameters and _, '
mechanisms. Test and measurement techniques should
provide an index to the rate of dissolution of specimen :. ,

constituents into the fluids; decomposition rate of the :i_) _ "

i fluid; and reactions on the specimen, surfaces and inter- _ 'faces. Such identification of operational compatibility
interactions, combined with known magnitudes should pro- _'_ _'

:_ i' vide accurate data for extrapolation to long term (up to

_! fifteen years) application. Thus _he suitability of a material ,._
can be evaluated and correlated with full term data with far _ :
more precision than with any other available method. _ •

] "
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In many material-propellant systems, initial reaction

rates are very highbut in a short period of time the re-
. actions slow down dramatically. This process is often

called passivation. A reverse behavior of the rates

I sometimes occurs--it is called induction. If either
taxes place, then the reaction rates extrapolated for

| _ long term exposures should be the steady state rate,

;'t' I and the initial period should be subtracted from thesteady state rate and reported separately.

2.5.42. Summary

:, Tb: development of real-time data about the effects of

long duration exposures is highly desirable. However,

in many cases such programs are not feasible because
'_ of cost considerations, schedule demands, or other

_ factors. Data must be obtained in accelerated tests or
extrapolated from abbreviated tests. Great care must

C be used in developing data by such techniques, becausesmall errors are quickly magnified by a sort of "lever" h -
effect. Table H consists of a list of some of the important

_ factors in long term compatibility considerations. Many
_ l_. of these factors apply to tests and to real systems, both,

but often not with the same weighting. The list is not
!. f. supposed to be complete, and the test designer and con-

L ductor must ensure that any additional factors in the real
_-', : or test system of interest are not overlooked.

C_ 2.3 Available Information

:i: f" An annotated bibliography of immersion testing is being
_ i,_ published as a separate JANNAF document. It deals with
_ publishedtestmethods, includingstandardmethods, recom- _

" mended methods and non-standard methods used in specific _..! studies, and also with important leading references to _i

_: published data on studies of the inte 'action of structural '

'_ materials with propellants and aerospace fluids.

[' ', 2.4 Reactant Selection i
_ The applications of the test program limit to definite classes 1

or groups the materials and fluids which may be selected. :/r
' _ The particular objectives, type of test, and test procedures

- adopted then define the selection of specific reactants. :)_.

•
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Table II 1

F

FACTORS OF POTENTIA'. IMPORTANCE IN
EXTENDED DURATION COMPATIBILITY

Extended Duration Exposure (Test or System)

Perfusion through organic materials (test fluid/outside atmosphere) ! $

.- Seal leakage
I

Changes in rate at different locations due to thermal stratification

Effects of venting

Concentration changes due to evaporation of volatiles

S]cw composition changes in fluid (decomposition of N2H 4 or N2HsNO3) . _"

, Slow changes in material due to mechanical operationsLow level galvanism .

Creep of materials

Effect of surface active agents in propellant and on materials i
Surface co volume considerations considering accumulation of

reactive products.

Acc _lerated Tests )

I --'_' Effect of temperature (pressure, etc. ) on all reaction rates
Effect of temperature (pressure, etc.) on reaction mechanisms

Diffusion control of heterogeneous reactions (agitation speeds

," { reactions) )

• Sequential reactions

Solid state diffusion )

Effect of temperature changes on vapor phase composition and "
evaporation processes, fluid density, and cavitation __ ',

Solubility changes for slightly sohlble reaction products
J

Extrapolation from Abbreviated Tests (_
_.j

> _ Passivation

Changes in concentration of reactive or inhibitory species

Very slow reaction paths _

It should be noted in passing that tests described as Lon_. Term may ,
actuallybe AbreviatedTests incompar,'sontoactualExtended Duration ,#,_,

' operationofa system. $_

''i
204 '!_ _,

I
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The basic ground rule for reactant selection is that the

_ reactant should be the same as that anticipated in actual
,. service. If this is not feasible or practical, simulants

' may sometimes be substituted. Their selection should
_' be on the basis of reactants which have similar chemical
,. or physical or mechanical properties, or appropriate

combinations. The basis of selection for reactant sim-

: I " ulants will be primarily dictated by the objective of the" _. investigation, but, in general, the desired independent|
variables to be simulated shall include the following: ,,

a) temperature range

_., b) phase _tate .

! ( c) degree of reactivity
': d) susceptibility to external variables

, e) concentration

_ _ f) chemical properties F_

g) physical properties

I (, "_ h) mechanical properties

2.4. I Test Fluids

" ' . Most fluids can be obtained in a variety of grades In '
_, : order of increasing quality (purity) these are com_ronly

I j" , listed as technical, commercial, commercially pure,L- - _..._ chemically pure, reagent, high purity, spectroscopic,
_. electronic, pure. Specifications aerospaceand ultra for

r_, "_ fluids are based on the requirements of the system in :_
b.,i _ la. which they are used, and may be equivalent to any one

i!_ (" of the grades, often with special requirements in i"
_: _ addition. Most propellant specifications are about i ',

equivalent to commercially pure or chemically pure _ ,
grades. ,_

; The category of test will determine the choice of fluid. _
In screening and preliminary tests, commercial to

_.: commercially pure or SPEC grades will do, withouti L. further analysis or definition of properties or con- _ .
stituents. Verification programs should employ the

SPEC grade which will be used in normal service, withnormal SPEC analysis. _,_
p

D

' i| 2os
J

i
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For detailed programs, the complete constitution of the
fluid should be determined by accurate chemical analysis,
not just MIL SPEC analysis procedures. Design data

J

programs should be conducted with propellant grade or
equivalent fluids, but, again, the fluids should be analyzed
as completely as possible. In property correlation and re- _
action mechanism studies, the purest available fluid should

' be used, and analyzed thoroughly. When impurities or
other constituents are required in the fluid to study their i I .
effects, these should be added in weighed amounts to the

pure base fluid. The modified fluid should then be analyzed .!again. All test fluids must be traceable by lot number to

the manufacturer. _.

, As previously stated, the selection of the proper reactant
is primarily dictated by the test objective. In the majority

'_ of the cases every effort should be made to duplicate the - -
real reactant as closely as possible. Consequently, the }

.. _ chemical and physical properties of the test fluid should
be the same as those in the naturally occurring solution - _.
or, as in the case of most propell_mts, those taken directly "}
from some plant process, i.e., in an "as received" condition.

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to obtain the "exact" "_
test fluid for investigation, and availability of similar test
fluids dictates the selections. In such cases, it must be

_., determined which independent variables are of prime /
importance to the investigation and on this basis the test
fluid simulant should oe selected. In making these selec-
tions, care should be takea to insure that conservative ....
results will be obtained.

Another important consideration in the selection of test '-)
fluids is the effect of external variables. The effects of

O _ °t

aerationand vibrationmay become predominantand must i
be accounted for. Conversely, if this variable is not

predominant, then special consideration should be given i !

to keeping the test fluid saturated with an inert gas and _)in a state _,_quies,,ence. _ i _"

Based on the above it becomes quite evident that the _'_ !
selection of the proper test fluid, either "exact" or "similar" _J _

is dictated by the test fluid as the controlling variable in _ _
the test and not subject to some uncontrolled variable. _ | ;: _=

O _ i :

206 0 '!
i
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2.4.2 Pressurantsand DissolvedGases

Equallyimportantinreactantselectionisthe selection4

ofpressurizationgas systems which willpreventall

I foreseeablesystem contamination.This isofprimeimportance where the test fluid is a high energy propellant.

_ Two cases where a pressurant gas is used in con!unction
P with the main te::t fluid must be considered. The pres-

surant may be present as a required factor in the test

design, or it may be present because it is not prottibitedand it makes manipulation of the liquid phase more con-

: venient. This lattercase includesgases, even air, _.

dissolvedinthe liquidbeforeitisintrod,!cedintothe
t

} system, even thoughthe freepressurantisnotintroduced
, l

[ directly into the system.

Pressurant selection must follow the same r_les as those

for test fluid selection with regard to impurities, which

t [,. typically include 0% CO2 and H20 in many pressurant _, -gases. The solubility of the pressurant in the liquid pro-
pellant should be known, and the degree of saturation

l L; measured.
Pressurants can interact with the test liquid to change

{[, compatibility effects. Thus dissolved seriously
gases

,_ affect cavitation behavior. The impurities in a pressurant
can have large effects, since they may react with the

to corrosive materials. Thesepropellant give possible
effects must be considered in the test and system design.

_ The best to ensure the high purity pressurant ,way gases
is naturally to obtain them in the liquid state and then
vaporize the gas as needed; however, the pressurants _ . ,

(_ commonly used at the present, e.g., nitrogen and helium,
are usually stored as gas.

Pressurant gases for ,_se with test fluids should meet the .:"
following minimum specifications:

(_ a) Helium - AF Grade A No. 7500-156410

,, b) Nitrogen- MIL-P-27401A

( "
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Other pressurants, e.g. argon, CO2, etc., should meet _"
tieir respective MIL SPECS where applicable. Generally,
th_ wetness requirements for pressurants should be a '_.
minimum of -60°F dew point. However, in the case of
extremely reactive test fluids, e.g. fluorine, the minimum
dew point should be -100°F. _., _

h

' _.. Hence, it not only should be the availabil_.ty and inertness ._
• " of the pressurant which dictates its selection but also t" e _ .

susceptibility of the pressurant to abscrb contaminants,
primarily moisture, either in storage or use .... ,.

t

2.4.3 Specimen Materials

" Screening and preliminary tests frequently make use of _"_

t .: many different test materials, but in the more detailed tests, "' the number of materials is greatly reduced. The program •.
objectives, systems design requirements or test constraints
due t_ material interactions put narrow limits on the
selections which may be made. Typically, tests in one . _.
series are restricted to a few alloys of similar composition. )
Instead of variation in the materials composition, variation

: in its condition, finish, joining methods, plating, stress
_ load, and other factors which relate to fabricatiou, joining }

[ and structural uses are frequently studied.

_, The material composition and condition should be documented
¢ by whatever methods are appropriate. The documentation

l" _ should include the fabrication history of the specimens, -_,i specifying location and orientation on the billet, sheet, or .
J

_ other stock from which they were cut. All materials must
_ be traceable by lot number to the manufacturer. -_

II Combinations of materials of aifferent composition may show " ,

J

J unexl:ected interactions, and should be avoiced in testing, (_ ',
unless study of such interactions is the goal of the test. __] '

p,
t

t

Tests of components and systems are usually restricted to ;"_ ;._. _ those materials which have been incorporated by _he de-

ll signer. In this case, the test conductor has no control over _ :

• the materials and their condition in the test objects. There- , !
' fore he should request accurate documentation from the

_, designer and fabricator. _
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J

Again, man_ _f the requiremen*s given above for test

i fluids are applicable to the mate rial selection. Thematerial should be the same at hat contempleted in

,' I- service,if possible.Ifsimilarmaterialsare needed,

thecriteriaon simulantselectionsnouldbe applied
withparticularemphasis on physicaland mechanical
properties as well as degree of reactivity.

I 2.4.4 TestSystem Ma.erials

It may not only be the fluid or specimen which are thereactants. Test results may be invalidated if other sub-
, stances, such as the container material, undergo a

reaction. The potential effects of an erroneous material "

selectionon a corrosiontest_sobviousas the largesur-
facearea ofthesusceptiblecontainermaterialcould

completely negate the results of the test on a 9f
coupon

• smaller surface area.

C 2.4.5 Summary _=-

Selecti)nofmaterialsas reactantsis criticalnot ohlyto

_0_ thedesireofhavingrelativeinertnessina system but
also o simulateas closelyas possiblethe realservice
material environment on the basis of temperature, •

_i _ _ strength of materials, etc. ,

2.5 Test Method Selection -

2.5.1 Test Type

C

i _ The main requirement to be met is that the method of test

selected yield meaningful results consistent with the basic

(_ objectives noted in Section 1.1, and the specific objectivesdiscussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 The numerous specimen
types, test methods, and possible interactions may be

groupedunder thetwo genericcategoriesdiscussedbelow.

_. 2.5.1.1 Static Test

'(_:;. This method involves exposure of the specimen under test
to the liquid, liquid-vapor, and liquid-vapor interface

(-_, phases under static conditions (that is, with no relativemotion applied and controlled as a test parameter).

:- ( 20_
i
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A subcategoryofstatictestisone inwhich some portion
of the system is at an energy level above the rest of the .,
system, but m which this excess energy does not cause

' dynamic conditions to develop. Stress corrosion and *

compression set tests are typical examples. In terms -_, of basic mechanistic considerations these tests are
._ quite different from simple static tests; however, thei

(.I. test procedures, other than the application of the - :
specific load, are usually identical with procedures for ) o
static tests.

i

i "\
t 2.5.1.2 Dynamic Test

r This method involves exposure of the specimen under

_ test to dynamic conditions, typ'cally flowing propellant,
f environmental simulation, or functional operation as in
j service. This document is a procedure for static im-

"'i _ mersion testingand itdoes notdealwithdy',lamicconditions
exceptfora few specialcases.

t

f

_ 2.5.2 Apparatus and System )

The apparatus and system utilized to carry out and
_ support the testing activities should be simple, an,"

should result in a minimal influence on the test specimen

' and test results. _
}

_.!..

i The design and selection of test apparatus must include )

consideration of the effects of the external environment on the
test and on the system for which the test data are needed.
Such factors as vibration, leakage to the interior, shock:

I stray magnetic fields, or humidity may have to be controlled. "_
Ingeneral,theinternaltestenvironmentisanalyzedto

I determine to what variables it is sensitive, then the en- "
vironment of the test is controlled to hold these v_triables (_

1 constant at some selected level, which may be zero. "_-] '

t i
t

!i 2.5.3 Instrumentation /'_t

In general the test program will require instrumentation for _ ,
• , __' measuring specifiedparameters. The instrumentation ,
, should be as simple as possible and should result in a _J ' _

minimal influence on the results of the test. It is important i_:!
that the sensors, data output systems, and intermediate 0 ;i_'_;/:devicesshouldbe stableover the durationofthetest. All __:_
instrumentation must be calibrated and traceable to the t"

National Bureau of Standards. The precision and accuracy _
$
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should be appropriate to the controls applied to the test,

t and totheaccuracy needs forapplicationofthedata.Excessiveaccuracy gainsnothing,and costsa lot.

" 2.5.4 Test Variables

A knowledgeofallthe propertiesincludingthecomposition
:*t _"' ofevery elementinvolvedinthetestprogram isdesirable

ihorder tomake boththe resolutionand reproductionof
the dataas reliableand accurateas possible.

- The number and levelof testingdependsupon theparticular

_ , program requirements. The many possiblevariablesshould
, _ be carefullyanalyzedso thatonlythecriticaltestvariables,

._ - - and their levels are established and adhered to during the
' program.

_-:' 2.6 Program Definition- Conclusions#

• I

'" Compatibilitytestprocedures,costs,results,and datautilityare under thestronginfluenceofa wide varietyof
parameters. R isnecessarytoidentifyand definethe

_ specific important parameters in order to design the mJst
"_ "_ cost-effectivetestprogram which meets theprogram
.' objectives.
°' ,

i:

7

i
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BOEING SAMPLF PREPARATION

Reaaent:

3N HCI prepared from quartz distilled HCI and Biomed distilled v.ater.

Conditions:

I. Reaoent Blank: 2 milliliters (ml) 3N HCI directly in Durathane bag

2. Sample Blank: 2 ml reaaent rinsed in Boeing container then put in

( Durathane baq.

_ 3. Spike sample: l ml of spike solution containing 2 _g each of AI, V,

Ti, were dried in a Boeina container. 2 ml of reagent used to take

' up residue and transferred to hag.
- 4. Spike Reference: l ml spike solution and 2 ml reagents directly into

c _ Durathane baa.

( PROCEDURE:

f I. Small Durathane baQs were soaked in 6N HF for 2 hours, sinsed with

water (distilled)and soaked with 3N HCI for 2 hours, then rinsed well

* ( _ with distilledwater. Bags were dried in freeze drying apparatus.

_ _ 2. Freeze dryina samples: Reagents were pipetted into the Boeina container,

( _ dissolving the residue. The solution was then quantitivelytransferred
_" _' to the D,Jrathanebaa v,hichwas held in a polybaQ. A small Durathane

;: } bag was put over the first one..i
.

._ 3. Samples v,erefrozen in dry ice and LN2, placed in freeze drying i.i ("_ apparatus and pumped until dry. ",
4. Durathane bags were then activated in the reactor and counted. _ _"

! ,
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